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1 Call to Order

2 Confirmation of Agenda

3 Approval of Minutes of June 7 2000

AGENDA
DEGREE PROPOSAL ASSESSMENT COMMITTEE

Wednesday September 13 2000 415 to 600 pm
Surrey Campus Room G2105

415 Dana Cserepes

420 Dana Cserepes

425 Dana Cserepes
Attached

4 Discussion Issue of Looking at Draft Full Program 430 Dana Cserepes
Proposals

5 Full Program Proposal Bachelor ofApplied Arts Major 445 Kevin HamiltonRoger Elmes
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in Psychology DRAFT
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Inferior Design
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4cKwantlen
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Present

Dana Cserepes Chair
Dave Davidson

Linda Rogers
Sue Doucette Recorder

Regrets
Barbara Duggan

2 Confirmation of Agenda

John Slattery
Judith McGillivray
Verian Farnsworth

Jim Gunson

Susan Morris

Frank Ludtke

Paul Richard

Linda Condell KSA

Jean Church Colin Haigh

1 CaII to Order

The meeting was called to order at 415 pm

Moved by Verian Farnsworth seconded by Linda Condell
that the Agenda be approved
CARRIED

3 Approval of Minutes of May 24 2000

Moved by Linda Condell
that the minutes of May 24 2000 be approved
CARRIED

NOTES

Degree Proposal Assessment Committee
Wednesday June 7 2000 415 pm

Surrey Campus Room G2105

Dana Goedbloed

Karen Metzger

4 Full Program Proposal Bachelor ofApplied Journalism
Joy Jones and Lori Yonen presented the DRAFT Full Program Proposal for Bachelor ofApplied
Journalism The proposal will be brought back to a future DPAC Meeting when revisions have been
incorporated

5 Letter of IntentCE Gerontology Recreation Programmer Program
Moved by John Slattery seconded by Verian Farnsworth
that the Letter of Intent be approved pending revisions prior to being presented to Education Council
CARRIED

Education Council in this case has agreed to allow its executive committee to review this proposal as
soon as possible due to student loan implications if delayed until September

6 Letter of Intent Non Degree Applied Business Technology Certificate Program
Moved by Verian Farnsworth seconded by Susan Morris
that the Letter of Intent be approved pending revisions before proceeding w Education Council
CARRIED

I abstentionl
7 Questions for Discussion

Definition of Work ExperiencePracticumCoOp Placement
Dana will work with Verian Paul and David on defining these definitions and bring results to
DPAC September 13 meeting

June 7 2000 Page 1



Would a change from selective admissions to an open admissions policy trigger a full program
review or review by DPAC

These changes would require approval by DPAC and Education Council and should be submitted
in memo format to DPAC attaching any relevant documents

Would a change to the number of courses required to receive a credential trigger a full program review
or review by DPAC

A change to the number of courses requires approval by DPAC and Education Council and should
be submitted in a memo format with any substantiating documents attached

S Status of DPAC Chair and Other Committee Members

Moved by Paul Richard seconded by Vcrian Farnsworth
that Dana Cserepes continue as Chair for another year
CARRIED

9 Two CE Programs Requiring Ministry Approval
The Real Estate Development and Feasibility Studies Program and the Property Management Diploma
Program require Ministry approval as they ladder into a degree at UBC The Full Program Proposals
for these programs will be corning forward to DPAC within two weeks

The committee agreed that these FPPs would have to wait for the September agenda as no available
meeting date could be found before then

The meeting adjourned at 700 pm

Next Meeting Wednesday September 13 2000
415 pm
Room G2105 Surrey Campus

first meeting of the semester
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saKwantlen
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Bachelor of Applied Arts Major in Psychology

10 Executive Summary

The Bachelor of Applied Arts Major in Psychology Degree is an applied four year program designed to
provide graduates with a knowledge base and skill set in the behavioural sciences much needed by employers
surveyed from community and workplace settings throughout the Lower Mainland of British Columbia
Employers are looking for graduates with strong analytical and evaluative skills a basic understanding of
modern technology and its application as well as an understanding of interpersonal dynamics change and
cultural diversity The following proposal describes the new Kwantlen degree and addresses issues including
skills knowledge and attitudes provided by the degree employability why the program warrants degree status
the curriculum including course development learning methodologies faculty capabilities and requirements
external industry and university consultations admission and transfer

In the first two years of the new Kwantlen program students will complete the existing Associate of Arts
Degree with a specialization in psychology In years three and four the emphasis is on applications of the
behavioural sciences relevant to modern community and workplace settings including an understanding of
human interaction with and use of modern technology Core course requirements in years three and four
nclude six credits in each of I Applied Research Methods 2 interpersonal Relations and 3 Industrial

Organizational Psychology as well as Human Factors and Ergonomics Other required threecredit courses in
the third and fourth years include Cultural Psychology Tests Measurement Health Psychology Applied
Statistics Professional and Ethical Issues as well as Technical Report Writing and Project Management

During the third and fourth years students also are required to participate in a workplace Practicum amounting
to approximately 225 hours coordinated by Kwantlen andcosupervised by faculty and employers
Furthermore during years three and four students will select four of eight possible electives that will allow
them to focus their studies in one of three areas if they so choose These areas of focus are Applied Research
Community Service and Human Factors Finally an Honours Option consisting of six additional credits
beyond the 120 required for the basic degree is available to those interested in continuing into graduate school
or simply more intense study at the undergraduate level

In summary the Kwantlen degree has been developed to respond to the new knowledge industry and the
resulting impact on business activity and communities in the 21 Century This degree is not only unique to
British Colurnbia but there is no program currently offered in North America with the same clarity of focus and
application As such the Kwantlen degree provides an important service to both students and employers For
students it is a passport to employment opportunities not otherwise available to new graduates For employers
the degree will offer a pool of local skills knowledge and abilities that have been identified as lacking in the
existing labour force



0 Letter of Intent attach

The following Full Program Proposal is consistent with the Letter of Intent for this degree with the exception
that the practicum component has been adjusted to 225 hours based on consultation with several other
programs having work placements as part of their curriculum

30 Curriculum

31 Describe what the student will gain from this program skills knowledge attitudes and other
attributes Please include a discussion of how these outcomes will warrant this program to be of degree
status

311 Introduction

2

The Bachelor of Applied Arts Major in Psychology degree is a fouryear program 120 credits It is
designed to provide graduates with a knowledge base and skill set rooted in the behavioural sciences and much
in demand by employers surveyed throughout the Lower Mainland of British Columbia see Appendix E of the
Letter of Intent Employers are looking for graduates with strong analytical and evaluative skills a basic
understanding of modem technology and the skills to utilize this technology effectively in community and
work settings Ergonomics and Human Factors as well as an understanding of interpersonal dynamics change
and cultural diversity The Kwantlen degree is designed to provide students with a background highly relevant
to community and work place settings in the information based economy of the 21 century

ollowing two years of general studies with a specialization in psychology the focus of years three and four of
the new Kwantlen degree is on issues of human performance productivity and wellbeing relevant to business
industry community and government work settings The degree develops a set of skills knowledge and
attitudes not provided by any current undergraduate program available in BC and the degree includes work
experience as part of the curriculum Upon graduation students will be prepared for entrylevel employment in
a wide range of jobs Possible positions include analysts research assistants human resource advisors health
policy consultants and program evaluators to name only a few of the types ofjobs for which graduates will be
qualified see Appendix F of the Letter of Intent Furthermore an optional Honours component 6 additional
credits in psychology above the 120 required for the basic degree will allow those students interested to further
study at the undergraduate level or to prepare for graduate school where they can develop more advanced skills
in the behavioural sciences and related fields

312 Skills and Knowledge

The Bachelor of Applied Arts Major in Psychology Degree requires an additional two years of university
study 60 credits minimum following completion of Kwantlensexisting two year Associate of Arts Degree
with a specialization in psychology

313 Specific Skills and Knowledge in Years One and Two Associate of Arts Degree

The Associate of Arts Degree in itself is designed to provide an educational experience that prepares students

orwork citizenship and an enriched life as an educated person and that lays a solid foundation for further
study This degree prepares students for entry into the third year of university and historically Kwantlen
students have completed their third and fourth years of undergraduate training at UBC SFU UVic or UNBC



During the fist two years the Associate of Arts Degree exposes stc4lents to concepts theories and modes of

4nquiry in the humanities social and physical sciences in order to develop

An interest in and curiosity about the world around them
An understanding of the global context in which they live and work
An appreciation of intellectual thought and human creativity
An openness to a variety of viewpoints
A capacity for and interest in selfdirected lifelong learning
An acceptance of the social responsibilities that come with the benefits of advanced learning

Additionally these first two years of study develop and improve skills and abilities essential for academic
success at an advanced intellectual level including

Analysis synthesis and integration of knowledge
Application of theoretical understanding to practice
Critical thinking and problem solving
Computer and technological literacy
Working collaboratively
Research and evaluation skills

Advanced reading comprehension
Effective writing and oral communication
Mathematical and scientific reasoning

14Spec Skills and Knowledge in Years Three and Four
The applied skills and knowledge in the behavioural sciences and most specifically psychology that will be
developed during years three and four will be in the following areas

Applied research design and data collection methods including Internet research applications
Qualitative and quantitative measurement
Data analysis and interpretation
Workplace and community functioning
Interpersonal dynamics and culture
Human interaction with and use ofmodem technology
Applications of Psychology relevant to health rehabilitation aging adult training and community services
Program evaluation
Technical writing and program management
Ethics and regulation in the application of the behavioural sciences
Portfolio creation and job search
Pre graduation work experience

315Employability Skills

General employability skills relevant to this degree have been documented in Appendix C of the Letter of Intent
lid include

Creative thinking and problem solving skills
Recognize problems and generate new ideas devise and implement plan of action

3



Oral skills

Receive attend to interpret and respond to verbal and non verbal messages and other cues Organize
ideas and communicate orally

Interpersonal skills
Work with others effectively

Teamwork and leadership skills
Participate as a member of a team Contribute to the group effort and success

Personal management skills
Display adaptability sociability and resource management as well as personal ethics

Writing skills
Communicate written thoughts ideas and information in appropriate documents

Reading and information skills
Locate understand and interpret written information in a variety of formats

Visual literacy
Organize and process symbols pictures graphs objects and other information

Mathematical skills

Perform basic computations Approach practical problems by choosing appropriately from a variety of
mathematical techniques

Intercultural skills

Work well with people from diverse backgrounds Respect individual differences
Technological skills

Work with a variety of technologies
Citizenship and global perspective

Understand how social organizational and global issues are interrelated with individual and local
concerns

316 Attitudes

4

Attitudes developed from this degree are commensurate with other applied programs in the behavioural
sciences Stec Astrid M Berstein Douglas A 1999 Psychology Fields of Application Houghton Mifflin
Co Boston

Careful and systematic planning is a prerequisite for any complex intellectual undertaking
Errors provide valuable feedback and knowledge of their causes is a foundation for future success
Terms and issues must be clearly defined before they can be discussed meaningfully and productively
For every major issue there are many different points of view and all sides ofan issue must be investigated
thoroughly before a conclusion can be reached
To be perceived as intellectually responsible individuals must make every effort to understand the
perspectives of those with whom they disagree
An attitude of healthy skepticism is valuable too especially when confronted with potentially biased
information

The assumptions of a theory tradition belief or mode of practice must be analyzed and carefully
understood completely before it can be accepted or rejected
It is perfectly acceptable and often highly desirable for individuals to change their beliefs values or
behaviours if presented with sufficient empirical evidence or logical justification to do so
Those with whom we agree are not always right and those with whom we disagree are not always wrong
When disagreeing it is best to do so in an agreeable manner disagreements should produce constructive
discussions not arguments



There are no simplistic dogmatic explanations of complex phenomena It is often necessary to look
IIP beyond obvious common sense or traditional views to discover valid causal relationships

Many methods can be used to study behaviour eg experiments correlational studies naturalistic
observations or case studies The appropriateness of a particular method is determined by careful
determination of its purpose and the individuals situations and ethical principles involved
Often as important in measurement as the operational definition ofonesdependent measure is what of
relevance this measure may not be able to capture
Learning is a lifelong process that can happen in the absence of any formal educational process critical
thinkers learn from their teachers but they can also learn by themselves long after their formal education
has ceased

Change in the world is inevitable and can be positive Understanding this and being able to work and cope
with it is paramount to being adjusted and successful in the modem world
Cultural diversity is part of the modern world and is a source of enrichment Cultural diversity provides
opportunities to better understanding ourselves and others and to use this understanding constructively in
our interactions with the modern world

It is essential to understand and to be familiar with codes of ethics practice and regulatory policy in the
application of the Behavioural Sciences

317 Summary of skills knowledge and attitudes obtained from this degree

In summary the Bachelor of Applied Arts Major in Psychology Degree is a four year program consisting of
two additional years beyond Kwantlensexisting Associate of Arts Degree with a specialization in Psychology

the new degree will provide students with practical knowledge work experience and a unique set of applied
skills in the behavioural sciences relevant to finding immediate employment upon graduation as well as a
breadth of knowledge similar to other undergraduate programs in Canadian universities Students from this
program will be prepared to work in entry level positions in a wide variety of work settings and community
organizations Additionally students will have the option of taking six further credits in Psychology 120 6
as an Honours option This option will be particularly useful for those interested in continuing into graduate
school or desiring more intense study at the undergraduate level

5

318 Why the program described warrants degree status

The Kwantlen Bachelor of Applied Arts Major in Psychology warrants the status of a degree program on
several grounds

gree provides sufficient content applied skills and analytical background to prepare students for
entr evel employment in a range of community and workplace settings as well as for further studies at the
graduate level

The program provides both breadth of knowledge including at least 18 credits in Liberal Education as well
as development of specific content knowledge and applied skills in the behavioural sciences combining
theoretical understanding with practical knowledge

The program fulfills an unmet market need for trained graduates in applied psychological skills documented
through consultation with industry and within the professional community Golding J Kraemer P

2000 Introductory psychology into a multidisciplinary multicultural undergraduate program at a
research university Teaching Psychology 27 169 173



Course Name Credits Course Number Prerequisites
Introduction to Psychology Basic Processes 3 PSYC 1100 Admission to first yr
Introduction to Psychology Areas and
Applications

3 PSYC 1200 PSYC 1100

Experimental Psychology Statistics 3 PSYC 2300 PSYC 1200

Experimental Psychology Research
Methodology

3 PSYC 2400 PSYC 2300

Social Psychology 3 PSYC 2330 PSYC 1200

Cognition 3 PSYC 2385 PSYC 1200

321 Required Courses Years One and Two

6

The program provides rigorous exposure to critical thinking in a variety of theoretical and practical contexts

The rigor and the level ofdifficulty of courses is congruent with those of undergraduate degrees at other
Canadian Universities

The overall number of courses in the program and the number of required psychology courses are consistent
with the requirements of other Canadian University undergraduate degrees surveyed in the development of
this proposal UBC UVic SFU UNBC U of Calgary U of Waterloo U of Guelph U of Western Ontario

32 Specifically describe the courses or other curriculum requirements of the program

As indicated The Bachelor of Applied Arts Major in Psychology Degree requires a minimum of 120 credits
and up to 126 credits for the Honours Option

By the end of the fourth year students will have taken at least 66 credits in Psychology and 18 credits in Liberal
Education no Tess than 12 Liberal Education credits can be from outside the field of psychology The Liberal
Education component of the degree also requires that a minimum of six of the 18 credits be at the third or
fourth year level These latter courses will be provided by other degree programs at Kwantlen and by a history
of psychology course that now articulates to third year at SFU

To complete the Associate ofArts Degree with the required specialization in psychology to enter the Bachelor

MOIE
fApplied Arts Major in Psychology Degree Program students must include in their first two years ofstudy
minimum of 18 credits in Psychology In terms of specific curriculum requirements the Associate of Arts

Degree requires that students take

6 credits in first year English
9 credits in Science

36 credits in Arts

9 credits in Arts Science or other areas of study offered at Kwantlen University College

The 18 required psychology credits consist of the following courses

During the first year of the Associate of Arts Program students interested in the four year degree also wil be

sychology
couraged to take a course in Basic Computer Applications and a second year course in the History of

s

J y
CBSY 1105 Introduction to Microcomputer Applications dN 11i7 10 J13



Areas of focus for the

Bachelor of Applied Arts
Major in Psychology

Recommended first and second year courses

Course Name Credits Course Number Prerequisite
Applied Research Basic Marketing 1 3 MKT 1199

Consumer Behaviour 3 MKT 1299 MKT 1199

Community Service Anatomy and Physiology 1 3 Biology 1 160
Anatomy and Physiology 11 3 Biology 1260 Biology 1160
Psychopathology 3 PSYC 2350 PSYC 1200

Clinical Psychology Psychotherapy 3 PSYC 2450 PSYC 2350

Brain and Behaviour 3 PSYC 2315 PSYC 1200

Duman Factors Advanced Microcomputer
Applications

3 CBSY 2305 CBSY 1105

Database Management Systems 3 C1SY 2314 Special permission
Perception 3 PSYC 2375 PSYC 1200

PSYC 2307 History and Philosophical Foundations of Psychology

22 Areas of Focus

In the first year of the Associate of Arts Program students will be informed that there are three possible areas
of focus within the final two years of the four year degree program These are Applied Research Community
Service and Human Factors In preparation for entering the fouryear degree depending on the students
interests they will be encouraged to consider the following courses as part of their Associate of Arts Degree
Note While it is recommended it is not essential for students to choose a particular area of focus either to
enter or to complete the Bachelor of Applied Arts Major in Psychology Degree

First and second year electives to be considered by students interested in continuing into years three and
four of the decree

323 Required Courses Years Three and Four

One of the required courses is a workplace practicum of no Tess than 12 hours per week for 15 weeks paid or
unpaid Consultation with other programs having practicum components revealed that this is a reasonable
time commitment totaling approximately 225 hours equivalent to a three credit one semester course The
practicum cannot be taken until completion of PSYC 4200 and 4400 after the spring of the third year
However after this time the practicum can be inserted anywhere into the curriculum The work placement
will be coordinated by Kwantlen and will be jointly supervised by the employer and a faculty member

Also a requirement of the degree is a three credit course developed and offered by the Applied
Communications Department at Kwantlen in Technical Report Writing and Project Management

CMNS 3100 Technical Report Writing and Project Management

7

Following completion of the Kwantlen Associate of Arts Degree with the required specialization in Psychology
or the equivalent first two years of university from another institution the third and fourth years of the new
degree program will focus on applications of psychology relevant to community settings and the modem
workplace In the third and fourth years students will take a minimum of 48 additional credits in psychology
consisting of the following required courses 36 credits and electives 12 credits



Third and fourth year required courses

324 Psychology Electives

During the third and fourth years students also will be required to take four of eight possible psychology
electives four will be offered each year These electives in conjunction with first and second year electives
taken as part of the Associate of Arts Degree will enable students if they so choose to focus their studies in
one of three directions indicated in Section 322

While all students in the psychology degree program will already have taken PSYC 1100 1200 2300 2330 2385 and 2400 before
entering the third year some of the courses in the third and fourth years eg Health Psychology Technical Report Writing and Project
Management and several of the electives indicated below have minimum prerequisites in order to allow students from outside the
program to utilize some of our course offerings

Third and fourth year psychology electives

8

Course Name Credits Course Number Prerequisites

Applied Research 1 3 PSYC 3400 PSYC 2400

Applied Research H 3 PSYC 4400 PSYC 3400

Industrial Organizational Psychology 3 PSYC 3200 PSYC 2400

Human Factors Ergonomics 3 PSYC 4200 PSYC 3200

Interpersonal Relations 1 3 PSYC 3500 PSYC 2330

Interpersonal Relations 11 3 PSYC 4500 PSYC 3500

Applied Statistics 11 3 PSYC 3300 PSYC 2400

Health Psychology 3 PSYC 3600 PSYC 1200

Cultural Psychology 3 PSYC 4700 PSYC 2330

Tests Measurements 3 PSYC 4100 PSYC 2300

Practicum 3 PSYC 4000 PSYC 4200 4400

Professional and Ethical Issues 3 PSYC 4800 PSYC 4000

Technical Report Writing and Project
Management

3 CMNS 3100 PSYC 1200 or third yr standing
or permission of the department

r

Third and fourth year required courses

324 Psychology Electives

During the third and fourth years students also will be required to take four of eight possible psychology
electives four will be offered each year These electives in conjunction with first and second year electives
taken as part of the Associate of Arts Degree will enable students if they so choose to focus their studies in
one of three directions indicated in Section 322

While all students in the psychology degree program will already have taken PSYC 1100 1200 2300 2330 2385 and 2400 before
entering the third year some of the courses in the third and fourth years eg Health Psychology Technical Report Writing and Project
Management and several of the electives indicated below have minimum prerequisites in order to allow students from outside the
program to utilize some of our course offerings

Third and fourth year psychology electives

8

Course Name Credits Course Number Prerequisites

Community Psychology 3 PSYC 3970 PSYC 1200 and third yr standing
or permission from Dept

Neuropsychology 3 PSYC 3910 PSYC 2315

Rehabilitation Psychology 3 PSYC 4910 PSYC 3910 or co requisite

Aging in the Second Half of Life 3 PSYC 3920 PSYC 1200 and third yr standing
or permission from Dept

Consumer Behavior 3 PSYC 3930 PSYC 1200 and third yr standing
or permission from De t
PSYC 2385

Cognitive Ergonomics 3 PSYC 3950

Program Evaluation 3 PSYC 3960 PSYC 1200 and third yr standing
or permission from Dept

Adult Education Training 3 PSYC 2940 Y 7 PSYC 1200 and third yr standing
or permission from Dept

Third and fourth year required courses

324 Psychology Electives

During the third and fourth years students also will be required to take four of eight possible psychology
electives four will be offered each year These electives in conjunction with first and second year electives
taken as part of the Associate of Arts Degree will enable students if they so choose to focus their studies in
one of three directions indicated in Section 322

While all students in the psychology degree program will already have taken PSYC 1100 1200 2300 2330 2385 and 2400 before
entering the third year some of the courses in the third and fourth years eg Health Psychology Technical Report Writing and Project
Management and several of the electives indicated below have minimum prerequisites in order to allow students from outside the
program to utilize some of our course offerings

Third and fourth year psychology electives

8



Area of focus for the Bachelor of Applied
Arts Major in Psychology

Possible 3rd and 4th Year Electives

Coarse Number Prerequisites

Applied Research Adult Ed Training

PSYC 5000

Community Psychology

onours Directed Studies

Consumer Psychology

PSYC 5010

Program Evaluation

Community Service Adult Ed Training
Community Psychology
Aging in the Second HalfofLife
Program Evaluation
Neuropsychology
Rehabilitation Psychology

Human Factors Adult Education Training
Cognitive Ergonomics
Consumer Behaviour

Program Evaluation

Human Factors in Computer Interface Design

Course Name Credits Coarse Number Prerequisites
Honours Thesis 3 PSYC 5000 PSYC 4200 PSYC 4400 and

permission from the Dept
onours Directed Studies 3 PSYC 5010 PSYC 4200 PSYC 4400 and

permission from the Dept

Additionally the Information Technology Program at Kwantlen has offered to shte with the Psychology

pepartment acodeveloped course in Human Factors This course will form part of the Human Factors focus

INFO 4210 Human Factors in Computer Interface Design

As indicated the psychology electives in the third and fourth year can be chosen in conjunction an area of
focus The following suggested electives are intended as a guideline to help students select relevant courses

Electives in years three and four for the three areas of focus Applied Research Community Service and
Human Factors

325 Honours Option

Honours Option courses

Finally for students interested in further study and the possibility of continuing on to graduate school the
following courses can be taken as an Honours Option These can be taken as additional courses in year four of
the degree or they can be taken subsequent to the fourth year of study Both Honours courses can be integrated
with the workplace Practicum or to a project independent of the Practicum for example from another course



326 Explain how the courses and curriculum requr meats will be integrated to contribute to the

ntended goals of the program

The goals of the first two years of the program are consistent with the goals of the Associate of Arts Degree
see section313 Years three and four build on this foundation by providing a solid background in research
methods and measurement interpersonal relationships human factors and ergonomics as well as work
experience During their third year students will begin taking six credit survey courses in Applied Research
Interpersonal Relations Human Performance and Work Issues PSYC 3200 4200 These core area
courses together with more specialized electives will provide students with the skills knowledge and attitudes
necessary to successfully enter and sustain employment in the workforce See sections 311 and314
Furthermore in the fourth year students will take a three credit course in Professional and Ethical Issues
PSYC 4800 as part of the degree requirement In their final year students will have had initial exposure to
regulations and ethics in their Applied Research and Tests and Measurement courses as well as in a briefing
for the Practicunt By taking PSYC 4800 in the fourth year of the program students will be able better absorb
integrate and review this type of information in relation to their academic training and workplace experience
prior to graduation and employment

Finally to keep the Practicum integrated with the curriculum it will be jointly supervised by the employer and
a faculty member Upon completion of the Practicum the students will be required to write a report on their
work experience

The basic curriculum for the Bachelor ofApplied Arts Major in Psychology Degree is presented in Appendix

0327 Identify which courses already exist at the institution and which new on will be implemented as
a result of the program

All courses at the third and fourth year level including the two honours courses currently do not exist and will
need to be developed These include the following

10

No new courses need to be developed for the first and second years of this fouryear degree program However
additional sections of some secondyear courses may be required in particular PSYC 2330 and 2385 as these
are new requirements for entry into third year of the degree beyond the currently defined specialization in
psychology for the Associate ofArts Degree



Required Course Name Credits Course Number Prerequisites

Applied Research 1 3 PSYC 3400 PSYC 2400

Applied Research Q 3 PSYC 4400 PSYC 3400

Industrial Organisational Psychology 3 PSYC 3200 PSYC 2400 2385 2330
Human Factors Ergonomics 3 PSYC 4200 PSYC 3200

Interpersonal Relations 1 3 PSYC 3500 PSYC 2330

Interpersonal Relations II 3 PSYC 4500 PSYC 3500

Applied Statistics II 3 PSYC 3300 PSYC 2400

Health Psych 3 PSYC 3600 PSYC 1200

Tests Measurements 3 PSYC 4100 PSYC 2300

Cultural Psych 3 PSYC 4700 PSYC 2330

Honours Thesis 3 PSYC 5000 PSYC 4200 4400
Honours Directed Studies 3 PSYC 5010 PSYC 4200 4400
Practicum 3 PSYC 4000 PSYC 4200 4400
Professional and Ethical Issues 3 PSYC 4800 PSYC 4000

Technical Report Writing and Project
management

3 CMNS 3100 PSYC 1200 or third year standing
or permission of the depanment

Elective Course Name

Community Psych 3 PSYC 3970 PSYC 1200 or third year standing
or permission of the department

Neuropsych 3 PSYC 3910 PSYC 2315

Psych 3 PSYC 4910 PSYC 3910 or co requisite
Phehabilitationging in the Second Half of Life 3 PSYC 3920 PSYC 1200 or third year standing

or permission of the department
Consumer Behavior 3 PSYC 3930 PSYC 1200 or third year standing

or permission of the department

Cognitive Ergonomics 3 PSYC 3950 PSYC 2385

Program Evaluation 3 PSYC 3960 PSYC 1200 or third year standing
or permission of the department

Adult Ed Training 3 PSYC 2940 3 PSYC 1200 or third year standing
or permission of the department

ird and Fourth year required courses needing to be developed

Brief descriptions of these required courses and electives can be found in Appendix B More detailed
descriptions with tentative lists of topics are provided for

PSYC 3200 IndustrialOrganizational Psychology
PSYC 3400 and 4400 Applied Research I and Applied Research II
PSYC 3500 and 4500 Interpersonal Relations I and Interpersonal Relations 11
PSYC 4200 Human Factors Ergonomics

33 Describe the programcourse structure and the expected class size in this program eg
studentfaculty ratios

11

7

Courses in the program will utilize a combination of lecture seminar and labbased instruction and consistent

frith Kwantlensapproach to education courses will have a strong focus on cooperative approaches in
teaching using small group settings Class sizes will be limited to 35 students and most classes will have one
instructor with the exception of guest speakers However the Professional and Ethical Issues course PSYC
4800 will likely be team taught With regard to the Practicum each coordinator will supervise approximately
17 students Practicum coordinators will help to find student placements set up the practicum check on student



progress throughout the term jointly supervise the practicum with the employer and help to supervise the
Practicum report

34 Research expectations and implications for this program

The development of applied research skills is fundamental to this program Students will be trained in applied
research methods measurement data analysis and data interpretation in coursework and in their Practicum
Students also will be able to augment their knowledge and skills in applied research by taking the Honours
Option courses Honours Thesis PSYC 5000 and Honours Directed Studies PSYC 5010

Graduates from this program will have research skills that surpass those of most traditional undergraduate
programs This background will qualify them to work as research assistants in a range of areas to coordinate
small applied research projects and to advise on larger research projects within organizations This focus on
applied research fits well with Kwantlensrecent decision to develop an Applied Research office in
conjunction with an internal Ethics Committee as part ofout future educational development plan
35 Include any other additional relevant comments

Students in this program will fully understand their professional capabilities limitations and responsibilities
Training in regulations ethics and codes of practice concerning the application of behavioural principles and
methods will form an important part of the curriculum The Program Development Group for the Degree has
consulted with the BC College of Psychologists on this matter see letter of support appendix C Both the
College of Psychologists and members of the Validation Team for the degree including representatives of
andustry UBC Psychology and SFIJ Kinesiology concur on the importance of this type of training and
cognize the relevance of the skills knowledge and attitudes being developed by this degree to employers

In conjunction with the course work and Practicum requirements students also will be assigned a mentor upon
entry into the third year The mentor will meet regularly with students to assist with course and Practicum
selection and to generally provide assistance wherever possible as students move through the degree program

vpiV
40 Learning methodologies

47 Describe how the learning environment and methodologies will be developed so as to achieve the
intended outcomes for the program

Learning outcomes are best achieved by extensive interaction between faculty members and students The
psychology degree will maintain this interaction for both the theoretical and applied components of the
program Students will be given significant opportunity to meet and work with personnel from industry through
inclass guest lecturers and in their Practicum placements An advisory committee consisting of external
industry and post secondary representatives from the Validation Team will meet with faculty annually to assess
the learning environment and methodologies and to ensure that these continue to meet the learning outcomes
for the degree

Learning environments within Kwantlen include classrooms computer labs two psychology Tabs and modern
library facilities on each campus Libraries contain audiovisual Tabs and library holdings are connected
ttronically to UBC and SFU These facilities will ensure that students are provided with an excellentaming atmosphere and good resources for their degree program

12



42 If applicable discuss how the following will be incorporated in the new degree program

Experiential learning cooperative education clinical etc

Experiential and cooperative learning will incorporate collaborative small group projects and presentations
hands on demonstrations and use of multimedia Current research in learning methodologies underlines the
importance of active student involvement teacher enthusiasm the use of questioning techniques and other
ways of encouraging higherorder thinking skills in students The Kwantlen Psychology Department will
continue to use innovative and effective instructional methods throughout the curriculum

Distance education

While distance education will not be part of the initial degree Kwantlen supports distance education in several
of its existing programs Faculty in the Psychology Department are currently putting first and second year
Introductory courses on line as mixed mode deliveries It is anticipated that mixed mode deliveries will be
tremendously useful for many of the new third and fourth year courses needing to be developed for the degree
Development of mixed mode courses will inevitably lead to some of the offerings being fully on line As the
degree program evolves and software applications for online education become increasingly accessible and
usable it is anticipated that distance education will become a supplemental medium for delivering some
courses

Independent study computer assisted instruction etc

Independent study is essential to a good education and also forms a foundation for effective group work
Typically Psychology courses at Kwantlen have been taught in such a way as to promote both individual
assignments research papers and projects in combination with group work and full class participation
presentations and discussion The courses for the degree will be designed and taught in a similar way
Individual study will also be available in the context of the studentswork place practicum the report for the
practicum as well as in the Honours Thesis and the Honours Directed Studies courses PSYC 500 and 5100
respectively

Employability skills

All of the employability skills defined by Kwantlen University College are fostered and reinforced throughout
the proposed degree program Employability skills specific to the first two years of the degree are presented in
Section 315 Skills developed during the third and fourth years are consistent with the first two years but also
include considerable emphasis on competence with current computer technology advanced writing skills
research and data analysis techniques interpretive skills and critical and creative thinking

Lectures labs tutorials

All courses have a significant lecture component integrated with cooperative learning techniques Many

courses eg Applied Statistics II and Test Measurements also involve extensive in class and out of class
computer lab work The existing Psychology Labs in Richmond and Surrey will be used by students in all four
years of the program for a wide variety of learning activities including

Research

V
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Consultation with faculty and other students
Testing
Study groups

Tutorials and small group work will be used in all years and in most courses wherever appropriate

Other

Other learning methodologies will include student presentations field trips workshops and guest lectures with
industry representatives and academic specialists Also students will have mentors and practicum supervisors
and under consideration is an inhouse journal for students to publish their work

50 Faculty

51 Please indicate the number of faculty and other staff required to mount this program and their
qualifications Indicate if any of these people will be new to the institution If possible include the
curriculum vitas of faculty in an appendix

No additional faculty will be required to teach the new third and fourth year courses in the Applied Psychology
Degree Program current faculty have the expertise and the qualifications required However during the first
year of the new program four new sessional faculty will be needed in the first semester and one in the second
semester to teach Introductory Psychology These individuals will replace existing faculty needed to teach

Wird year courses During the second year of the program an additional four new sessional instructors will be
equired in the fall semester for the same reason These nine new positions will be ongoing Please refer to

Appendix D for the curriculum vitas of current faculty

60 Program Consultations and Evaluations

61 Provide a list and brief explanation of the nature of the consultations that have occurred with
professional associations employers educational institutions etc

Professional Associations
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In May 2000 two members of the Psychology Degree Development Committee attended a meeting of the
British Columbia College of Psychologists to discuss program design and graduate qualifications In response
to feedback from the College of Psychologists we have included a mandatory course in professional ethics and
regulation As indicated the letter from the College of Psychologists is included in Appendix C

Employers

We interviewed 37 senior individuals from 25 organizations to obtain information on curriculum practicum
placements and long term employability of graduates The names of these individuals are listed below Signed
letters that document these interviews are presented in Appendix E2 of the Letter of Intent

Angus Reid Group Daniel SavasVicepresident
Campbell Goodell Traynor Consultants Kelvin Ng Operations Manager
Canadian Facts Moira Silcox VicePresident



City Halls

itofRichmond

Mike Kirk Manager Leisure Services Community Services Division
Kari Huhtala Social and Community Planner

City of Surrey

Len Posyniak General Manager Human Resources
Shannon Harvey Manager Employment and Occupational Health and Safety

CSRESORS Consulting Ltd Karen Stierhoff Former President of the BC Chapter of the Canadian Evaluation
Society
GreatWest Life Assurance Company Piotr S Baranowski Regional Rehabilitation Coordinator Western
Canada
Health Regions

South Fraser

John Russell Director ofCommunity Integration
Laura ClarkeADirector Delta Mental Health Centre
Meryl McDowell Adult Mental Health Services White Rock
Boundary Health Unit Shahnaz Shivji Research Officer for Public Health program

Pat Bariunan Research Officer for Continuing Care

Richmond and Vancouver

Jan Weaver Team Leader Richmond Health Department Director of Health Promotion and Prevention Core
Services Leader Richmond Health
Neil Mulholland Community Psychologist Preventive Mental Health Services
Chak Au Community Social Worker Preventive Mental Health Services

North Shore

Danielle Papineau Program Evaluation

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
Peter Cooper Manager of Research Services
John Vavrik Manager of Strategic Research
Alan Fraser Human Resources Operational Services

McIntyre and Mustel Research Associates Evi Mustel President
Ministry of Transportation and Highways Cindy Dinter Manager Human Resources
Nova Quality Research Valerie Jenkinson President
Richmond Society for Community Living Janice Barr Executive Director
Royal Canadian Mounted Police Simmie Grewal Coordinator Diversity Management Unit Surrey Detachment

School Boards

Surrey

Barbara Holmes Director of Planning Research and Communications

Richmond

Laurie Nordan District Principal Learning Services

15



Statistics Canada Rita Green Survey Consultant
Surrey Metro Savings Ken Hahn Vice President Human Resources
Van City Silvia Roscoe Manager ofCareer and Learning Services
Vancouver Police Department Bruce S Chambers Chief Constable
Viewpoints Research Ltd Cathy Forrest Senior Research Associate
WilsonBanwell Greg Banwell Corporate Vice president
Workers Compensation Board
Izabella Schultz Former Director of Psychology
Margot Forman Manager Program Evaluation
Valerie Bednarski Rehabilitation Program Evaluation

Educational Institutions

We discussed the program with colleagues from other educational institutions in British Columbia to ensure
there was minimal overlap between programs Course sharing and transfer were discussed in some interviews
as was curriculum and program design The names of the individuals who were contacted are listed below and
the letters obtained from these institutions are presented in Appendix B2 of the Letter of Intent

School of Kinesiology Simon Fraser University
Dr John Dickinson Department Head School of Kinesiology Simon Fraser University
Jim Morison Head of the Ergonomics Program and Chair of the BC and Yukon Chapter of the Association of
Canadian Ergonomists formerly the Human Factors Psychology Association of Canada
Dr Dan Weeks

Spartment
of Psychology Simon Fraser University

Dr Gary Poole Centre for University Teaching
Dr Barry Beyerstein Transfer Credit Coordinator

Department of Psychology University of British Columbia
Dr Jennifer Campbell Assoc Head
Dr Ralph Hakstian

Department of Psychology University of Northern British Columbia
Dr Sherry Beaumont Chair

Department of Psychology University College of the Fraser Valley
Dr Jacalyn Snodgrass Dept Head

Department of Basic Health Sciences BCIT
Dr Gordon Hanford

Department of Psychology Douglas College
Dr Cathy Denton Chair

Advisory Committees

The Initial Development Team included eight industry advisors and two faculty from other educational
alinstitutions as indicated in Appendix A of the Letter of Intent These individuals provided critical information
IIPbout the needs of employers and gaps in current educational offerings

16

The Validation Team listed below included three industry advisors four faculty from other programs at
Kwantlen and two educational advisors from other institutions within British Columbia We met with them on
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June 28 2000 to discuss the program design curriculum transfer and employability of graduates Feedback
oom the Validation Team was extremely positive

Industry Advisors

Daniel Savas Vice president Angus Reid Group
Dr John Vavrik Manager Strategic Research Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
Dr Greg Meloche Director of Psychology Workers Compensation Board

External Post Secondary Institutions

Dr Dan Weeks Simon Fraser University School of Kinesiology
Dr Ralph Hakstian University of British Columbia Dept of Psychology

Faculty from other Kwantlen Programs

Panteli Tritchew Applied Communications
Barbara Duggan Dean Applied Design
Dr Le Roi Smith Business Marketing
Dr Abhijit Sen Information Technology

61 If there are other individuals or groups that have been involved describe their roles in the
collection and evaluation of information leading to the development and submission of this proposal

Educational Institutions from outside British Columbia

To gain a broader perspective on demand for the degree curriculum and transfer additionally we consulted
with individuals from the following institutions in the last year letters of support are provided in appendix B

University of Guelph Dr Michael Matthews Guelph Ontario
University of Calgary Dr Jeff Caird Calgary Alberta
Kings College of the University of Western Ontario Dr Chris Roney London Ontario
Rutgers Centre for Cognitive Sciencr Dr Zenon Pylyshyn Piscataway New Jersey USA

Early in the process we also consulted with faculty from outside of Canada because there were no local role
models for similar undergraduate degrees in Applied Psychology We discussed demand for the degree
curriculum and practicum with faculty from a program in the United Kingdom

Applied Psychology Department University of Wales Dr Michelle Margan

Individuals from other organizations

We discussed practicum curriculum and employability of graduates particularly those with Human Factors
training with two local representatives of the Industrial Research Assistance Program IRAP

Alan Guest Industrial Technology Advisor
Julia Ryland Industrial Technology Advisor
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63 Indicate what policiesprocedures are planned for ensuring adequate depth and breadth of ongoing

review and evaluation once the program has been implemented
Indepth feedback from employers will be obtained in three ways 1 practicum site employers will formally
evaluate the program at the end of each year 2 faculty practicum supervisors will contact the work site
supervisors on a weekly basis in order to monitor student progress and discuss any ongoing concerns 3 an
annual meeting between the degree development committee and employers interested in having practicum
students will enable faculty to gather information about current workplace needs Feedback from students will
also be obtained in three different ways 1 students will give anonymous written feedback on the program
including overall course content and Practicum at the end of each academic year 2 students will give
anonymous written feedback on individual instructors using the mechanism already in place at Kwantlen 3
students will meet regularly with faculty and practicum advisors to discuss any issues that arise relating to their
courses or Practicum Finally there will also be mechanisms for obtaining feedback from faculty The
monthly Departmental meeting will be a forum for the concerns of Kwantlen faculty and the annual
Articulation meeting will enable discussion with faculty from other postsecondary institutions in British
Columbia Based on the feedback obtained from employers students and faculty the Advisory Team will then
make recommendations about any required modifications in the program This committee will meet on a
yearly basis

64 Describe how membership on advisory committees for this program will be maintained to ensure
that the program will remain current in future years

ei N Ss1 tCrd fo re u61 0c
Membership on the advisory committee will rotate every two years There will be an annual general meeting to

attract new employers for Practicum students and new members to the Advisory committee will come from
this pool of employers

70 Admission and Transfer

Describe the admission and residency requirements for this program Include

A plan for students ability to access the program through transfer course to course or blockprogram
transfer
A description of how students will be able to transfer out of the programcourses into other
programscourses within your institution or at another institution

O

rti1A7

Students will be able to access the new Kwantlen Degree Program through transfer at any point in the four
years though it is recommended that students spend all of their last two years at Kwantlen During the first two
years of the program transfer guidelines will be the same as those that already exist for students coming from
other postsecondary institutions For access into the third and fourth year students must have a GPA of 30
and equivalent transferable psychology credits from a recognized postsecondary institution Students also will
be required to provide letters of reference samples of written work and possibly they will be interviewed as
part of the admission process

71 Transferability from other institutions

72 Transferability to other institutions

The existing first two years of the psychology program the Associate of Arts Degree are already fully
transferable through articulation arrangements with other post secondary institutions The new third and fourth



Include additional information that is relevant to the need for and the educational merits of this

program special features equity considerations etc

The Kwantlen Applied Psychology degree because of its focus will provide a unique service to both students
and employers For students the degree will be a passport into employment opportunities not otherwise
available to new graduates The degree will qualify them for jobs in fields ranging from market research to
understanding human factors in the workplace and the community As well as job ready skills and
knowledge our program will produce graduates who are lifetime learners and well rounded citizens capable of
participating fully in BCs social cultural and economic future

For employers the degree will offer a pool of local skills knowledge and abilities that have been identified as
lacking in the current available labour force The program has been developed to respond to the growth of the
knowledge industry and the resulting impact on business activity government and community service

Graduates will be prepared to meet both the demands of their jobs as well as the challenges of the changing
community and economy within which they live

In addition to offering students a unique combination of applied and theoretical courses the Kwantlen degree is
distinct in three significant ways

ear courses will seek transferability through the normal channels however because of the uniqueness of the
gree and many of the courses not all courses will articulate directly on a coursetocourse basis Block

transfer of the entire degree is therefore preferable and the Validation Team has suggested that Kwantlen
graduates will be well prepared for graduate programs in many areas ofApplied Psychology In some cases
students continuing to graduate school may require a qualifying semester but we anticipate that this would be
the exception

80 Other
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Students gain practical experience through a semesterlong practicum
Faculty work closely with each student as mentors during the last two years of the program
Students have the opportunity to create and publish papers through the production of an inhouse journal

sn PvSS ws ar evati
There is no program currently offered in North America that provides students with the same clarity of focus
and application as this degree Furthermore as with all programs offered through the university college system
the psychology degree will afford students a means of achieving their educational goals at a lower cost and with
a greater connection to the local community and its needs These factors are particularly important in an area
as underserved as the South Fraser region
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Appendix A Curriculum matrix for the Bachelor of Applied Arts Major in Psychology
Rows represent years and semesters and wlumna represent courses five three credit courses per semester AB shaded areas with the exception of entry and edit points Indicate required courses for
the degree For each of the required courses course names rambers and prerequisites p are Indicated The curriculum mats also shows the required psychology courses for entrance Into the third year
and the recommended computer applications CBSY 1105 and history of psychology PSYC 2107 courses In years one and two While the Practkahm Y shown in the summer of year three and possibly
year four the three credd requirement can be taken anytime after the winter of year three Also the two honours courses shown In the summer of year four can be taken as additional credits In the w
semester of year four Finally the matrix shows ony nine of the required 18 Lberal Education credits The remaining nine as well as electives from other departments wm be used toil up the blank areas
of the matrix Overall the basic degree requires 120 credits 68 in psychology and 126 for the Honours Option 72 credits in psychology



Required and Elective Psychology Courses for the Degree Bachelor
ofApplied Arts Major in Psychology

Required first Year Courses

PSYC 1100

Introduction to Psychology Basic Processes
This course is an introductory survey of topics related to basic psychological processes such as
the biological basis of behaviour sensation perception states of consciousness learning
memory motivation and emotion The historical and philosophical context behind the
development of psychology and the research methods used by psychologists will also be
discussed

Required second Year Courses

PSYC 2300

Experimental Psychology Statistics
This is the first of a twocourse sequence see also Psychology 2400 that considers research
methods in Psychology The course examines descriptive and inferential statistics and their
application in the analysis of psychological research
Prerequisites Psyc 1200

1

PSYC 1200

Introduction to Psychology Areas and Applications
This course continues the survey of psychology building from the basic processes introduced in
Psychology 100 to develop specific areas and applications of psychology In particular lifespan
development language and thought measurement personality abnormal psychology therapy
stress and health and social psychology will be discussed
Prerequisites Psyc 1100



PSYC 2400

Experimental Psychology Research Methodology
This is the second in a twocourse sequence see also Psychology 2300 that considers research
methods in Psychology The course presents the scientific method as a way of studying
behavioural phenomena and examines research and paradigms commonly used in experimental
psychology Considerable laboratory work is involved
Prerequisites Psyc 2300

2

PSYC 2330

Social Psychology
This course is an overview of the complexity and richness of modern social psychology It
explores the field from the classic to the current from the lab to the field and from the theoretical
to the applied Theory is illustrated by using findings and examples relevant to everyday
situations

Prerequisites Psyc 1200

PSYC 2385

CognitionThis course will provide an introduction to cognitive processes Some of the topics covered are
memory problem solving reasoning language attention spatial abilities and artificial
intelligence
Prerequisites Psyc 1200

Required third and fourth Year Courses

PSYC 3400

Applied Research Methods 1
Students will learn how to carry out applied research with an emphasis on collecting and
analyzing qualitative data Students will design and administer research projects and Team how
to report results to a variety of different audiences eg executives general public
psychologists
Prerequisites Psyc 2400



3

PSYC 4400

Applied Research Methods II
This is a continuation of Applied Research Methods I Students will learn how to carry out
applied research with an emphasis on collecting and analyzing quantitative data Students will
design and administer research projects and learn how to report the results to a variety of
different audiences egexecutives general public psychologists Students will learn how to
analyse data using current computer packages eg SPSS EXCEL
Prerequisites Psyc 3400

PSYC 4200

Human Factors Ergonomics
Ergonomics and Human Factors are interdisciplinary fields that focus on the role of the human in
modern systems The primary objective of these fields is to support the design of systems that
optimize performance productivity and employee wellbeing Students will examine the history
ofthe area human and system capabilities and limitations physical perceptual and cognitive
modeling and implementing human factors solutions biological rhythms and shift work task
analysis performance measurement environmental stress effects human error controls and
displays and workspace design Additionally students will explore several case studies
Prerequisites Psyc 3200

PSYC 3200

Industrial Organizational Psychology
Students will learn to apply principles of psychology to promote well functioning and efficient
organizations Students will survey organizational objectives personnel selection and
evaluation as well as employee development and relationships They will apply psychological
principles of individual behaviour and group dynamics to various types of workplace and
community organizations
Prerequisites Psyc 2330 2385 2400

PSYC 3500

Interpersonal Relations I Interpersonal Influence
Students will become familiar with principles of interpersonal influence with an emphasis on
their relevance to the workplace They will learn theories of attitudes persuasion compliance
and leadership and learn to apply these ideas to work situations Students will also analyze
applications of these theories in advertising public relations and sales
Prerequisites Psyc 2330



PSYC 4500

Interpersonal Relations II Conflict and Cooperation
Students will learn about interpersonal relations and adjustment issues relevant to working
cooperatively with customers clients and members of the community They will learn theories
of conflict cooperation prejudice cultural diversity and community psychology and how to
apply these theories in establishing successful interpersonal interactions
Prerequisites Psyc 3500

4

PSYC 3300

Applied Statistics II
Students will learn about research designs and statistical analyses commonly used in behavioural
research including analysis of variance ANOVA models correlation regression and multiple
regression as well as chi square procedures Students will focus on both conceptual
understanding and practical application Toward these objectives students will learn computer
software applications commonly used by potential employers to analyse data sets and interpret
results

Prerequisites Psyc 2400

PSYC 3600

Health Psychology
Students will investigate how specific areas in psychology address both the prevention and
treatment of illness as well as the promotion of psychological and physical health in a variety of
contexts including the workplace Students will learn about the nature ofstress illness prone
personality types and health management from a psychobiosocial perspective
Prerequisites Psyc 1200

PSYC 4000

Practicum

Prerequisites Psyc 4200 4400



PSYC 4100

PSYC 4800

Tests Measurement
Students will Team the basic principles of psychological testing including norms reliability
validity item response theory scaling scoring methods item analysis and ethical standards
Students will learn how to implement standardized occupational tests how they are developed
and how to interpret them in applied settings
Prerequisites Psyc 2300

PSYC 4700

Cultural Psychology
Students will examine the purpose methods and findings of psychologists who compare
behaviours across diverse cultures Topics will include parenting practices the perception and
diagnosis of illness marital and sexual relations and intercultural contact and conflict Students
will experience cultural differences and similarities through interviews guest speakers and
volunteer placements Upon completion of the course students will have increased
understanding of the reasons for different behaviours and beliefs across cultures This will lead
to greater intercultural sensitivity and respect
Prerequisites Psyc 2330

Professional and Ethical Issues
Prerequisites Psyc 4000

CMNS 3100

Technical Report Writing and Project Management
Prerequisites Psyc 1200 or third yr Standing or permission of the department

Electives

5

PSYC 3910

Neuropsychology
Students will learn the basic principles of neuropsychology as it relates to brain function and
behaviour Topics will include experimental and clinical neuropsychology and neurology Upon
completion of this course students will understand sensory motor cognitive and affective
disturbances resulting from brain damage and dysfunction
Prerequisites Psyc 2315



PSYC 3920

PSYC 3940

Adult Education and Training
Students will learn basic theories research findings and techniques necessary for training adult
learners Students will explore a variety of contexts within which adult students learn and will
practice training techniques in simulated or actual settings
Prerequisites Psyc 1200 and third yr standing or permission from department

6

Aging in the Second Half of Life
Students will examine psychological processes from midlife onward including current research
with emphasis on physical changes sensation and perception work social relationships the self
and sense of well being Students will prepare to work with older adults in both business and
community settings
Prerequisites Psyc 1200 and third yr standing or permission from department

PSYC 3930

Consumer Behaviour

Students will examine the psychology of consumer behaviour with emphasis on research
cognitive and social psychological factors Students will Team about marketing strategies and
persuasion motivation attitudes cultural influences and decision making
Prerequisites Psyc 1200 and third yr standing or permission from department

PSYC 3950

Cognitive Ergonomics
Students will study cognitive science as it relates to humanmachine interactions Students will
examine information theory attention and spatial displays language and communication
memory decision making manual control human error process control automation and human
computer interaction Additionally students will explore several case studies
Prerequisites Psyc 2385



PSYC 3960

PSYC 4910

Rehabilitation Psychology
Students will learn about the effects of disability and the role of psychology in aiding
rehabilitation They will be introduced to rehabilitation services the work of psychologists and
other rehabilitation professionals Students will gain an understanding of the clientele served by
rehabilitation agencies and Team about some common disabling conditions including strokes
aneurysms spinal cord and head injuries They will also leam about the physiology of these
conditions as well as their medical psychological social and vocational effects Upon
completion of the course students will have an understanding of how people with disabilities
respond to their functional limitations and the role of rehabilitation services
Prerequisites Psyc 3910 or co requisite

Program Evaluation
Students will learn how to design implement and evaluate human service programs They will
learn how to conduct needs assessments work with program providers to create viable
programs monitor their implementation and ultimately evaluate their effectiveness Students
will gain an appreciation of the challenges involved in working with multiple stakeholders
Prerequisites Psyc 1200 and third yr standing or permission from department

PSYC 3970

Community Psychology
Students will Team about social institutions and policies as they affect individuals and groups
living within communities These institutions and policies relate to issues of individuals mental
and physical health with an emphasis on primary preventive strategies implemented within
communitybased multidisciplinary and multicultural agencies and programs Students will
explore career opportunities within these programs
Prerequisites Psyc 1200 and third yr standing or permission from department

7



Psychology 3200
Industrial Organizational Psychology

Students will learn to apply principles of psychology to promote well functioning and
efficient organizations Students will survey organizational objectives personnel
selection and evaluation as well as employee development and relationships They will
apply psychological principles of individual behaviour and group dynamics to various
types of workplace and community organizations

Prerequisites Psyc 2400 2385 2330 or permission of instructor

Content will include but is not restricted to the following

Historical perspectives IO Psychology then and now
Motivation and satisfaction at the workplace

Designing effective organizations industrial community

Dynamics of interaction in the workplace
Employee selection and the effective personnel
Use of psychological tests in selection
Training and development at work
Job analysis and evaluating job performance
Group problem solving and decision making
Social psychological stress and its effect on work
Employee health problems and organizational intervention



Psychology 4200
Human Factors Ergonomics

Ergonomics and Human Factors are interdisciplinary fields that focus on the role of the
human in modern systems The primary objective of these fields is to support the design
of systems that optimize performance productivity and employee well being Students
will examine the history of the area human and system capabilities and limitations
physical perceptual and cognitive modeling and implementing human factors
solutions biological rhythms and shift work task analysis performance measurement
environmental stress effects human error controls and displays and workspace design
Additionally students will explore several case studies

Prerequisites PSYC 3200

Content will include but is not restricted to the following

Introduction to Ergonomics and Human Factors
The systems perspective environment organization the individual the job the task
Human capabilities and limitations physical perceptual cognitive
Machine capabilities and limitations
Task analysis
Performance measurement

Environmental stress effects on performance
Workspace design controls and displays
Case studies



Psychology 3400
Applied Research 1

Students will learn how to carry out applied research with an emphasis on collecting and
analyzing qualitative data Students will design and administer research projects and
Team how to report results to a variety of different audiences egexecutives general
public psychologists

Pre requisites Psyc 2400

Content will include but not be restricted to

The nature of research

Perspectives on research qualitative and quantitative methods
Sources of research ideas

Bridging theory and data
Research objectives
Ethical issues in research

The logic of experimentation
Sampling
Surveys interviews and oral history techniques
Observation and ethnography
Unobtrusive and archival methods

Qualitative casestudy analysis
Acknowledging the social in social science
Research and social responsibility



Psychology 4400
Applied Research ll

This is a continuation of Applied Research Methods I Students will learn how to carry
out applied research with an emphasis on collecting and analyzing quantitative data
Students will design and administer research projects and learn how to report the results
to a variety of different audiences egexecutives general public psychologists
Students will learn how to analyse data using current computer packages eg SPSS
EXCEL

Prerequisites Psyc 3400

Content will include but not necessarily be restricted to

The logic of experimentation
Simple and complex experiments
Quasi experiments
Correlational research

Evaluation research

Quantitative data analysis
Consultancy skills



Psychology 3509
Interpersonal Relations I Interpersonal Influence

Students will become familiar with principles of interpersonal influence with an
emphasis on their relevance to the workplace They will team theories of attitudes
persuasion compliance and leadership and learn to apply these ideas to work situations
Students will also analyze applications of these theories in advertising public relations
and sales

Prerequisites Psyc 2330

Content will include but not be restricted to the following

Defining and measuring attitudes
Theories of attitude change and persuasion
Attitudes and behavior

Personality and persuadability
Compliance techniques
Leadership styles and their effectiveness
Leadership among women and minorities



Psychology 4500
Interpersonal Relations II Conflict Cooperation Diversity Community

Students will survey issues of interpersonal relations relevant to working cooperatively
with others and interacting successfully with customers clients and members of the
community Topics will center on problems and solutions involved in working with
understanding and getting along with others Thus students will come to understand and
apply theories of conflict cooperation prejudice cultural diversity and community
psychology

Prerequisites Psyc 3200

Content will include but not be restricted to the following

Sources of interpersonal conflict
Conflict mediation strategies
Social dilemmas

Intergroup conflict escalation and reduction
Perspectives on prejudice stereotypes and discrimination
Sexism

Stigmatization
Cultural influences on behavior

Understanding cross cultural interaction
Community psychology institutions policies and programs
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College of Psychologists
O I I t 1 1 I I I S i l 0 1 1 1 1 4 1

May 30 2000

Kwantlen University College Richmond Campus
12666 72nd Avenue

Surrey BC
V3W 2M8

Attention Kevin Hamilton and Betsy Spaulding

Dear Drs iatn ton and Spaulding

Thank you for your presentation and clarification of the proposed Bachelor of
Applied Arts Major in Psychology program As you know the College of
Psychologists regulates the practice of psychologists and is mandated to protect
the public in this area From the review of materials provided to us we had a
number of concerns that we needed to discuss with you I will briefly outline
them here The primary concern from the public protection and regulation
standpoint was that one of your career paths for graduates would be to provide
independent services We needed to clarify what the expected skill set would be
of your graduates the typical employment setting or requirements and with what
title or professional designation the graduates would be expected to present or
promote themselves if any The College did not have any concerns about the
proposed emphasis of the program and was satisfied with the consultation and
collaboration you had done with other educational and training settings

As you will recall from our discussion we are not concerned with your graduates
being employed in the capacity of research and organizational roles We are
cautious and concemed however if the case arises where these graduates are
expected to extend their services into the rehabilitation or employee assistance
roles where more substantial preparation in counselling and clinical factors at a
graduate level is necessary We expressed our concem over the ability of
employers to properly set limits

We recommended that you add to your program a course in professional ethics
and professional regulation so that your graduates are aware of the limitations of
their preparation and can appropriately set boundaries on the roles they are able to
perform for their employers We also felt it would be necessary for your
graduates to know the regulations including the Health Professions Act scopes of
practice and reserved acts that protect the public The College is planning to add
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classes of registrants but this does not extend to the Bachelor level of preparation
We also discussed with you possible linkages to graduate training if your
graduates wished to pursue this

We were impressed with the breadth of consultation Kwantlen has undertaken
and were satisfied with your response to our concerns We appreciate having had
the opportunity to properly inform you of the changing regulations in
Psychologistspractice and we would be pleased to provide any further
information or direction as needed to develop the course on professional ethics
and regulation

Sincerely

Dr VernaJean Amell
Chair of the Board

cc to Arlene Paton Director
Ministry of Advanced Education Training and Technology
University Colleges and Program Planning Branch
Post Secondary Education Division
PO Box 9877 Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9T6
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Richmond BC V6X 3V8

Dear Kevin

Jeff Caird PhD

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

August 25th 2000

Re Letter of Intent Kwantlen University College Bachelor of Applied Arts
Major in Psychology

The purpose of my letter is to applaud yours and Lana Tricks efforts to establish a

new degree entitled Bachelor of Applied ArtsMajor in Psychology As you know we

have MSc and PhD programs in Human Factors and Ergonomics here in the Department

of Psychology at the University of Calgary In addition I reviewed ergonomics and human

factors programs throughout Canada in 1997 for the Association of Canadian Ergonomists

ACE After examining your program reviews I find the knowledge of the reviewers

about the domain of applied psychology lacking Allow me to review your program from a

national and international perspective

Ergonomics academic programs in Canada with only a few exceptions eg

Universities of Calgary and Guelph have typically focused on physical ergonomics within

kinesiology departments eg Simon Fraser and University of Waterloo While job

opportunities in the US and Canada have remained constant in physical ergonomics

applied psychology ie cognitive ergonomics and human factors job opportunities have

exploded The strength of the economies in the US and Canada and the global shift to the

development of information economies have been primary reasons for this growth

There has never been a hotter international job market in human factors and

ergonomicsespecially under the job title usability specialist Those trained in human

2500 University Drive NW Calgary Alberta Canada T2N 1 N4 wwwucalgaryca

Telephone 403 2205561
wwwpsychucalgaryca

Fax 403 282 8249



computer interaction which you teach are ideally suited to create ecommerce web sites and

software application interfaces My opinion is based on my interaction with numerous

national and international companies and colleagues at the joint meeting of the XIVth

Trienniel Congress of the International Ergonomics Association and 44th Annual Meeting

of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society in San Diego and the Association of

Computing Machinery Special Interest Group in ComputerHuman InteractionCHI 2000

in the Hague Netherlands

A number of companies I have been in contact with that employ applied psychology

students do not appear in your analyses Local employers in your area include Microsoft

Telus and BC Research National employers include Norte Networks Cognos

Transportation Safety Board National Research Council Transport Canada Human

Factors North Western Ergonomics Atomic Energy Board of Canada Symantec Canada

Computing Devices Canada Human Systems and many others An excellent resource on

the availability of jobs in the US is the placement service web site of the Human Factors

and Ergonomics Society see wwwhfesorg

Based on my national and international experience developing students for the job

market in applied psychology your program is the right one at the right time I am hopeful

that those that decide these issues within BC go forward with your degree proposal If I

can provide additional information please contact me

Sincerely

Jeff Caird PhD
Associate Professor



Kevin Hamilton

Department of Psychology
Kwantlen University College
8771 Lansdowne

Richmond BC V6X 3V8
CANADA

Dear Professor Hamilton

The State University Of New Jersey

RUTGERS
Center for Cognitive Science RUCCS

Psychology Annex Busch Campus Piscataway NJ 0885480207324450635
FAX 732 4456715 Email zenonruccenectars edu

Zenon Pylyshyn Board of Governors Professor of Cognitive Science

August 10 2000

Letter of Intent and Proposal for a New Degree Bachelor of Applied
Arts Major in Psvchologv

I have received from Professor Lana Trick and Letter of Intent and proposal for
the new degree Having served in an advisory capacity on the planning for this degree I
am quite familiar with the proposal The new and complete report does fill in the required
details and documents both the need for the program and the support it has from other BC
institutions with who it will have relations

In the letter I wrote to Professor Trick a year ago I expressed strong support for the
proposal I mentioned the critical need for people trained in the behavioral sciences who
were able to work in applied setting concerned with the new knowledge industries people
who knew about human factors humancomputer interaction and research methods in the
behavioral sciences including program evaluation methodology I remarked at the time
that very few academic institutions offer instruction designed to bring together the many
relevant areas of study falling into several different disciplines to help prepare people
who will be leaders managers and consultants in these matters rather than technologists
If Kwantlen University College does a good job of preparing BA level graduates for the
world of knowledgework it could become a model for other such instructional programs

The report to as a Letter of Intent fills in the details on the courses of
instruction and the proposed participation of several departments at Kwantlen as well as
between Kwantlen and other research institutions both academic including the major BC
universities and the Institutes of technology such as BCIT and the BC colleges and industrial



such as Canadian Forest Products Limited and between Kwantlen and potential employers of
graduates of the new program The latter include health service organizations such as the South
Fraser Health Region the Boundary Health Unit the Richmond Health Services the North Shore
Health Region the Richmond Society for Community Living and a number of knowledge
industries which have research units such as the Human Factors Research Group of the Insurance
Corporation of BC McIntyre and Mustel Research Consulting Nova Quality Research a number
of provincial government departments such as the Ministry of Transportation and Highways the
Crime Prevention Unit of the Surrey Detachment of the RCMP school district planning and
program evaluation directorates such as that of the Richmond School board and Human
Resources managers of such groups as the Surrey Metro Savings Credit Union the VanCity Credit
Union the Vancouver Police department Wilson Banwell Psychological Services the Workers
Compensation Board and other such human resource industries This is an impressive and diverse
array of BC constituents who have offered their support for the program

The only reservation I had when I read the first report a year ago was the name proposed for
the program Bachelor of Applied Arts Major in Psychology I was told that naming academic
programs is stipulated by the province in its guidelines This is a pity since I believe the Kwantlen
program differs from other Applied Psychology programs and fills a serious gap in the training of
specialists in behavior sciences who have additional expertise in areas such as HumanComputer
Interaction or Human Factors which is widely recognized as a major growth area in the future as
technology takes over an ever increasing part of our lives and presents ever increasing challenges
for human relations productivity and quality of life concerns A more distinct name might have
made it clearer to both entering students and to employers that this program offers something
special

Notwithstanding this quibble concerning the name of the program I think it is a well
thoughtout thorough and positive contribution to filling a void in the training of the new
generation of students who will be helping to change the shape of the workplace in this century
I heartily recommend that it be approved

Sincerely

non Pylyshyn
Board of Governors Professor of Cognitive
Science
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Kwantlen University College
Bachelor of Applied Journalism

Full Program Proposal

10 Executive Summary
A Bachelors degree in Journalism is rapidly becoming the standard industry

requirement for students who want to work in mass media As it now stands Vancouver
the thirdlargest city in Canada and for the last decade the fastestgrowing has nothing to
offer students who want that degree For students who want to get into print or broadcast
journalism in two years there are the programs at Kwantlen University College at
Langara College and at the British Columbia Institute of Technology For students
prepared to invest six years in their education and who have an honours baccalaureate
degree in arts or sciences there is the University ofBC School of Journalism However
those who want a fouryear undergraduate degree have to leave the city While there is a
Bachelor of Journalism degree at the University College of the Cariboo in Kamloops it
requires two years of undergraduate study before entering two years of journalism
courses In order to obtain the kind of Applied Journalism degree program that Kwantlen
is proposing students would have to go to Calgary or Toronto

British Columbia is transforming itself from a resource based economy to a
knowledge based one A key part of that economy is people whose primary skills are
gathering researching and critically evaluating information then packaging it accurately
into compelling stories that educate enlighten and entertain the public

The communications field is constantly changing and expanding its boundaries
Journalism graduates work in traditional mass media and there are a significant number
ofjobs available to them However they are also hired in many other areas They work at
the plethora of general and specialty magazines flooding the market trade publications
and inhouse company newsletters and in technical writing The journalism market is
also experiencing significant change through growth in Internet and Web site
publications As on line publishing has expanded employers are no longer satisfied with
hiring people who have only technical skills Now they want journalists to produce
compelling content

Kwantlen University College is proposing to offer a Bachelor of Applied
Journalism degree that would provide its graduates with a solid fouryear grounding in
the multiple diverse skills necessary to create and find employment in this rapidly
changing journalism and communications industry The degree in keeping with the goals
of both Kwantlen and BCs Ministry of Advanced Education is aimed at transmitting
uptodate and transportable practical knowledge This will enable graduates to step
easily into a work world where the standard for technological and critical thinking skills
is high and where flexibility and adaptability are key requirements both for employees
and the self employed The program will also provide a core of Liberal Education courses
that are essential for people working in a field that requires a substantial grounding in
social and political context Finally in keeping with the Ministrys goal of meshing
programs and avoiding duplications Kwantlensprogram will be unique in its level of
connection with other institutions Kwantlen has formal articulation agreements with both
the British Columbia Institute of Technologysbroadcast journalism diploma program
and Langara Colleges journalism diploma program The articulations will provide
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students with diplomas from those schools the opportunity to be accepted into the degree
program at Kwantlen with full credit for the work theyve done allowing them to
complete a degree with two more years of study Therefore students from three
institutions will benefit from the degree level education available locally

What is unique about Kwantlensprogram
The goal of the Journalism department at Kwantlen has always been to prepare

students for work in identifiable jobs as reporters researchers copy editors news editors
layout editors and photographers That has meant a high component of skills classes that
simulate realwork situations Students research interview and write stories from their
first week on campus they have to elbow their way through crowds to take photos at
news events they produce a newspaper that requires them not just to write but to present
their ideas at meetings make news decisions edit lay out copy and photos and deal with
the public That is capped with a fourweek work experience in a working newsroom To
ensure that students have the right mix of skills the Journalism department maintains
close contacts with industry and graduates and it makes adjustments and additions to
curriculum to meet changing needs In addition the department has made a practice of
employing instructors who are working journalists

A degree program at Kwantlen will maintain that philosophy and practice in an
enriched form As stated in the Letter of Intent the degree program will not take the
department in a radical new direction Both diploma and degree students will spend their
first two years in a program similar to the existing diploma program that will have some
minor adjustments in order to allow for more Liberal Education courses

The degree program will build on the existing and respected diploma program that
has been refined over the years enhancing what is already successful It will not be a
communications degree program where students do theoretical analysis of mass media
Nor because it is mandated to be an applieddegree program will It be a Journalism
program that focuses mainly on a broad liberal education with a small core of skills
courses the way many American university journalismdegree programs are structured
On the other hand it will not be the kind of technology dominated program that focuses
mainly on learning the complexities of equipment or the Internet as some applied
communications or on line publishing programs do Instead our intent is to produce
graduates who have a balance of applied and academic education with extensive training
in advanced Journalism skills which now includes familiarity with online publishing
and theory complemented by a strong component of academic courses that require both
breadth and depth Our mission is to produce graduates who bring an exceptional
combination of technical and critical thinking skills to their journalism activities

As stated earlier Kwantlensprogram will be unique because of the way it links
with other journalism programs Besides the established formal articulations with
Langara and BCIT informal discussions have begun with Camosun College which
offers a diploma in Applied Communications and the University College of the Fraser
Valley which has an Associate of Arts diploma in Media and Communications Studies
to look at ways in which Camosun and UCFV students may continue at Kwantlen
Similar discussions have been held with representatives of Simon Fraser Universitys
School of Communication undergraduate and graduate programs to explore ways that
Kwantlen and SFU students can benefit from both institutions programs through transfer
credit andor Joint offerings of courses f S
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20 Letter of Intent

This proposal remains true to the Letter of Intent the original is attached with
comments from other institutions as Appendix A The Ministrys Internal Degree
Program Review Committee IDPRC asked that the following issues be addressed in the
Full Program Proposal

the University of British Columbia UBC has stated that this degree
would not be considered adequate for entry to the graduate program at
UBCsSchool of Journalism

When it was originally contemplated at the LetterofIntent stage that graduates
of Kwantlensjournalism degree program might want to go on to graduate school the
University of BCsMasters in Journalism was thought to be an appropriate next step
and discussions were held with faculty at the UBC School of Journalism It has since
become evident however that this is not a good fit for two reasons

Firstly the UBC School of Journalism has evolved into a graduate school that
almost exclusively admits students who have obtained academic qualifications in other
fields and are now considering a career in journalism The schools director Donna
Logan has indicated that neither students holding a Simon Fraser University
Communication degree nor a Kwantlen University College Applied Journalism degree
would be favoured for acceptance although neither group would be automatically barred
That is not because of an academic weakness in those programs but because the schools
criterion for acceptance is now geared towards those who have received a degree in a
field outside of journalism or communications This is similar to the Magisteriat at
Concordia University in Montreal which is a oneyear program geared to holders of
bachelorsdegrees in disciplines other than journalism or communications

Secondly it would not be desirable for Kwantlen Applied Journalism graduates to
continue their studies at UBC because of the way the UBC program has evolved The
journalism component of their program is designed to introduce non journalists to the
basic skills practices and theories of journalism As such it would cover much of the
same subject material that Kwantlen graduates had already covered Although students
would take liberaleducation courses and undertake a thesis project as well as dealing
with some media theory subjects In more depth it is possible that Kwantlen graduates
may find that the journalism component which constitutes half of the UBC program is
redundant

Instead the Kwantlen degree proposal team has surveyed other options for
graduates who may wish to continue to graduate studies The team consulted with the
Ryerson School of Journalism in Toronto which has been producing students with
Applied Journalism degrees for a few decades with a program similar to the one
proposed at Kwantlen The director of the newspaper journalism program at Ryerson
John Miller said the schools graduates have had no difficulty if their marks are good
enough being accepted at graduate programs in Canada and the US As well Ryerson is
participating with York University in a new program the Joint Graduate Programme in
Communication and Culture The admissions policy for the masters program specifically
notes that graduates from a related applied programme such as media production or
communication technology with at least a B average in the final two years of study will
be considered for admission

The team has also spoken and met with directors at Simon Fraser Universitys
Communication department Indications from department director Brian Lewis and
graduateschool chair Catherine Murray are that Kwantlen graduates depending as
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always on gradepoint averages would qualify for admission to the Communication
Departments graduate program particularly if their undergraduate program had included
a strong component of liberaleducation studies and a research project Both of those can
be accomplished in the third and fourth years of study in Kwantlensjournalism degree
program

This is line with admissions criteria of other university graduate programs which
also indicate that an honours program or a solid major with high marks from any
recognized and accredited university combined with an interesting proposal for research
and letters of reference will qualify bachelors degree holders to be considered for
acceptance

confirm that video and sound equipment can be accessed through the
British Columbia Institute of Technology

A copy of the articulation agreement with BCIT is attached as Appendix B

offer assurances that an appropriate advisory committee will be in place
prior to implementation of this program

An expanded advisory committee is in place and has been meeting on a regular
basis and been giving input into the Bachelor of Applied Journalism degree This
committee will continue to be involved with the implementation of the degree and to
provide direction regarding any subsequent changes in the industry The list of committee
members is attached as Appendix C

30 Curriculum

31 Describe what the student will gain from this program skills knowledge
attitudes or other attributes

Students who receive a Bachelor of Applied Journalism from Kwantlen will have
acquired the following

Basic applied journalism skills
Generating story ideas and conceptualizing story structures that incorporate the basic
principles of good news values responsible and ethical journalism and audience
engaging storytelling techniques
Research and investigation
Interviewing
Writing in various story forms including newspaper magazine and online
publications
Editing
Photography
Visual designgraphicslayout
Headline and photo caption writing
Web page creation and layout
Working in a team
Job finding skills
Effective work habits

Critical thinking skills
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Technical skills through the use of computer labs digital cameras and traditional
cameras and darkrooms

Advanced applied journalism skills
Group leadership
Running an independent freelance business
Advanced Web design online publishing and online writing
Dealing with complex media issues including social issues reporting and race gender
and disability issues in media
Computerassisted reporting
Advanced work in longform reporting and writing photo imaging specialtysubject
writing magazine production

Academic knowledge
Understanding of basic social institutions and processes that shape news gathering
including governments the legal system business operations and citizen activism
Theory of mass media and audiences
Libel law

Broad academic knowledge in Humanities Social Sciences and Science through the
requirement of courses from five nonjournalism areas
In depth academic knowledge of one academic area through the requirement for six
courses in one department 2 cr64t

Attitudes

Understanding that representing the world to a mass media audience is a special
responsibility that requires care in order to depict societys diverse groups
governments businesses and individuals fairly and ethically
Understanding that working in mass media whether for an employer or oneself
means being a self motivated creator who must draw on several sets of skills from
the artistic to the commercial

Understanding that journalism ultimately involves working with many people as a
team with all that entails being able to present ones ideas forcefully and clearly co
ordinating pieces of work to create a final welldone package and accepting the
compromises that group work brings

Acquiring this breadth of skills and knowledge requires a fouryear program All
writing programs demand a high level of interaction between students and instructors
since learning takes place through an organic process that involves constant
conversations and reworkings of story structure word choice narrative flow and choice
of characters and quotes A similar process is used to develop news judgment learn
visual design and acquire teamwork skills Finally developing a specialization in
journalism and establishing a foundation of academic knowledge necessary for
functioning well as a journalist is impossible to do in just two years

Kwantlen will maintain its diploma program even if a degree program is
introduced because the universitycollege has a strong mandate to make itself accessible
to all students not just those pursuing the higher levels of postsecondary education But
the universitycollege believes it has a duty to offer a degree program to those same
students and others to allow them to obtain here in the Vancouver region the basic
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qualifications they need to pursue a successful career in communications when they are
competing with graduates from journalismdegree programs across Canada

32 Specifically describe the courses or other curriculum requirements of
the program

The Bachelor of Applied Journalism degree will require 120 credits of which a
minimum of 81 credits must be journalism courses Students must also take a minimum
of 30 credits in Liberal Education from other academic departments This along with the
12 credits of required academic journalism courses will mean that students do a minimum
of 42 credits of Liberal Education courses A minimum of 42 credits in all subjects must
be at the upper division levels 3 and 4 year They will also be permitted to take a
maximum of nine credits of courses in non academic programs such as Fashion Design

Technology or Business Management t91065 lu S cam d 1roas p
In order to ensure that students graduate with the breadth of knowledge that

Journalists need the department will require that students take subjects in a minimum of
five academic departments outside of journalism Students will also be required to
develop a sub major in one of those departments consisting of at least six courses in
that department 12

KwantlensLiberal Education Committee is currently proposing that
Within the context of the approved liberal education outcomes all degrees shall

have at least 18 credits in Liberal Education These 18 credits shall include
3 credits of first year English
6 credits of 3 or 4year Liberal Education courses
9 credits of Liberal Education from outside the core discipline of the degree
These 18 credits may include up to 6 credits of Liberal Education from courses or

parts of courses from within the core discipline of the degreehtga
The proposed Bachelor of Applied Journalism will meet and exceed these

requirements since it will require a minimum of 42 Liberal Education credits which
include

3 credits of first year English
27 more credits of Liberal Education courses outside Journalism
a minimum of 9 credits of 3 and 4 year Liberal Education courses outside the
journalism department
12 credits from within the Journalism program that would qualify as Liberal
Education courses as defined by the college Six of these credits currently articulate
with courses at Simon Fraser University
The first two years of the degree are the same as the Journalism diploma and include

18 Liberal Education credits Three courses nine credits are offered within the program
JRNL 1100 Explorations in Mass Communications JRNL 2301 Media and
Audiences and JRNL 2401 Ethics and the Media In addition students must take
English and Political Science plus any three credits from Humanities Social Sciences or
Science

The third year of the degree requires a minimum of six credits maximum of nine
credits per semester of liberal education in Humanities Social Sciences or Science At
this point students would begin to develop their sub major

Students can also choose
a minor in Public Relations

a minor in Broadcast Journalism at BCIT
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an honours degree in journalism which would include a higher proportion of
academic courses and a research project
As the journalism program matures and Kwantlensacademic departments add more

third and fourthyear courses the Journalism department would explore the requirements
for establishing minors and joint majors with those departments

The fourth year of the degree requires students to work on print and online
publications plus complete their Liberal Education component including JRNL 4200
Media and Diversity They would also take courses in fourth year to add to their sub
major Students who minored in Public Relations or Broadcast Journalism would use this
year to fulfill the remainder of their academic requirements Students will also have the
opportunity to learn about managing a business or to work on an indepth group project
Those working on an honours degree will have to take two directed study courses in the
final year in order to strengthen their knowledge of mediatheory issues and complete a
research project

YEAR ONE

The firstyear courses offer introductions to communications theory journalism visual
design photography politics writing and editing Subsequent years build on those
courses to add depth to the study of those subjects and provide a breadth of study

Year 1 First Semester

JRNL 1100 Explorations in Mass Communications
JRNL 1122 Writing and Editing for Journalism
JRNL 1130 Photography for Print Media
JRNL 1141 Visual Design with Computers
JRNL 1160 Introduction to Journalism
Liberal Education English

Year 1 Second Semester

JRNL 1231 Basic Photojoumalism
JRNL 1261 Advanced Journalism
JRNL 1262 Political Reporting
JRNL 1265 Feature Writing
JRNL 1272 Newspaper Production and Editing
Liberal Education Political Science

3 credits

15 credits

15 credits 15
3 credits

3 credits
3 credits

3 credits

3 credits
15 credits

3 credits
3 credits
3 credits

YEAR TWO

In the second year students produce a weekly newspaper which incorporates all they
have learned to that date plus they add research and investigation techniques and Liberal
Education courses Their first work experience occurs in the fourth semester which
allows them to be evaluated by an editor to self evaluate and to see how their education
relates to the working world At the end of the second year students can exit with a
Diploma in Journalism
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Year 2 First Semester

JRNL 2301 Media and Audiences
JRNL 2332 Advanced Photojournalism
JRNL 2352 Research Techniques
JRNL 2372 Newspaper Publication I
Liberal Education Any course in Humanities Social Sciences or Science

1 Year 2 Second Semester

JRNL 2401 Ethics and the Media

JRNL 2461 Community Newspaper
JRNL 2463 Investigative Journalism
JRNL 2471 Work Experience
JRNL 2474 Newspaper Publication II

YEAR THREE

The third year is designed to offer students options for concentration in areas that would
best meet their goals Most students would stay with the Kwantlen program combining
thirdyear journalism studies with the development of a submajor or completing the
requirements for a minor in Public Relations Students may apply to study at BCIT for
this year for a minor in Broadcast Journalism There is also the option of Directed Study
for those who would like to pursue indepth study in a specific area Students who are
considering continuing their education at the Masters level would be encouraged to take
more Liberal Education courses in this year and to undertake a research project in
Directed Study or to pursue an honours degree Some thirdyear courses will also be
offered to working journalists as part time study either for upgrading skills or as a means
for them to complete a degree

Year 3 First Semester

Students must complete 15 credits in total with a minimum of 6
journalism courses On line Publishing will be mandatory
JRNL 3100 Online Publishing I
Students may then choose one or more JRNL courses from the
will depend on enrolment numbers
JRNL 3120 Social Issues Journalism
JRNL 3130 Writing for Magazines
JRNL 3140 Advanced Web Design and Writing
Liberal Education Humanities Social Science or Sciences
Non academic electives

September52000

3 credits

15 credits
L

3 credits 9
4 credits

3 credits

3 credits
15 credits
15 credits

45 credits
35 credits

credits in third or fourthyear

3 credits

following courses to be offered

3 credits
3 credits

3 credits

39 credits

36 credits

Year 3 Second Semester

Students must complete 15 credits in total with a minimum of 6 credits In third or fourthyear
journalism courses Daily Newspaper will be mandatory
JRNL 3200 Daily Newspaper
Courses offered in this term will include

JRNL 3210 Magazine Production

3 credits

3 credits

14
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JRNL 3220 On Line Publishing II
JRNL 3230 Advanced Photo Imaging
JRNL 3250 Directed Study
Liberal Education Humanities Social Science or Sciences
Non academic electives

3 credits
3 credits

3 credits

39 credits
36 credits

YEAR FOUR

The fourth year will provide a concentrated core of advanced journalism courses
combined with the degreessecond fourweek work experience in the first semester The
second semester allows students to complete their specializations while keeping them
connected to the Journalism department with one required course At the end of the fourth
year students graduate with a Bachelor of Applied Journalism

Year 4 First semester

Students do a full program ofjournalism courses that are structured to allow them to do a second
fourweek work experience This semester provides 15 credits ofJournalism courses
The courses will be

JRNL 4100 Specialty Writing
JRNL 4110 Business and Management
JRNL 4120 Computer Assisted Reporting
JRNL 4130 Advanced Editing
JRNL 4140 Work Experience II
JRNL 4150 Directed Study

3 credits
3 credits
3 credits

15 credits
45 credits
3 credits

Year 4 Second Semester

Students must complete 15 credits with a minimum of 3 credits of journalism courses from the
third and fourthyear level Media and Diversity will be mandatory
JRNL 4200 Media and Diversity
JRNL 4220 Group Project
JRNL 9250 Directed Study honours
Liberal Education Humanities Social Sciences or Science
Non academic electives

YEAR 3 OPTION MINOR in Broadcast Journalism

This year would be taken at BCIT and would be comprised of secondyear studies Students also
require bridging courses at BCIT before entry as outlined in the Articulation Agreement but
would not be required to take Government and Politics In the fourth year when students return to
Kwantlen they would not participate in the work experience course of the fourth year first
semester having already done a second work experience at BCIT Instead they would use their
fourth year to complete their academic requirements and take any other journalism or non
academic courses they wished

YEAR 3 OPTION MINOR in Public Relations

Students choosing this option must take nine credits In Journalism 36 credits of Liberal
Education plus 15 18 credits in Public Relations from among the following courses space
permitting
PRLN 1150 Public Relations Practice

PRLN 1221 Public Relations Writing

September 5 2000
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3 credits

3 credits
312 credits
36 credits

3 credits

15 credits
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PRLN 1241 Organizational Communications
PRLN 2321 Advanced PR Writing
PRLN 2350 Public Relations Advertising
PRLN 2450 Public Relations Management
MRKT 1199 Introduction to Marketing

September52000

3 credits

15 credits

3 credits

3 credits
3 credits

YEAR 3 and YEAR 4 OPTION HONOURS injournalism

An honours degree will require 126 credits in total which means students will have to take two
semesters of 18 credits each Students will be required to do 42 credits of upperdivision
academic work through a combination of academic courses in the journalism department along
with academic courses in other departments In addition they must do two directed study courses
one in communications theory readings and one to complete a research project

Explain how the courses and other curriculum requirements will be integrated
to contribute to the intended goals of the program
The program integrates Liberal Education courses from the first semester through to

the final one Computer skills which were previously taught as separate courses are now
built into courses that utilize their application The Political Reporting course which
focuses on how to report on politics is enhanced by having students take courses in the
Political Science department Explorations in Mass Communications Media and
Audiences Ethics and the Media and Media and Diversity will incorporate material
students study in the Social Sciences andor Humanities courses Skillsbased courses are
closely linked through team teaching and combined assignments so that students
understand the inter relation of their studies All courses come together during the
production of the newspaper magazine and online publications

Identify which courses already exist at the institution and which new courses will
be implemented as a result of the program

Existing courses are
JRNL 1100 Explorations in Mass Communications
JRNL 1122 Writing and Editing for Journalism
JRNL 1130 Photography for Print Media
JRNL 1141 Visual Design with Computers
JRNL 1160 Introduction to Journalism
JRNL 1231 Basic Photojournalism
JRNL 1261 Advanced Journalism
JRNL 1262 Political Reporting
JRNL 1265 Feature Writing
JRNL 1272 Newspaper Production and Editing
JRNL 2301 Media and Audiences

JRNL 2332 Advanced Photojournalism
JRNL 2352 Research Techniques
JRNL 2372 Newspaper Publication I
JRNL 2901 Ethics and the Media
JRNL 2961 Community Newspaper
JRNL 2963 Investigative Journalism
JRNL 2471 Work Experience
JRNL 2474 Newspaper Publication II
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New courses that will be developed are
JRNL 3100 On line Publishing I
JRNL 3120 Social Issues Reporting
JRNL 3130 Writing for Magazines
JRNL 3130 Advanced Web Design and Writing
JRNL 3150 Directed Study
JRNL 3200 Daily Newspaper
JRNL 3210 Magazine Production
JRNL 3220 Online Publishing II
JRNL 3230 Advanced Photo Imaging
JRNL 3250 Directed Study
JRNL 4100 Specialty Writing
JRNL 4110 Business and Management
JRNL 4120 Computerassisted Reporting
JRNL 4130 Advanced Editing
JRNL 9140 Work Experience II
JRNL 4150 Directed Study
JRNL 9200 Media and Diversity
JRNL 9220 Group Project
JRNL 4250 Directed Study

Include individual course descriptions in an appendix
Attached as Appendix D

S

33 Describe the programcourse structure and the expected class size of courses
in this program

Courses in the program will be seminar and lab based with class sizes ranging from
12 to 35 depending on the nature of the course and requirements for computer and
darkroom equipment Each class would have one Instructor with the exception of the
publication courses which will be team taught by two instructors Students enrolling in
Directed Study would work with one or two faculty advisors depending on the nature of
their subject

34 Discuss research expectations or implications for this program
Faculty will be encouraged to apply for release time through various grants to

develop innovative learning strategies to update their industry skills or for any other
project beneficial to the program that is too time consuming to undertake during a
semester or the regular professional development time period Through departmental
membership in the Canadian Association of Journalists the Society of Professional
Journalists the Society of News Design and the Association of Educators in Journalism
and Mass Communication faculty are made aware of workshops conventions and
conferences including those at which they may present papers Kwantlens Faculty
Research Centre will be opening January 2001 which will also facilitate faculty efforts to
pursue research
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35 Other additional relevant comments

The goal of KwantlensBachelor of Applied Journalism degree is to give students the
skills and knowledge to allow them to work immediately and comfortably in the
constantly shifting communications industry That means graduates will have a wide set
of skills because industry contacts tell us repeatedly that the people they hire have to be
able to do much more than In the past They must know libel law and be able to take
compelling pictures They have to be able to dissect a budget and be empathetic
interviewers They need to write stories that pull people into them and they need to know
how to edit floundering stories into readable copy

The program will be based on the assumption that graduates will go on to a
variety of jobs not just the traditional massmedia jobs that journalism programs of the
past have focused on This means providing a foundation of basics how to research how
to sift truth from gossip how to distill key facts and present them as a story and how to
package those stories graphically along with a grounding in economics history political
science and sociology that will provide them with context for their stories Students will
also acquire other subsets of skills that will facilitate their work lives These include

learning to be self motivated story generators and independent workers who work
well without direction either in newsrooms or as freelancers

learning to work as team members on projects with other people who may have
competing visions
getting a solid grounding of editing and layout skills
mastering online Journalism
developing leadership and management skills

90 Learning Methodologies
41 Describe how the learning environment and methodologies will be developed

so as to achieve the intended outcomes for the program
The program maintains that learning outcomes are best achieved when there is

extensive interaction between faculty members all with significant industry experience
and students The proposed degree will maintain this environment for both the theoretical
and applied components of the degree In addition students will be given significant
opportunities to meet and work with current industry leaders through field trips to local
media outlets frequent use of guest speakers active in the industry and work experience
with local media A Journalism Advisory Committee composed of working reporters
editors and publishers will meet with Faculty on a regular basis to ensure that the
methodologies employed meet learning outcomes required by the Industry

Learning facilities at Kwantlen University College include computer labs with
Internet access a darkroom a newspaper production room an audio visual room and
several classrooms These facilities ensure that students acquire familiarity with the
technologies they will be expected to use in the industry

42 Discuss how the following will be incorporated in the new degree program
Experiential Learning cooperative education clinicial etc Classes are often

held in a small group discussion format and the program uses extensive hands on
experience to meet learning outcomes These include the production of a weekly
newspaper and a short term daily newspaper published in print and on line Students
have two fourweek work experiences where they are placed in a community newspaper
magazine on line publication or similar setting As part of this experience students are
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provided feedback from their supervisors in conjunction with faculty Coop programs
will be considered for the summer semester

The additional benefits of these types of learning are that students have the
opportunity to show their skills to potential employers often resulting in employment
after the work experience is complete It also allows students time for clarification and
reevaluation of career goals perhaps choosing to specialize in one area or seek
employment with more focus than they might have had before the work experience

Distance Education At this time no distanceeducation component is contemplated
This will be reviewed as Kwantlen develops its plan for distance education

Independent Study Students will have an opportunity for independent study in one
of two ways First a student will have the opportunity to receive credits for directed
studies That will be a requirement for students wishing to obtain an honours degree In
this situation a student is individually supervised by a faculty member in an area where a
student wishes to obtain greater expertise Students in this situation might also benefit
from a teamteaching approach where two or more faculty members could provide the
student with a richer learning environment than could be obtained through a course For
example a student who wished to pursue photojournalism might benefit in instruction
from both a photographer and a reporter

Secondly all students have opportunities for individual study within almost all their
courses Most of our faculty in both the applied and academic courses allow students to
pursue projects based on the students own interests We believe students motivation for
learning is higher in this type of learning environment

Computer Assisted Instruction Two members of the journalism faculty are
currently developing an on line grammar and Canadian Press style workbook which will
be utilized by students in the program and available to others with access to Kwantlens
Web site

Employability Skills All the employability skills defined by Kwantlen University
College are fostered throughout the proposed degree program but certain requirements of
the degree make such skills paramount The production of newspaper magazine and on
line publications requires constant use of creative thinking independent problemsolving
teamwork and leadership skills Journalists have high demands on them to work both
alone often making difficult onthespot decisions with no one around to give advice
and to work with a team explaining justifying and arguing for their work Students
continually gather and synthesize information working separately and together They
learn to respect individual differences and must also become technologically competent
They draw from skills developed in all their courses in order to do this Their academic
courses help them understand issues from a global perspective as they study media
institutions and issues from around the world

Lectures Labs Tutorials Most courses in the proposed degree program meet
learning outcomes through a combination of lectures and labs For the applied courses
students are given extensive lab time to develop hands on experience under the direction
of faculty members For courses that depend extensively upon a lecture or seminar
format a situation often determined by class size students are still given frequent
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opportunities for specific questions and discussion In both lectureseminar and lab
situations there is frequent use of current broadcast and print media

Team teaching The publication courses will continue to be team taught to provide
students with different views and to best reflect the working environment of most
newsrooms where there is likely to be several editors monitoring production
Consideration is also being given to team teaching with faculty from another
departmentssuch as Graphics for an interdisciplinary learning experience

50 Faculty
51 Please indicate the number of faculty and other staff required to mount this

program and their qualifications Indicate if any of these positions will be new to the
institution

We will require three Full Time Equivalent instructors in addition to the current 25
with a minimum of a Bachelors degree Masters preferred in a relevant area or
equivalent industry experience We will also continue to use contract instructors who are
working in the media in order to help maintain currency Brief curriculum vitae are
attached as Appendix E

We currently share support staff with the other departments in the Applied Design
and Communications division Fashion Design and Technology Interior Design
Graphics and Visual Design Public Relations and Interdisciplinary Design Studies In
order to meet the increasing demand for support particularly for degree programs w
will require a fourth assistant for the division

Coordination of the Journalism program is currently done by a faculty member with
a one quarter time release In order to meet the demands of a fouryear program and
increased number of students and faculty the coordination will need to be increased to
onehalf time release

60 Program Consultations and Evaluation
61 Provide a list and brief explanation of the nature of the consultations that

have occurred with professional associations employers educational institutions
etc

The degree development team has had consultations over the past two years with
members of the print and broadcast media in the form of an advisory committee
Appendix C The most recent meeting was April 20 2000 minutes are attached
Appendix F The Validation Team Appendix G was consulted in May 2000 at which
time members of the advisory committee and faculty were also given a draft of the degree
proposal for input We have had input from Kwantlens Applied Design and
Communications curriculum committee and Education Councils subcommittee on
Liberal Education Internally we have spoken to related departments at Kwantlen

Frank Ludtke Coordinator Graphics and Visual Design
Panteli Tritchew Coordinator Applied Communications
Susan Harman Coordinator Public Relations
Barbara Smith International Education Coordinator

We have also had input from current journalism diploma students and Journalism
graduates

Department instructors regularly meet with editors when placing students on Work
Experience and when monitoring those students progress Their evaluations of our
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students work and comments for improvement are incorporated into course updates A
list of editors is attached as Appendix H Department representatives attend the annual
BC and Yukon Community Newspaper Associations awards where Kwantlens
journalism students receive scholarships This event is attended by publishers and editors
representing the 110 community newspapers in the region Five of our contract faculty
members in the journalism department are currently working at community newspapers
daily newspapers magazines and radio They are

Frances Bula reporter Vancouver Sun
Charlie Smith news editor Georgia Straight and associate producer CBC
Jean Konda Witte photojournalist Abbotsford Times
Beverley Sinclair editor Georgia Straight
Tom Siba publisher Delta Optimist and Richmond News

62 If there are other individuals or groups that have been involved describe
their roles in the collection and evaluation of information leading to the
development and submission of this proposal

In order to gain a broader picture about curriculum application and enrolment
figures and transferability potential we have consulted a wide range of people from
other academic institutions By and large this has consisted of telephone calls emails or
meetings subsequently documented in written form where we asked them questions in
one or more of the following areas

how their schools programs andor individual courses are structured including the
percentage of applied skills and academic courses
what their application and enrolment numbers are
what comments concerns or suggestions they had to offer in response to the proposed
structure and content of Kwantlens degree program Those names marked with a
did this more detailed evaluation for us

Other BC institutions

Rob Dykstra Chair Journalism department Langara College
Brian Lewis Director School of Communication Simon Fraser University
Donna Logan Director UBC School of Journalism
Brian Antonson Associate Dean Broadcast Communications BCIT

David Skinner former Chair Journalism department University College of the Cariboo
Kamloops evaluation part of Letter of Intent process
Lorna McCallum Dean Language Literature and Performing Arts including the Print
Futures program Douglas College
Eric Spalding Professor Communications University College of the Fraser Valley
Rick Caswell Chair Applied Communications department Camosun College

Institutions outside BC

Linda Rickie Centre for Communication Studies Mount Royal College Calgary
Conrad Ozog Chair School of Communication and Media University of Western
Sydney Australia
Roy Bonisteel Director School of Journalism Communications University of Regina
Sandra Cochrane Journalism Department Carleton University Ottawa
Pamela Herod School of Journalism University of KingsCollege Halifax
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Tim Currie online Journalism instructor School of Journalism University of Kings
College Halifax

Experts in the field
Advisory committee members Appendix C
Work experience editors Appendix H
Validation team Appendix G
Bryan Cantley VicePresident Canadian Daily Newspaper Association
George Affleck General Manager BC and Yukon Community Newspapers Association
Jeff Gaulin Web master Canadian Journalism Job Board
Ian Haysom News Director CHEKTV Victoria
Bill Amos instructor Broadcast Journalism BCIT
Marlyn Graziano Editor SurreyNorth Delta White Rock NOW newspaper
Robin Plercey Program Head Broadcast Journalism BCIT
RickOConnor President Fraser Valley Newspaper Group division of Black Press
Don Babick President Southam Inc

External academic consultants

Stephen Ward Associate Professor UBC School of Journalism
John Miller Director of Newspaper Journalism School of Journalism Ryerson
Polytechnic University Toronto

Written endorsements were included in the Letter of Intent Appendix A Written
responses were also received to the draft of the Full Program Proposal which was
distributed in June 2000 The responses of those who commented in a letter form are
attached as Appendix I

63 Indicate what policiesprocedures are planned for ensuring adequate depth
and breadth of ongoing review and evaluation once the program has been
implemented

All faculty have access to Professional Development PD funds Regular faculty
have paid PD time and access to Educational Leave to upgrade their skills andor do
research in their area The department regularly receives information regarding the
industry from the Canadian Association of Journalists the Association of Educators in
Journalism and Mass Communication the Society for News Design the Society of
Professional Journalists and the Poynter Institute for Media Studies Meetings are held
with the advisory committee at least twice each year Feedback from editors following
students work experience is discussed with faculty and changes are implemented as
needed to respond to current industry demands At the end of each semester all students
are asked to give anonymous written feedback on the program This feedback is
discussed among faculty and where appropriate changes are made to curriculum

64 Describe how membership on advisory committees for this program will be
maintained to ensure that the program will remain current in future years

The advisory committee rotates every two years and has broadened from community
newspaper representatives to include daily newspapers magazines on line and broadcast
media It will continue to be representative of all areas of media communication Current
members are listed as Appendix C
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70 Admission and Transfer l
2 O

Describe the admission and residency requirements for this program
All applicants to the third year of the degree will require a minimum B GPA from a

recognized Journalism Diploma program Kwantlen requires a 50 per cent residency for
degrees When possible parttime students will be accommodated There has been
interest from international students and discussion is ongoing with Kwantlens
international students advisor regarding their application process

Kwantlenspolicy on credit for prior learning states Kwantlen University College
will when requested by a student and in accordance with established articulation
agreements or appropriate evaluation procedures assess learning that the student has
gained through prior course work andor life work experiences Where that learning can
be equated to the learning outcomes or objectives of a course or program at Kwantlen
credit will be granted Credit will normally be granted through transfer andor prior
learning assessment

A block transfer arrangement is in place with the journalism schools at the BC
Institute of Technology and Langara College Discussions are underway with the Applied
Communications department at Camosun College and the Professional Writing program
at the University of Victoria to establish transferability of courses or a block transfer from
their diplomas Discussions with other instutions that offer related programs are ongoing

Because Kwantlen is only beginning to develop upperlevel academic courses the
department will be especially open to students requests to take upperlevel academic
courses at other accredited institutions and transfer them to meet program requirements

eans of assessing prior learning will be included in each course outline as per
KwantlensCourse Outline Manual

80 Other

Diversity
Print journalism programs like newsrooms in general often struggle for

diversity However Kwantlen takes pride in attracting students from many groups
Kwantlensjournalism diploma program has always been marked by its diversity at all
levels age gender work background education background religious beliefs ethnicity
and general approach to life In the last two years its program has included students just
out of high school students with Bachelorsdegrees and students in their 90s retraining
for new careers There are usually a few more women than men There are students from
the Lower Mainlands Indo Canadian and Chinese cultural communities the last group
including both Canadian born and immigrants from Hong Kong and Singapore This rich
student composition is an asset to the program enabling all of our students to experience
through debate of news values politics story angles and opinion pieces one of the key
principles of the program There are many perspectives on the news depending on ones
background and life experience and many cultures that make up society The journalism
departmentsgoal which coincides with Kwantlen University Collegesgoal for a liberal
education is to develop graduates who are alert to all of those issues In the journalism
program that awareness becomes the foundation for daytoday work practices
journalism that is ethical multi perspective and socially responsible
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Why do we need this program
Journalism programs are most frequently seen as training people for traditional

mass media bigcity newspapers television and radio In Canada there are currently
105 daily newspapers 790 radio stations 170 television stations and 950 weekly
newspapers BC with one tenth of the countrys population and growing has its fair
share among that number There are currently 110 community newspapers 16 daily
newspapers 82 radio stations and 10 television stations in BC Journalists are getting
Jobs mainly through turnover but also as new publications are started or grow along with
growing cities

However there are broader opportunities available for journalism graduates as
the communications field becomes more diversified to include specialty magazines
public relations technical writing and on line publications At last count there were
about 450 consumer and trade publications in the country Journalism graduates are
increasingly in demand in the publicrelations sector especially in areas like media
relations for businesses political parties governmentfunded institutions and non profit
groups or in internal communications for large corporations The public relations sector Sawrce
is a sector that shows projections for strong growth as businesses Institutions and non
profits all work harder to convey their messages in a high paced complex world Work pQ4
Futures the BC governmentsinformation bank on occupational outlooks forecasts the
growth for all writing sectors at about the alloccupation average

Labour market conditions for new entrants are expected to remain fair but the
continuing growth of niche publications and the development of Internet publishing will
create opportunities in writing journalism and editing positions In addition recent
forecasts have predicted that many occupations are likely to begin experiencing critical
labour shortages in the next decade as baby boomers who represent a third of Canadas
population begin retiring early or at 65 In the 1999 report outlining that Help
Wanted Projections of Canadas Labour Force Over the Next Four Decades
demographer David Baxter of the Vancouverbased Urban Futures Institute said those
shortages will particularly be in areas that require specialized marketable skills

The journalism market is also experiencing significant change due to the ever
expanding field of InternetWeb site communications Nationally postings listed on the
Canadian Journalism Job Board the University of Western Ontarios Canadian
journalism job board and through the Canadian Association of Journalists show a
noticeable increase in job openings in these areas The statistics at the Canadian
Journalism Job Board showed that 290 job openings in new media were posted
between July 1 1999 and September 1 2000 compared to 650 for newspapers and
magazines 239 for broadcast and 569 for communications Jobs

Locally the provincial government has consciously set out to nurture the already
vibrant hightech industry in the Vancouver region Part of that burgeoning industry is the
new media forms of journalism Web sites like Teluss MyBCcom or
communicatecom along with the sites produced by traditional media as they work to be
competitive in the newmedia world That sector in its search for people with the right
skills is increasingly picking journalists out of traditional newsrooms and journalism
schools to provide information for the growing number of Web based publications There
isnt a wealth of hard data so far on this recent new phenomenon but people in the
industry are consistently observing that it is creating openings

In the United States US News and World Report researchers preparing the
annual careers supplement last year found that sharply increased demand for online
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journalists was among the most frequently cited reasons for an upturn in longstagnant
job prospects for journalists overall In January 2000 the weekly help wanted postings
for American journalists were 63 per cent above the average of the previous 16 months
while the JobLink for Journalists an American online employment advertising section
has posted record numbers of new ads every week since last fall American Journalism
Review Net Working Demand for online journalists Is on the rise Eric Meyer April
25 2000 Journalism schools have experienced steady high demand for their seats
Appendix J

Changing standards for employment
Journalism unlike nursing or engineering has no set standards for employment

As a result prospective journalists can pick from a wide range of programs depending on
what their career goals and personal resources are For students fresh from high school
who want to get into the workforce as quickly as possible there are twoyear diploma
programs Some still follow a traditional route of working at the university newspaper
while getting degrees in arts sciences law or other specialities Others are topping their
political science or biology degrees with a Bachelorsor Masters degree in Journalism
especially if they are aiming for work at an elite media outlet ko

The journalism programsadvisory committee work experience editors and other S
local industry contacts say that increasingly the entrylevel standard is a Bachelors 5GA
degree Because of a constant need to reduce budgets and get the most out of small staffs r ic4
journalists are being asked to come in with much wider skill sets than in the past As
well editors do not have the time to supervise to educate newcomers about libel or to do
any writing coaching They need people who can come in ready to hit the ground
running National surveys of journalism grads Canadian and US labourmarket studies
data from Canadian and American Job postings and local surveys all show the same
trend Employers prefer to hire someone with a degree and although some employers
look for a broad liberal arts background most prefer to hire people with degrees in
journalism or a journalismoriented field US Bureau of Labor Statistics 199899
Occupational Outlook Handbook

Other institutions besides Kwantlen are acting on this Three years ago Mount
Royal College in Calgary dropped its diploma programs in Journalism and public
relations because the advisory committees for those programs were saying that two years
of training was no longer sufficient

It is time for an institution in the Lower Mainland to offer this increasingly
standard requirement which will make British Columbia students more employable and
will also contribute to improving journalism standards in the province
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LETTER OF INTENT FOR BACHELOR OF APPLIED JOURNALISM

Preamble Journalism is an ever changing field and the education of journalists cannot be static
It is becoming increasingly apparent that two years of post secondary education is simply a
starting point particularly with the rapid advances in technology and the increase in specialty
reporting The Bachelor of Applied Joumalism degree is intended to enhance the skills already
taught in the diploma program by adding more courses in specific areas and training in a variety
of media The degree will also broaden students general knowledge by adding more Liberal
Education courses

A INSTITUTIONAL AND PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION

1 Which institution will award the degree
Kwantlen University College

2 Which departmentsfacultyiesor schools will be offering the degree
The Journalism department within the Applied Design and Communications division

3 What will be the program title and the name of the credential to be awarded to
graduates
The program title will be Journalism the credential will be Bachelor of Applied
Journalism

4 In what way does the degree program contribute to the mandate and the strategic
plan of the institution
The degree program will contribute to Kwantlensmandate and strategic plan by
increasing job opportunities for students beyond entry level providing students with the
education necessary to succeed in a rapidly changing and multidimensional field
providing opportunities for working journalists to add to their education increasing
training in specialized areas of journalism including the Internet increasing linkages
within the university college and with other provincial post secondary institutions
developing employability skills and maximizing use of existing space

5 What is the intended schedule for implementation of the degree program
September 2000

B PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

1 What economicindustrialsocialculturalgoals is this program intended to serve
The degree will produce better journalists by providing them with a broadbased
knowledge through the expansion of Liberal Education courses as well as advanced skills
in writing research methods investigative techniques and technology This will enable
graduates to provide more comprehensive information to the public and to be qualified to
work in more senior positions and in more than one discipline thereby making them more
employable and self sufficient The program would provide a new source of welleducated
and diversely trained journalists capable of working in the fields of print broadcast
media other media andor public relations The current diploma program focuses on
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developing basic skills and attitudes and serves to prepare students for entrylevel
positions at newspapers however members of industry stress the need for journalists to
have a broadbased general knowledge as well as skills

How do these relate to identified market niches or societal needs
Entrylevel jobs at community newspapers and other small publications require at least a
journalism diploma while editor positions are more frequently requiring a degree At daily
newspapers the demand for a degree is steadily increasing for even entrylevel positions
In the past year there has been an increase in the number of job postings for people able to
work on Web pages in the areas of design and writing

What labour market supporting data is available to support these claims
The quality of education of journalists is of great concern to editors and publishers of
Canadian newspapers The most recent study on education and journalism done by the
Canadian Daily Newspaper Association now the Canadian Newspaper Association in
199293 shows that managing editors at daily newspapers prefer to hire journalists with a
degree It states A journalist must be well rounded and knowledgeable in the arts
humanities sciences business and the law Portions of the study are attached as
Appendix B Letters of industry support for the degree are attached as Appendix C The
Vancouver Sun has hired about 12 reporters and editors in the past three years in spite of
a hiring freeze and expects to hire about the same in the next five years based on
retirement and transfers They require a university degree and consider journalism training
a bonus

The BC and Yukon Newspaper Association BCYCNA which represents 110
community newspapers states that two to three jobs are available per week
approximately 220330 per year and that is expected to continue A random sample of 30
BC community newspapers corresponds with that assessment finding that about 335
people will be hired per paper in the next five years 370 positions In the Lower
Mainland 38 per cent of newspapers require new hires to hold a degree provincewide
24 per cent will require a degree These results are attached as Appendix D

The most recent Job Futures report found employment in writing and editing increased by
over 50 per cent since 1984 and projects an optimistic outlook for the industry through
2005 Other media including Web design will be a significant growth area over the
next several years Currently 13 per cent ofBC community newspapers have a Web site
and 50 per cent plan to build one A Canadian journalism and communications jobs Web
site wwwcorpdirect cacontinencejobsmessagehtmposts about three new jobs every
other day Web editor Jeff Gaulin states that he has had about 1000 job postings in the
past two years and the number is growing

2 What are the anticipated employment destinations for graduates
Graduates would be qualified to work in any of the major disciplines print broadcast
other media This would mean they could work on newspapers and magazines in radio or
TV news or current affairs for Internet publications for public relations firrns or
departments for consulting firms for book publishers as researchers and copy editors
This employment could be freelance full time or pantime
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What potential does this program provide for research and development or job creation
Job creation may result from new ventures undertaken by graduates on a freelance basis
or through entrepreneurship ventures such as starting up magazines producing new
current affairs programs or launching new information based web sites

What is the nature of the work that students would be expected to carry out upon
graduation

Graduates would be able to work in writing reporting research and investigation editing
and proofreading newspaper or magazine design and layout in the job areas outlined in
No 2 above

3 What is the expected normal time requiredfor program completion years or
semesters
The expected time is eight semesters four semesters for completion of the diploma level
and an additional four semesters to complete the degree It will also be possible for
students to attend parttime which increases the opportunities for working journalists to
upgrade their education

4 What specialities majors or minors will be offered
The degree would allow students the flexibility to specialize in photojournalism magazine
publishing and Web page design and writing A minor in public relations for those
wanting the opportunity to work in the writing aspects of this field would be available in
collaboration with the Public Relations program at Kwantlen By means of transfer credit
with BCIT a minor would also be offered in broadcast journalism

In broad terms what are the major components of this program
The major components of the degree program will be writing editing photography
research and newspaper designlayout Students will also be able to do independent work
in a specialty area of their choice such as investigative joumalism business and
economics politics health science entertainment or sports The degree will add liberal
education courses for broader knowledge and to improve the opportunities to work in
specialty areas

In broad terms what instructional strategies will be used
Courses will be taught in seminar and smallgroup learning environments as well as in the
reality environment used for the production of the student newspaper The current four
weeks of work experience for the diploma will be increased to two fourweek sessions for
degree students The program employs the principles of outcomes based learning and
employability skills that focus on teaching the practical skills necessary for the quality
practice of daily journalism Students will also receive mentoring and individual
assistance

What other specialfeatures of this program might there be
Students produce a weekly newspaper in which they write about issues people and events
at Kwantlensfour campuses this will soon become part of KwantlensWeb site The off
site work experience provides students with the opportunity to experience a working
environment and to receive feedback from editors Many instructors in the program are
contract faculty who are currently working in the industry Articulation agreements with
BCIT and Langara College will enable students to transfer into the degree program and
learn both print and broadcast journalism
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An articulation agreement is being prepared with the journalism programs at the BC
Institute of Technology BCIT and at Langara College that will enable students to train in
both print and broadcast journalism without having to complete two full diplomas as has
been the case In addition students who want an undergraduate degree in journalism but
started at BCIT or Langara will be able to continue their studies at Kwantlen

Also Kwantlensjournalism diploma program has entered into preliminary discussions
with the University of Western Sydney Nepean Australia regarding an exchange
program which would enable students from Kwantlen to learn about journalism in another
country either by attending the university in Australia andor through having Australian
students participating in classes here

5 What programs exist at other institutions which contain similar content or have similar
objectives and ifsimilar what is the rationale for duplication
A Bachelor of Journalism degree program started in September 1998 at the University
College of the Cariboo UCC in Kamloops BC Other than that the nearest
undergraduate program is at the University of Regina The program at UCC filled its quota
of students from the Interior and Northern regions of the province while Kwantlen draws
its students mainly from the Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island In addition there
have consistently been three to four times more applicants than the print journalism
diploma programs at Kwantlen and Langara combined have been able to accommodate
each year As for program content the first two years at UCC are solely Liberal Education
courses plus there are nine credits of Liberal Education in third year and six in fourth
year Kwantlensdegree while it will include academic courses particularly from
English Political Science History and Social Sciences will remain skills focused which
includes students producing a weekly newspaper in print and online UCC produces an
online paper only Kwantlen will expand its already strong photojournalism and
newspaper designlayout component and students will also have the opportunity to add
broadcast journalism through articulation with BCIT neither of which are pan of the
curriculum at UCC

6 How does this program relate to other programs offered at this institution shared
or related expertise other resources etc
The Journalism program currently shares computer resources with Graphics and Visual
Design Interdisciplinary Design Studies Physics Fashion Design and Technology
Drafting Public Relations and Business Students would take liberal education courses
from other departments at Kwantlen and would have the opportunity to do assignments in
their specialty areas by accessing other programs such as fashion music etc

7 What ifany other programs will be reduced or eliminated in order to initiate the new
program
None

C ADMISSION AND TRANSFER

1 Who are the intended students

The intended students are many of those currently enrolled in the Kwantlen Langara and
BCIT Journalism programs as well as those transferring from other institutions in BC
and elsewhere in Canada The degree would provide an opportunity for working
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journalists to upgrade their skills and enhance their education either as full time or part
time students It would also be an opportunity for journalists with diplomas to earn the
undergraduate degree needed to pursue a Mastersdegree in Journalism at universities
such as the Sing Tao School of Journalism at the University of BC or Carleton University
in Ottawa

What are their characteristics and what preparation or background should they have
Entrants should have good writing skills in English a strong interest in politics and current
affairs andor some volunteer experience with a community newspaper cable TV outlet
radio or television newsroom public relations firm or information based Internet site
Working journalists would receive credit for their previous education through Prior
Learning Assessment

What features or initiatives might attract low participation groups to this program
The Journalism program already attracts many female students and some visible
minorities Parttime offerings would make the program more accessible to people who
need to work and PLA would attract mature students

What is the evidence that these students are not presently served reasonably within
existing BC offerings
Journalists with degrees have all received them from outside BC Positions at major daily
newspapers require a degree While the existing program prepares students for entrylevel
jobs the industry increasingly requires a degree for editor positions at community and
small daily newspapers

2 What enrolments are anticipated
We anticipate increasing our firstyear enrolment from 20 to 25 and adding students in
second year from BCIT andor Langara space permitting

How many of these are expected to represent a new client group to be additional new
enrolments for this institution
We expect a new client group of 1015 students based on increased firstyear enrolment
transfer students and those returning from the work force to complete a degree

3 What provisions for articulation and transferfromtoother institutions are anticipated
Articulation and block transfer with Langara and BCIT is already in process to enable
students to learn both print and broadcast journalism We will also seek articulation andor
transfer with UCC UBC and post secondary institutions on Vancouver Island Preliminary
discussions have been held with the University of Western Sydney Nepean Australia for
an exchange program

D PROGRAM RESOURCES

In general what resources existing andornew will be requiredfor this program
We would need to add approximately 10 computers the existing computer lab will
accommodate these additional computers and upgrade the software particularly for training
in other media which would be lntemetbased In order to maintain industry standards we
also would require more digital cameras and the attendant computer software No broadcast
facilities are required as this instruction will remain at BCIT Since we anticipate including
evening and Saturday classes our facilities would be better utilized

Kwantlen University College 5 July 1999



E CONSULTATIONS

1 What consultations have been carried out to date names phone numbers institutions
nature of the consultations information or feedback received
Twice yearly meetings are held with the Journalism programsadvisory committee which
is fully supportive of the degree program The committee is comprised of industry
members and faculty

Regular contact is made with publishers and editors throughout BC through the BC and
Yukon Community Newspaper Association and through site visits during student work
experiences Editors provide extensive feedback each year as a requirement of student
work experience This input provides valuable information necessary to maintain
curriculum that is current and relevant

For industry requirements and job prospects we have consulted the Canadian Newspaper
Association the BC and Yukon Community Newspaper Association Sterling News
Service and Southam Inc

There have been regular meetings over the past two years with BCIT and Langara to
develop a partnership through articulation agreements During this partnership
development a broaderbased advisory committee was established which also gives full
support to the degree

We have also consulted with UCC and the Sing Tao School of Journalism at UBC for
input

Names phone numbers etc are attached as Appendix E
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Appendix A Initial Development Team

Members of the Initial Development Team are

Barbara Duggan dean Applied Design and Communications 599 2525
Joy Jones coordinator Journalism and Public Relations 5992653
Bette Laughy instructor Journalism and Public Relations 5992573
Frances Bula instructor Journalism and reporter for the Vancouver Sun 6052111
Tom Siba advisory committee chair and publisher of the Delta Optimist 9464451
Marlyn Graziano editor SurreyNorth Delta Now 5720064
Bill Amos instructor Broadcast Journalism BCIT 4328534

Kwanticn University College July 1999
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Appendix B

A Survey ofAttitudes of Canadian
Managing Editors Toward

Journalism Education

CANADIAN DAILY

NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION

199293



SECTION 3 NEW HIRES

Weekly salary for interns at your paper iswas

The level of experienceacademics of new
people your newspaper has hired during the
past three years for editorial positions

gIPcpnncec

Almost ell college grads 9

Mostly college grads some experience 14

Even mix college grads some experience 5
Mostly experience some college 3

Almost all experienced people
ALL college grads some experience 1

1 added mast have experience too
1 added 2 of 12 experienced noformal training
1 added only two hires

Unpaid
5200300

5400 plus

16

2

8

0200 9

5300400 2

1 added 5620 for reportersphotographers 5645 for
copy editors
1 added 5100 honorarium

8

How many fulltime positions have been
filled in your department over the last three
years by the following types of graduates
with or without experience estimate if
necessary

Masters of Journalismeggraduate school

3 responded one 3 responded two
2 three 3 four

Recsity journalism grads undergraduate
8 responded one 9 responded two
9 three 1 four
1 five 2 six
2 ten

University non Journalism grads

10 responded one 4 responded two
3 three 1 four
1 five

Community college journalism grads

4 responded one 7 responded two

0

0

Ei

13

Page 2

10 three 1

1 five 2

1 ten

four

six

Community college non Journalism grads

2 responded one 1 responded two

Saueayeonme ars of college or university journalism
e

3 responded one 1 responded two
1 three 1 four

Experienced in Journalism ten years

1 responded two
none of the above

1 responded one

Is a universitycollege journalism degree or
diploma usually a prerequisite for
employment in your newsroom

Yes No NR

29 10 1

1 added waived if applicant has degree in other field
plus significant experience in journalism

Which do you prefer to hire

Journalism school grads 28

Grads who majored in other fields 1

No preference 10

depends on ability 1

Nonrelated degreediploma 1

Comments

Journalism school grads who have a first degree
in another discipline
No preference but grads who majored in other
fields should have some journalism training
No preference good writers and reporters

Whichof the followingpositionswerefilled

Reporters 37
Copy Editors 15
Page designer 1
Artists 5
Qerks 2

GraphicsLibrarian 1

Photographers 15
Computer graphics 7
Magazine editor 1
Librarians 2

Management 2
Other 1

Of the total in question 2 how many were
males and how many were females

132 Males 119 Females



There is a need for quality writing
Journalism is good training for many careers

althoughstudents should knowjobopportunities
are declining
But tell applicants only the best will survive Let
them bet on themselves Academic screening
would not be appropriate for the waft of
journalism

People trained in journalism flow to other
professions

Why limit the opportunities to Team a skill The
job market will determine how many journalists
are required

Out of ten grads seven may be good two poor
and one excellent Out of 100 grads 70 may be
good 20 poor and 10 excellent Percentage wise
things dontchange People pay their bucks and
take their chances

Limitations would be based on grades which I
oppose

Economywill rebound within the next few years
High school grads cantget meaningful work
College gives them a chance even if the job
market is tough

Many will get jobs in other areas and no matter
what they take they face a tough job market
Lets leave the choice to them

Dontever discourage the best they will
persevere

Although jobs are scarce right now because of
economy there are unlimited ways to benefit
from journalism school foreign news media
magazlnes radioTVof course newspapers
maybe in the future more travel will be involved
in getting a job and perhaps freelancing will be
more predominant

TTnrrrta

ABA in journalism is as good as most BAs as far
as the job market is concerned
I worry about the hordes of journalism school

grads who wont find jobs but Im reluctant to
stop anyone from enroling who has the qualifi
cations and the desire to be a journalist

Journalism is an education not just training for
a bade It teaches or should teach methods of
discovery analysis and syntheses withparticular
audiences or needs in mind

These tables Indicate the importance managing editors give to Academics Practical Skills Work Experience and
Personal attributes when considering new hires 1 was selected for anything considered most important 4 for
anything considered least important The figures reflect the number of managing editors who chose that rating

History 9 19

Sociology 7 12

EconomicsBusiness 8 23

Political Science 13 16

Arts and Silences 4 25

Literature 5 19

Second Language 6 7

Media Law 15 10

Psychology 2 17
Overall Marks 5 23

ACAl2EMT

1 2 3 4

4

13

8

10

11

11

19

8

11

3

3

8

1

1

0

5
8
7

10

9

Copy Editing
SpellingGrammar
Interviewing
Research

Writing Ability
Ong
Graphics
LayoutDesign
Accuracy
Pagination

PRACEMAL

1 2 3

17

30

25

14

27

25

6

8
31

8

14 5

4 0

9 4

13 8
7 2

4 4

11 14

10 15

2 1

7 14

4

4

5

2

2

4

5

9

7

6

11

Page 5

Newspaper Intern 16
School Paper 6

Summer Employ 11

Computer Exper 5

Full Time Exper 16

WORK EXPERTENCE

1 2 3 4

13

8

15

10

14

7

17

12

14

6

4

9

2

9

4

pERSONAT

1 2 3 4

Good General

Knowledge 30 4 1 5

Widely read 18 12 7 3

Sense of news value 28 7 0 5

Pleasant personality 13 16 8 2

Good grooming 10 22 5 3

Hard worker 30 5 1 4

Curiosity 32 2 2 4

IntegrityEthics 33 3 1 3

Dedication
Motivation 30 5 0 5

Career commitment 14 18 5 3

Leadership traits 4 23 11 2

Problem solving
ability 15 16 6 3



ATTITUDES OF CANADIAN MANAGING EDITORS
TOWARD JOURNALISM EDUCATION

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1 Managing editors feel strongly that a university or college degree is usually a
factor in hiring someone and they prefer to hire journalism school grads

2 Over the past three years the great majority of new hires has been reporters
Next group included copy editors and photographers with computer graphics
rounding out the top four positions that newspapers tend to fill

3 The respondents hired more men 132 than women 119

4 Most of the respondents do not expect to add staff over the next two years The
best opportunities will be for reporters and copy editors

5 Summer jobs at newspapers appear to be on the decline The majority of
respondents said they hired fewer summer students in 1992 than in previous
years

6 Most of the managing editors think the quality of new hires is better or about
the same as it was five years ago

7 Most do not feel a need to currently limit enrollments in journalism schools
That differs from the 1983 and 1978 surveys when more managing editors said
enrolment should be limited

8 When considering new hires managing editors consider the following to be
strengths and attributes they look for copy editing skills spelling and
grammar interviewing writing ability accuracy experience good general
knowledge sense of news value curiosity integrity work ethics and a
dedication to the job

9 Spelling and grammar topped the list by a wide margin of the skills and areas
of knowledge most lacking in journalism graduates

10 To improve the level of instruction 325 of the respondents felt that more
visiting professionals from the media might be the best way

11 Almost all of the respondents rated the overall performance of journalism
schools in training people to work on newspapers as either very good or
adequate



Appendix C Industry support

The following letters of support for a degree in journalism are from

Don Babick publisher of The National Post president and chief operating officer of Southam
Inc former Publisher of the Vancouver Sun and The Province

Bryan Cantley VP Member Services Canadian Newspaper Association

George Affleck executive assistant BC and Yukon Community Newspapers Association

Jeremy Hainsworth managing editor Sterling News Service a division of Hollinger Inc

Gabrielle Veto producer Global News

Ian Koenigsfest public affairs director CKNW98

Kwantlen University College July 1999



SPacific Press A Division of Southam Inc

200 Granville Street Suite 1 Vancouver BC V6C 3N3 Telephone 604 6052000

March 25 1999

Ms Joy Jones
Kwantlen University College
1266 72 Avenue
Surrey B C
V3W 2M6

Dear Joy

My apologies for the delay in responding to your letter of March 2 but I have been away from
the office

I certainly am supportive of your plans to establish a Bachelor of Joumalism degree

A failing of many of the twoyear diploma programs is the lack of attention to a liberal education
portion

A wellrun wellrounded Bachelor program would be beneficial to both students and future
employers

Good luck with your efforts

Yours sincerely

Do abick

P sident Publisher

DBls

THE VANCOUVER SUN

PAWine



CANADIAN NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION

ASSOCIATION CANADIENNE DES JOURNAUX

March 5 1999

Joy Jones
Coordinator

Journalism and Public Relations

Kwantlen University College
Richmond Campus
1266672nd Ave

Surrey BC
V3W 2M8

Dear Ms Jones

BRYAN CAiT12Y

VicePresldent Member SerWres

Vlcrprtsidcnt serWns aux membres

I understand that Kwantlen University College is submitting a proposal to offer a Bachelor of
Journalism degree to its graduates

In my 17 years at the Association we have examined the state ofjoumalism education three times in an
effort to find out what the journalism schools were teaching and what the daily newspaper editors were
seeking from journalism school graduates

1t was clear from each of the studies that the better educated graduate has a far greater chance of getting
hired at a daily newspaper today than someone with a diploma from the community colleges Entry
level positions for the latter are likely to be with weekly newspapers or small remote dailies

Large metropolitan newspapers generally seek bright motivated and well educated individuals to cover
todayscomplex social political and economic issues From our experience the journalism graduates
who are most likely to meet those criteria have come with university degrees

Good luck with your proposal

Sincerely

Bryan Cantley
VP Member Services

890 Yonge Street Suite 200 Toronto Ontario M4W 3P4

Tel 4169233567 Fax 4169237206 Welisliehttpwwwcnaacica
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COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS
A S S O C I A T I O N

British Columbia and Yakon

March 1 1999

Kwantlen University College
CO Joy Juries Cuoidinotor
Journalism and Public Relations

To Whom It May Concern

x70060 1 Shaer Tel 604 669227
V Irilie6 CeNolia fee 604 6146717
Caaade V67 117

The BC and Yukon Community Newspopers Association is o not forprofit
organization representing 109 papers across the province and the
territory

The newspapers we represent vary in size from one person operations to
staff rivoling any of the daily papers As a result trained employees are in
constant need Kwantlen University Collegesjournalism program is one oI
the best places to find the journalists of tomorrow The current program
has proven to be a great resource for talent That said the BCYCNA
supports the schools desire to create a Bachelor of Journalism program in
addition to its diploma program Journalists of every level are always
needed at our member papers Naturally one would assume a graduate
of o bachelorsprogram would have more skills on hand to take on a
more senior level position within u newspaper while a diploma graduate
would have skills thatwould place him or her at a more junior level

I hope this letter is of some use to you and gives you an idea of the
newspaper industrysMeeds If you have any questions please do not
hesitate to call

Sincerely yours
Mtn

George Affle
Executive Assistant BCYCNA
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STERLING NEWSPAPERS LTD
1627 west Stn Avenue Sword Flay Vancouver BC V6J IP6
Telephone 604 7324413 Fax 604 7323961

April 3 1999

To Whom It May Concern

As managing editor of Sterling News Service 1 wholeheartedly
support the proposal by Kwantlen College to add a degree granting
program in journalism to its course offerings

While there are schools in the province currently offering journalism
programs the broadening of the perspective of such a program to
include a more academic grounding for journalism students can only
help but broaden students understanding of the broad issues in
society as well as give them a greater intellectual touchstone in their
craft and further enable to them to perform at a high standard as
practicing journalists

Sincerely

Jeremy fiainsworth
Managing Editor
Sterling News Service



March 15 1999

Dear Ms Jones

This letter is to indicate my support for the work and proposals of the Joumalism
Consortium This group has been meeting on an informal basis to form a
partnership between Langara Kwantlen and BCIT to offer an advanced diploma
and a degree that encompasses both print and broadcast joumalism

Offering an educational experience of this kind would be beneficial from many
standpoints The strengths of each of the individual colleges would complement
and enhance each other For instance BCIT has proven immensely beneficial to
students and broadcasters because its program produces a graduate that can
be employed immediately because they have had practical handson training
A program like Langarasand Kwantlensproduces a graduate that has had
more emphasis on the academic aspects of joumalism A combination of these
skills would create a highly employable graduate

Combining these programs would offer students the chance to reduce the
number of years they are in postsecondary education and allow thm to enter the
workplace sooner It would also produce a more wellrounded employee to the
broadcast and print industries I whole heartedly support the creation of a
combined program between the joumalism programs at Kwantlen BCIT and
Langara Colleges

Joy Jones Coordinator
Journalism and Public Relations
Kwantlen University College
Richmond BC
V6X 3V8

Gabrielle Veto Producer
Global News Vancouver

Global Television
Network

A CanWest Company

180 West 2nd Avenue

Vancouver British Columbia
V5Y3T9

Tel 604 8761344
fax 604 8745206

Global

r



CCS MOST LISTENED TO RADIO STATION

February 24 1999

Ms Joy Jones
Coordinator

Joumalism and Public Relations

Kwantlen College
8771 Landsdown Road

Richmond BC V6X 3V8

Dear Joy

Cklnc
MCIflyC F Y I

Please acknowledge this letter as an endorsement of the process for BCIT
Kwantlen and Langara to seek joint degree status

I think such a degree could only enhance the training and development of
joumalists in the province

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me

Yours sincerely
CKNW9 a division of WIC Radio Ltd

Ian Koenigsfest
Chairperson BCIT Industry Advisory Committee Joumalism
Public Affairs Director CKNW98

cc Brian Antonson BCIT

Robin Piercey BCIT

Suite 2000 700 West Georgia Street Vancouver BC Canada V7Y 1KB Websites wwwdmw00m and wwwrodd0l00m
CKNW 604 3312711 CFMI 604 3312808 Fax 604 3312702 CKNWCFMI a division of WIC Radio Ltd



Newspaper name ft1 p1hfI new 5 yrs web web plan 1 ed educ I educ
Chilliwack Times 4 1 1 1 3 1 n 1 v 1 v exo 1 exo

Golden Star 2 1 5 3 y na 1 y dip 1 dip
Revelstoke Times Review 2 1 1 3 n 1 1 y dip 1 either

Omineca Express 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 n 1 n I y dip 1 dip
PG Free Press 1 5 1 3 1

j 11
3
3 1 I

fl I y y exp deg
n I y j y deg eitherSalmon Arm Observer 5

Elk Valley Miner 1 3 1 j 2 i 4 1 n y y dip j deg
Parksville Oualicum Beach New 5 j 3 j 7 2 n i n n dip
Penticton Western News Advert 2 1 1 1 y nia 1 n deg I alp2

TriCity News 1 5 j 1 7 j 2 1 n y I y deg j either

Y y deg degThe Record New Westminster 1 2 1 4 4

Whistler Question 4 e I 3 n Y l y deg dip
Maple RidgeTr1es 4 1 4 7 1 n r y dip 3ap
Vancouver Courier f 7 I 3 I G 1 10 11 n n n tleg dip
VyestEn er 3 2 1 Ig y deg dip
Salmon Am Lakeshore NeAs 4 3

Cograrrt Now 1 2 I 1 I n I
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Vancouver Echo j 1 1 2 1 8 I n y deg I d
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SurreyNorth D Leader 1 9 1 1 1 2 1 2 I 2 1 n 1 n 1 dip
Nanaimo News Bulletin 1 6 1 1 1 2 1 2 n I y dip 1 dip
Delta Optimist j 5 j 1 1
North Shore News 10 j 3 j

1 1
2 i

3 y

y

1 na 1 n 1 either

1 na I n i dip
Cowichan Valley Citizen 4 j j 5 1 5 n y 1 y deq j deg
Squamish Chief 2 i 3 1 8 9 1 n y y deg j dip
Comox Valley Record 5 i 1 2 1 3 1 1 n j y exp I exp
Merritt Herald 12 j 1 1 1 2 1 1 i n n j y exp exp
Powell River Peak
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BumabyNewsLeader 1 2 1 deg
Kamloops Gaily News j I 1 2 1 i deg
Cariboo Observer 3 1 exp
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Appendix E Consultations

Advisory Committee

industry
Tom Siba publisher Delta Optimist 9464451 chair
Bill Lam Vannet Distribution 439 2610

Jeff Beamish assistant city editor Vancouver Sun 605 2295
Carlyn Yandle editor Westender 7336397
Trudy Beyak reporter Abbotsford News 8569543
Ted Townsend editor Richmond Review 273 7744

Marlyn Graziano editor SurreyNorth Delta Now 5720064
Daphne Bramham associate editor Vancouver Sun 605 2139
faculty
Joy Jones coordinator 599 2653
Bette Laughy instructor 599 2573
Charlie Smith instructor Georgia Straight reporter 7307043
Frances Bula instructor Vancouver Sun reporter 605 2111
Jean Konda Witte instructor Abbotsford Times photojournalist 8545244
Mark Hamilton instructor freelance graphic designer 941 9444
Susan Harman instructor freelance Web designer 731 4074
Tom Siba instructor Delta Optimist publisher 9464451

Partnershiparticulation advisory committee
BCIT

Brian Antonson associate dean broadcast journalism 4328934
Bill Amos instructor broadcast journalism 4328534
Robin Piercey chair broadcast journalism 4328667
Langara
Rob Dykstra journalism chair 3235335
industry
Anna Lilly reporter Business in Vancouver 6698500
Carey Gillette copy editor The Province 6052041
Cameron Bell chair Langara advisory committee 5380492
Kevin Diakiw reporter Surrey Leader 5884313
Bonnie Irving editor BC Business Magazine 2997311
Ian Koenigsfest executive director current affairs programming CKNW 331 2790
Carolyn Warner Broadcast News 687 2464
Gabrielle Veto UTV News 8761344
Denelle Balfour BCTV News 4449513

Other industry consultations

Penny Graham president BC and Yukon Community Newspapers Association 8929161
David Skinner journalism coordinator University College of the Cariboo 250828 5000
Donna Logan chair Sing Tao School of Journalism 8226688
Bryan Cantley Canadian Newspaper Association bcantley @cnaacjca
George AffleckBCYukon Community Newspaper Association info@bccommunitynewscom
Jeremy Hainsworth Sterling News Service 6047324443
Don Babick Southam Inc dbabick @southamcom

Kwantlen University College July 1999
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if2UU9 FRI 1534 FAX 250 721 7216

Office ofthe Vice President Academic mid Provost
uNIvERSITY OF VICTORIA
PO BOX 1700 STN CSC
VICTORIA BC vsw 2Y2 CANADA
FAX250 721 7216
hupJwebuviexa1ue

Xilap

UV1e VPAcademICPCOVOSt

c Skip Triplett Vice President Educaioa Kmanden 160459922351

Fneil hei000itumuvieu
telcphone 250 721 7012

Terry G Sherwood
Associate Vice President Academic

August 20 1999

By Fax 9526110

Ms Vicki Hocking
DPRC Secretariat

Ministry of Advanced Education Training and Technology
2e Floor 835 Humboldt Street
Victoria BC VSW 9T6

Dear Ms Hocking

Re Letter of Intent Kwaatlen University College
Proposed Bachelor of Applied Journalism

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed Bachelor of Applied
Journalism at Kwantien University College My comments are based upon consultanun with
the Deparrrnent of Writing

Given die large demand for writing programs it is probably appropriate that more
programs be approved and the department has no objections to the proposal A minorobservation regarding point 5 on page 4 is that there arc a number of other programs with
similar content and objectives that are not mentioned probably because they art not
specifically labelled Journalism

1 hope that the above comments prove helpful to the Ministry DPRC and colleagues
at Kwanticn University College

Sincerely

CeAJAP14



PROVOST ANDVICPRFSDFM ACADEMIC
Dr Jahn M Munro

Ms Vicki Hocking
DPRC Secretariat

Ministry of Advanced Education Training and Technology
2 Floor 835 Humboldt Street
Victoria BC V8W 9T6
Far 250 9526110

Dear Ms Hocking

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY RECEIVED
SEP 14 1999

Vice President Education

fCwantian University College
Bachelor of Applied Joum sm

We have reviewed the attached program and have no comment

Yours sincerely

C 5idlk
A J att

8888 Unlvetiry Drive
BURNABY DnaI COUMBIA
CANADA V5A 156

Telephone 604 7913947
Par 604 2915876

September 13 1999

A
John M Munro
Provost and VicePresident Academic

J V LPL

c PkC

1o rwS
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September 15 1999

FAX 3568851

LANSDOWNE CAMPUS
31C0 Foul Bay Read Vttoda BC VEP 5J2

tPEDUCATION

Camosun

College INTERURBAN CAMPUS
LEARNING orLIFE MEWanda BC VBX3X1

Vicki Hocking
DPRC Secretariat
Universities and Institutes Branch
Ministry of Education Skills and Training
Dear Ms Hocking

I apologize for the delay In responding to your request for input regarding the Letter of Intent for a
Bachelor of Applied Journalism from Kwantlen University College There Is general support for the
proposal however I submit the following comments from those within Camosun College that areknowledgeable In this particular field

School of Business see attached

School of Arts Science

The letter of intent mentions an outcomes approach It would have been helpful to have these
deafly and succinctly spelled out This is especially important since Liberal Education courses aregiven a high profile and yet skills are being emphasized

I wonder about the value of ensuring teamlworkplaoe skills as well as the harder skills
Web site design and layout would seem to be more an option rather than a core dimension of thedegree

Most of the needs and employment research seems to be newspaper based Does this data transfereg for radio and TV

Two fourweek work placements do not seem adequate What about Coop
Applied Communication Program

Overall the proposal seems to address current trends such as web literacy and the advantage for
cross discipline journalism education print and broadcast These are areas that we ACP arepresently attempting to address under our media generalist umbrella

If carefully Implemented the resulting degree could be quite advantageous to their graduates In
f

opening more media employment opportunities especially at higher levels

Office of the Vice President of Education Student Services
interurban Campus

Tel 250 3704543 Fax2503704546

RECEIVED
SEP 16 1999

Vice President Education

001



09799 FRI 0725 FAX 250 370 4546 VP EDUCATION

To Vicki Hocking Page 2
RE New Degree Program Proposal September 15 1999

However a possible negative side Is that two years with related expenses for students and the
educational system are added on with few additional overall employment opportunities as a result
This may be to the employers advantage but Increases the stakes for students In particular it
increases the pressure on twoyear graduates who likely will experience a devaluation of their
joumalism diploma

An intriguing possibility is a transfer from our program into the third year of the KwantlensJournalism
degree This would be a definite plus for our graduates who desired more education focussing
specifically on journalism

Should the proposal go forward Camosun would welcome the opportunity to team more about the
program in order to prepare potential students for entry Into the program

Yours sincerely

Robert PnebePhD
Vice President

Education Student Services

c Vice President Education

Kwantlen University College

Attach

RPpw
HiNewDpree

Office of the Vice President of Education Student Services
Interurban Campus

Tel 150 3704543 Fax 150 3704545
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DATE August 6 1999

TO Bob Priebe

VP Education Student Services

FROM Blane McIntosh
School of Business

ORiNDUM

School ofBusness

VP Education

AUG 0 61999

Student Services

RE APPUED JOURNAUSM DEGREE PROPOSAL KWANTLEN
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Camosun should support this proposed program although the optimistic
statements about job demand p 0630 of the faxed proposal are
counterbalanced by the statements in appendix p 1530 although
students should know Job opportunities are declining and p 1630 most
respondents do not expect to add staff over the next two years this study
was apparently done in 199293 and the program proposal at least implies
that things have changed

II Some comments on the Proposal

i It would be of Interest to know whether the established programs at
Carlton and Ryerson are over subscribed or not Furthermore there
is no direct statement about articulation with University College of the
Cariboo about their struggling degree program other than a brief
comment on C3 p 0930 of the document

11 The multidimensional approach proposed print broadcast other
media ie computer based and a minor in public relations can be
readily supported Camosun should establish a block transfer from
our Applied Communications Diploma as BCIT Broadcast
Technology and Langara Journalism Diploma are doing Note that
the proposal is essentially geared to a block transfer rather than a
course by course system Section 3 on p 730 describes it in terms of
Kwantlens own diploma joumalism Camosun should support a block
transfer arrangement

iii It Is felt that the proposal to have the program remain essentially skills
focused is the correct one Academic courses are part of it but it is
not intended to be broad in an academic sense that is a variation to
a traditional BA program

COou
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iv Athabasca University has a Bachelor of Professional Arts
communication studies major This program is laddered from 2 year
communications related diplomas It is perhaps not as skill based as
the Kwantlen proposed program Of note to Camosun is the

agreement with Athabasca for them to accept our Applied
Communications Diploma but also the Marketing Management
Diploma from the School of Business This leads me to a comment
that it would be pleasant to see Kwantlen develop a major in
communications and public relations rather than a minor in PR as
they are proposing now Kwantlen could then solicit the college
business diploma programs including their own for candidates

v The work experience component described in section 4 2 fourweek
sessions for degree students does not appear to be a fully developed
Coop type program CamosunsApplied Communications Program
has recently moved to a substantial Coop approach Kwantlensplan
is certainly a step in the right direction

vi The plan to recruit working joumalists to upgrade skills at the degree
level C1 on p 830 is a good one and offers the program an
opportunity to use aggressive PLA procedures It is not clear whether
the careerentry approach would be offered as well to
communicationsPRspecialists but that would be recommended

I trust that you will find these comments useful 1 feel that the Applied
Communications Program should comment as well Perhaps they have already
done so

I recommend that we support the proposal

cc Gary Lanford

meinuoanpopocdy



To Dr Neil Russell

VicePresident Instruction and Student Services

From Dr David Skinner
Bachelor ofJournalism

Date August 5 1999

Dear Neil

MEMORANDUM

LM LALLU111L

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Kwantlen University CollegesLetter of
Intent for a Bachelor of Applied Journalism The proposed program seems well designed
and comprehensive in scope Articulating the degree with BCITsbroadcast journalism
diploma is particularly innovative

However I do have a few comments on the proposal Perhaps because the University
College of the Cariboos UCC Badtelor ofJournalism is itself very new and only now t
entering its first year of full operation the proposalsdescription of UCCsprogram is
not quite accurate Because UCC currently offers the only Bachelor ofJournalism in
British Columbia it attracts students from all over the province as well as from Alberta
and other points to thc cast not simply from the Intaior and Northern regions of thc
province as stated in Section R 5 of the proposal UCC also actively recruits students for
the Bachelor of Journalism from throughout the province including the Lower Mainland
and Vancouver Island trod the program is currently in the preliminary stages of
developing transfer agreements with a number of colleges and university colleges in this
area

Moreover while UCCsprogram does contain a strong liberal arts component and
promotes a broad critical understanding of media issues and circumstances like
Kwanticns proposed program it also employs principles of outcomesbased learning and
has a strong focus on skills development For most of UCCsstudents courses that
directly focus on akilis development will comprise at least 60 of their course load
Much of this work is conducted in anewsroom environment similar to what Kwanticns
Letter ofIntent calls a reality environment Section B4

Publications are the key to skills development in UC Cs program This year the program
will publish a commtmity newspaper as well as a magazine not simply an online
newspaper as suggested in Kwantlensproposal The twelveweek UCC internship
program flrrther enhances skills development through providing comprehensive
experience in a newspaper or media and public relations environment UCC also uses n

bU4 500 2235 2 a
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web newspaper to pmvidc students experience in web design and production much the
same as Kwantlen proposes to do

Like Kwantlensproposed program UCC also offers journalists and others in the
workforce the opportunity to uptmule their skills through parttime study As well UCC
offers students opportunities to develop skills in related fields like public and media
relations and photojournalism

Finally I have some concerns regarding thc labour market forecast provided on page two
of the proposal While approximately 220230 community newspaper jobs may be
advertised per year many ofthese positions are necessarily tilled by people already
working in the industry as opposed to newijournalism graduates entering the workforce
Similarly labour market forecasts such as the one based upon the survey included es
Appendix D are fraught with methodologirxl problems Many unknown variables such
as future general economic conditions and organizational pressures to rationalinrtion
undermine thc reliability ofsuch forecasts

These concerns notwithstanding the proposed program appears to be a constructive
addition to Journalism education in British Columbia and as the letters in Appendix C
attest it will certainly be welcomed by the industry

Sincerely

82599 810AM UCC EXECjr VE 604 599 2235c 1V 3
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SENT 3Y000 8 2599 826AM

THE r
UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE
OF THE
CARIBOO August 25 1999

9WlGdI Hoag
ow 1010

Kamaops Rc Canada
vc 5113

leleplaa 250 8285000

1

Ms Vicki Hocking
UPR Secretariat

Ministry of Education Skills Training
PO Box 9177 Stn Prnv Cinvt

Victoria BC V8W 9118

Dear Ms Hocking

The LctuT of intent from Kwantlen University College has been received Attached is a
letter with comments from Dr David Skinner Chair Bachelor of Joumalism Department at
the University College of the Cariboo If you wish to contact Dr Skinner his telephone
number is 250 8285056

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this proposal

Sincerely

O1
C Nei Russell

ViaIkcsident Instruction Student Services

cc Skip Triplett

BCC EXECUTIVE 604 599 2235 2 2
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THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISII COLUMBIA

To Dr

iVice
Baay a

Vi darn Academic 3rvvusl

unt rrtn urtac

ma of Arta
1866 Main Mali
Vancouver YC Canada Vet 121

t11 646 MAW fix604 8726096

Otfin of use Dan

From Alan Tully Demlpro tar
23751

Date August 24 1999

ite Letter of Intent from Kwantlen University College for a Bachelor of Applied
Journalism

The following are comments regarding the proposed Bachelor ofApplied Journalism at
Kwnntlea University College

Although Kwantlen University College wishes to add to its mandate of increasing job
opportunities for students beyond entry level it is URCk the Faculty of Arts conclusion that
for anyone interested in a career inloumalLtTn the undergraduate years are best spent In a
general ans or science faculty Only when one has acquired some Imowledge and hence has
something to write about 13 sue ready to become ajournalist We believe it is also the opinion
of a lot of senior editor in the business

Unfortunately the proposal does not contain very much infosmadon about wind will be taught in
the programme It describes the learning outcomes In the broadest and vaguest terms possible
Section K4 dnea a skillful job ofnon description We are therefore tenable to compare the
programme with a fouryear programme at UDC What IS more Important we have no way of
assessing bow this articulates re how a snidest ndxbt twister lulu tray ofuur pargnumucs
Behind its ubvivua uptiurisnt Section C3 says only that there is a huge amount of work to be
done In this area

While emphasis on English skills is clearly essential to any meaningful program current
broadcast and primjomoalism in Canada is especially weak inAs coverage and reporting or
theatre visual arts literature opera and music Therefore teal expertise In these areas as well
as the capacity to speak and write well about them is badly needed The same need ibr indepth
knowledge amongst our jottmallsts Is equally ne cesssry in areas such as the environment science
and technology and hen ib which leads aro bat to Ibo casllbt stateneat that journalists should
have a general arts or science degree background

continued J2
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08241499 TUE 1525 FAX 801 822 8048 UBC DEAN OF ARTS
VICE PRESIDENT

Id002002

2

ODD colleague offend a suggestion for enhancing this programme proposal so that it becomesmore clearly a BA level degree the addition of a core course in the nature and role ofjournalism
in a modem society with focus nn gneatinna of social and

epolitical impactnthat is edi
i c

participation in the economy its blsmry and its comparativelevel is

m t

raise informed awareness
ebut also around the world One purpose of suchamong journalists about what journalism is what its history responsibilities ethics aid
challenges havre bcon and arc

Please note that a Bachelor ofApplied Journalism from Kwantle
1 Hl

would

notof1 ns
adequate preparation for entry to the graduate prng

at
ism

became it Tacks an honors component and also because a general arts or science degree is
preferred

0
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082799 1117 27804 822 3134

THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

BY FAX TO 250952 6110

August 26 1999

Ms Vicki Hocking DPRC Secretariat
Universities and Institutes Branch

Ministry of Education Skills and Training

Dear Ms Hocking

Re Kwantlen University College Letter of Intent for a Bachelor of Applied Journalism

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Letter of Intent from Kwantlen University
College for a Bachelor ofApplied Journalism I asked Dr Alan Tully Dean pro tem Faculty of Arts to
solicit feedback from knowledgeable people in the Faculty and I enclose a copy ofDr Tullysmemo to
me of August 24

Section C Admission and Transfer paragraph 1 of the LoI states It would also be an opporumity for
journalism with diplomas to earn the undergraduate degree needed to pursue a Mastersdegree in
Journalism at universities such as the Sing Tao School of Journalism at the University ofBCor I
should draw your attention in particular to the last paragraph of Dr Tullysmemo in which he notes that
this degree would not be considered adequate for entry to the graduate program at UBCsSchool of
Journalism

I trust these comments are helpfuL

As requested I am forwarding a copy of this to Kwantlen University College

Yours cerely

cdra

IJBC PRES OFFICE

Vice President Academic and Provost
6328 Memorial Road
Vancouver BC Canada V6T 122

Tel 604 8224948
Fax604 8223134

VICE

REP

any C c ride

Vice President Academie and Provost

c Judith McGillivray Vice President Education Kwantlen University College fax 5992235
Neil Guppy Associate Vice President Academic Programs
Lee Cnmderson UBCsrepresentative to the DPRC

non

J1003 004
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Passmore Charlotte

From
Sent
To
Cc

Subject

yuu 0 01J1

Passmore Charlotte
Thursday September 09 1999 208 PM
Hocking Vicki V AEfTtx
Guppy Neil McBride Bany
KUC Proposed Bachelor of Applied Journalism

Dear Vicki

re Kwantien University College Proposal for a Bachelor of Applied Journalism

Further to Barry McBridesletter datel August 26 providing comments on the Letter of Intent from Kwantten UniversityCollege for a Bachelor of Applied Journalism we are pleased to provide the following additional comments I regret thatthis submission Is a couple of weeks beyond the deadline but trust that the comments are useful
Comments provided by Professor George McWhirter Department of Theatre Film and Creative Writing
Note is taken that the degree is for Applied Journalism which makes the focus on the writing and production elements ofjorunalism as opposed to the Independent academic study of the practice and the literature

The proposal is in the form of answers to the Ministrysstandard questionnaire which emphasises demonstration of needfor new programs However in the program description no precise plan of courses Is provided Instead another rationalearound the need for the program is supplied For UBC some indication of what standard courses and what new coursesare going to be taught is necessary In the leaching of Applied Journalism

This can be taken to mean that some area of underdeveloped journalistic writing or new approach to an old should be atthe heart of the program to distinguish the Kwantien University College program Langara has an established certificate
topprogram as well as a wellclown fops end public journalistic image through Its PACIFIC RIM magazine The Kwantlenroposal does cite consultation and partnership via articulation with Langara but duplication should be avoided and theconsolidation of established strengths at Langara into the BAJ at Kwantlen should be definitive There should not be aduplication of certificate level offerings where the numbers of suitable BAJ candidates cant justify IL

Articulation of transfer credit between the institutions is very Important but It should not be lost In a course by coursetransfer guide Instead In Informational literature a dear BAJ student plan for a combined program that Identifies the
established strengths of Langara and the new upper level coursework at Kwantlen should be available The combined
Program should be actively promoted The same applies to those elements of broadcast houmalism Iongestablished atthe certificate level at BCIT

Charlotte Passmore
Assistant to the Provost
UBC 6328 Memorial Road
Vancouver BC V6T 122
phone 604223624 fax 6048223134

1

U1fC PRES OFFICE

Post Fax Note 7671E

lip 001001

RECEIVED
SEP 1 p 1999

cc Presider
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Bachelor of Applied Journalism
Appendix B

Memorandum of Understanding for Block Transfer
between

Kwantlen University College
Langara College

BC Institute of Technology



Kwantlen
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

August 29 2000

Mr Brian Antonson

Associate Dean

Broadcast and Media Communications

BC Institute of Technology
3700 Willingdon
Bumaby BC V5G 3H2

Dear Brian

MAILING ADDRESS

12E66 72nd Avenue

Surrey BC
Canada V3W 2M8

TELEPHONE

604 5992100

Memorandum of Understandine for block transfer KwantlenBCITLaneara

6

Applied Design and Communications

Enclosed are three copies of the Memorandum of Understanding for block transfer among our respective
Joumalism programs It has been signed by our President Skip Triplett Would you please take these
forward to your President Brian Gillespie for his signatures and then forward them on to Rob Dykstra to
send to Linda Holmes for her signature A copy of each one will then have to be provided to each of the
participating institution

We should likely meet to discuss our next steps For example
bridging program
information for respective calendars promotional material admissions offices see Item I Page I
under agreement as well as correspondence for Registrars Office re transfer credits etc

1 will contact everyone to set up a meeting

1 have enjoyed working with you on this initiative and thank you for your participation in making this block
transfer a reality 1 look forward to the opportunities it will provide our respective students

Sincerely

trOLJsfaCtNrorY1r
Barbara Duggan
Dean

cc Joy Jones Kwantlen
Bill Amos BCIT

Robin Piercey BCIT
Rob Dykstra Langara



MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

This memorandum of understanding constitutes an agreement between Kwantlen University
College Kwantlen Langara College Langara and British Columbia Institute of
Technology BCIT

The participating units at the respective institutions are
the Journalism Program at Kwantlen and
the Journalism Program at Langara and
the Broadcast Communications Program at BCIT

OBJECTIVE OF THE AGREEMENT

Kwantlen agrees to facilitate the block transfer of students from Langara and BCIT with
appropriate prerequisite qualifications into the second year of the Journalism Program at
Kwantlen By this agreement applicants from Langara and BCIT who meet the requirements
outlined below will be eligible for admission to Kwantlen with full block transfer credit
provided all other entrance criteria are met and space remains available in the Joumalism
Program

Successful completion of the two year diploma in Broadcast Communications at BCIT or
Journalism at Langara College

As a partner to this agreement Langara and BCIT agree

To make information about this agreement available to students enrolled in the above
mentioned Journalism Program
To provide opportunities for representatives of the faculty from each campus to visit
appropriate forums at Langara and BCIT to disseminate information about the respective
Programs

As a partner of the Program Kwantlen agrees

To accept graduates from the aforementioned Langara and BCIT Diploma Programs into
the second year of the Journalism Program
Whenever possible count any unassigned transfer credits towards the Diploma in
Journalism requirements to avoid having students take additional courses unnecessarily
To provide Langara and BCIT with updated information about the Kwantlen Journalism
Program on an annual basis

To notify Langara and BCIT with as much lead time as possible about any changes to the
Joumalism Program requirements that are anticipated or approved



LIAISON

Memorandum of Undersunding contd

Implementation of this agreement will be through the RegistrarsOffice at each institution in
consultation with the appropriate authorities in the respective programs

TERMS OF THE AGREEMENT

1 This agreement shall be in place for an initial period of three years commencing
September 3 2000 At the end of this time the agreement may be extended for an
additional period of time subject to the review and approval of the Presidents of
Kwantlen Langara and BCIT

2 Curriculum details as per attached

On behalf of Langara College

Linda Holmes President Date

On behalf of Kwantlen University College

Skip TripletfPresident Date

On behalf of British Columbia Institute of Technology

Brian Gillespie President Date

Kwantlen Univcrsiiy College June 15 2000 Page 2



4 Kwantlen
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Curriculum Details

Block Transfer between BCIT Langara Kwantlen
Journalism Programs

1 For access to LANGARASJournalism certificate program
BCIT diploma students will not need any bridging courses
Rationale Program is designed for those with undergraduate degrees
Students can apply to either the certificate program OR the two year program
and the department will advise accordingly For access to the diploma
program students will need to demonstrate knowledge of page layout using
QuarkXPress

2 For access to the second year of KWANTLENSJoumalism diploma BCIT
diploma students will need to demonstrate knowledge of layout using
QuarkXPress

3 For access to Kwantlensthird year Journalism program degree pending
Langara students must have successfully completed the Joumalism diploma with
a B average

4 For access to BCITS Broadcast Joumalism diploma students would come in to
the practicum April and observe for the first two weeks one week in radio or
one week in television and then participate in remaining 1 week of radio and 1
week of TV In addition students should take BCST 1170 Introduction to
Broadcast Joumalism in April 12 week evening course and BCST 1151
Announcing for Radio and Television

Block Transfer BCITLangaraKwantlen March 1 2000

ENaniculationlcurriculumdoc
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Appendix C Journalism Advisory Committee members

Tom Siba chair Publisher Delta Optimist and Richmond News
Jeff Beamish Assistant City Editor Vancouver Sun
Trudi Beutel Vicepresident Canadian Association of Journalists
Daphne Bramham Associate Editor Vancouver Sun

Frank Bucholtz Editor Langley Times
Marlyn Graziano Editor SurreyDelta Now
Bruce Grierson Associate Editor Western Living Magazine
Anna Lilly Content Manager Communicatecom
Promod Puri Editor on leave The link

Ann Rees Reporter The Province
Ted Townsend Editor Richmond Review

Cecilia Walters Reporter CBC
Carlyn Yandle Editor WestEnder

Ex officio

Barbara Duggan Dean Applied Design and Communications
Joy Jones Journalism Coordinator and instructor
Charlie Smith instructor

Frances Bula instructor

Jean Konda Witte instructor

Mark Hamilton instructor

Susan Hannan instructor

Lori Yonin instructor

Beverley Sinclair instructor
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Bachelor of Applied Journalism
Calendar Descriptions

YEAR 1 FIRST SEMESTER

JRNL 1100 Explorations in Mass Communications

Students will Team about communications in Canada through examination of the people who
work in the media and the people who watch and listen to them They will develop critical
thinking skills and a global perspective by examining the roles of government and business the
concentration of media ownership and the dominance of American popular culture in Canada

JRNL 1I22 Writing and Editing for Journalism

Students will learn to adapt their individual writing styles to meet the needs of newspapers
They will write news stories in Canadian Press style and develop the ability to organize
information in traditional newspaper story forms

JRNL 1130 Photography for Print Media

Students will Team to use a 35mm camera accessories and black andwhite darkroom

equipment They will develop skills in the production of photographic images suitable for use in
displays and the print media

JRNL 1141 Visual Design with Computers

Students will develop the skills and knowledge to produce computer generated material for
print media using appropriate software They will learn basic design theory the history and
application of typography and how to critically evaluate visual design elements

JRNL 1160 Introduction to Journalism

Students will learn the fundamentals of journalism including writing research reporting
newsroom operations and the laws of libel They will examine the differences between hard

news writing and that of feature and opinion editorial writing Students will critique news
coverage of local national and international events and develop the ability to recognize a
newsworthy story

YEAR 1 SECOND SEMESTER

JRNL 1231 Basic Photojournalism

Students will apply the principles of journalism to news feature and sports photography for
newspapers and magazines They will photograph subjects using different lenses and under

varied lighting conditions and learn the basics of negative scanning and Adobe Photoshop



JRNL 1261 Advanced Journalism

Students will learn different approaches to news writing and develop the ability to cover sports
business entertainment and lifestyles beats They will apply critical thinking skills to the writing
of columns editorials and reviews

JRNL 1262 Political Reporting

Students will team how political stories are generated from budgets school boards city
councils community organizations and federal and provincial governments They will research a
variety of documents and determine how to critically analyze information

JRNL 1265 Feature Writing

Students will learn how feature writing differs from news writing and how to apply
interviewing and research skills to this format They will develop and practise the skills to blend
the principles of storytelling with the principles of journalism Students will learn the business of
freelance writing including marketing and reslanling stories for different publications

JRNL 1272 Newspaper Production and Editing

Students will learn how to produce a newspaper using Quark Xpress Adobe Photoshop and
other relevant software They will develop and practise skills in copy editing rewriting
proofreading headline and cutline writing and page design Students will develop teamwork
skills and the ability to critique their own work and that of others

YEAR 2 FIRST SEMESTER

JRNL 2301 Media and Audiences

Students will learn about consumerism pleasureseeking and language as they relate to
advertising politics and the news They will examine popular culture and communication in
Canada with a focus on the nature and role of audiences

JRNL 2332 Advanced Photojournalism

Students will learn about colour photography and photo stories They will examine the ethical

and legal implications of special effects and computer imaging Students will develop a photo
portfolio and Team the skills necessary to freelance photography

JRNL 2352 Research Techniques

Students will learn how to research records at government offices registered charities and

publicly traded companies They will develop the skills necessary to interpret financial reports
and statistical information and to do research using the Internet



JRNL 2372 Newspaper Publication I

Students will practise the skills necessary to publish a newspaper including writing

photography editing page layout pre press production and distribution They will learn the
basics of Web design and writing for the Web

YEAR 2 SECOND SEMESTER

JRNL 2401 Ethics and the Media

Students will team about moral theories and apply them to topics such as conflicts of interest

offensive content and stereotypes They will critically examine current issues in the news and
explore the relationship between journalism and public relations

JRNL 2461 Community Newspaper

Students will learn the history of community newspapers and examine the operations of the

production management advertising marketing and circulation departments They will contrast

the role of community newspapers with that of daily newspapers

JRNL 2463 Investigative Journalism

Students will develop the skills to obtain information from a wide variety of sources using

interviewing techniques and document searches They will learn about the Freedom of
Information and Privacy Act and prepare an FOI request

JRNL 2471 Work Experience

Students will experience the daily routine of a newspaper magazine or online publication by
spending four weeks working at a media outlet The content of the course will vary depending on
the work placement

JRNL 2474 Newspaper Publication II

Students will practise the skills necessary to publish a newspaper including writing

photography editing page layout prepress production and distribution They will conduct news
meetings and develop teamwork skills by working on a group project

YEAR3 FIRST SEMESTER

JRNL 3100 Online Publishing I

Students will develop and practise the skills necessary to produce the on line version of The

Chronicle They will learn how to use a variety of techniques including file and Web site linking
and how to produce frequent updates on developing andor changing stories Students will also

develop and produce online only articles



JRNL 3120 Social Issues Journalism

Students will explore areas typically covered by alternative media and lines They will Team

about how to balance the corporate voice with a social justice voice and gain an historical
perspective on social and political movements that influence the media

JRNL 3130 Writing for Magazines
Students will learn how to develop the writersvoice to write description and narrative and

to orgazine material for magazine length non fiction stories They will develop the skills

necessary to rewrite and to work with an editor

JRNL 3140 Advanced Web Design and Writing

Students will explore both the technical demands of online writing and the new possibilities
for reportage and storytelling balancing narrative the writer and exploration the reader They
will explore the potential for linking databases to Web technology for information delivery in a

projectdriven course that will result in the development of an online portfolio

YEAR 3 SECOND SEMESTER

JRNL 3200 Daily Newspaper

Students will publish a daily newspaper for one week of the semester They will develop the
skills necessary to work to a tight deadline in a team environment and to work on several stories
at a time

JRNL 3210 Magazine Production

Students will learn how to edit design and publish a magazine They will develop the skills to
understand the relationships between the editorwriter the editorart director and the

editorialsales departments

JRNL 3220 Online Publishing I1

Students will utilize their writing research computer and visual design skills to develop
individual online projects that reflect their unique interests and experiences

JRNL 3230 Advanced Photo Imaging

Students will Team advanced techniques in digital photography and photoenhancement
software for print and online publications They will develop a portfolio of their work in both
env ironments

JRNL 3250 Directed Study

Students will analyze their personal strengths and interests and in consultation with one or

more instructors will devise a course of indepth study in a media related area They will develop
the ability to evaluate their process and progress



YEAR 4 FIRST SEMESTER

JRNL 4100 Specialty Writing

Students will learn how to researach and write about specific areas of journalism They will
develop an indepth knowledge of how to cover specific beats such as sports the arts business
and science

JRNL 4110 Business and Management

Students will learn how to manage a homebased business in desktop publishing andor
freelancing and develop the skill of entrepreneurship They will develop the ability to be self
directed and selfmotivated

JRNL 4120 Computer assisted Reporting

Students will learn how to use computer technologies to find and analyze information and

statistical data using the Internet spreadsheets and databases

JRNL 4130 Advanced Editing

Students will learn how to ensure that a story is accurate how to generate story ideas manage
time and work in a newsroom environment including the relationship between advertising and
editorial departments They will develop and practise interpersonal skills and oral
communications

JRNL 4140 Work Experience 11

Students will experience the daily routine of a newspaper magazine or online publication by
spending four weeks working at a media outlet The content of the course will vary depending on
the work placement Students will develop the ability to evaluate a segment of the media and their
own abilities

JRNL 4150 Directed Study

Students will analyze their personal strengths and interests and in consultation with one or

more instructors will devise a course of indepth study in a mediarelated area They will develop
the ability to evaluate their process and progress

YEAR 4 SECOND SEMESTER

JRNL 4200 Media and Diversity

Students will examine the media from the perspective of the diverse audience with a specific

focus on issues such as race religion gender and culture They will develop the skills to report on
diversity with fairness and balance



JRNL 4220 Group Project
Students will apply their skills to the development of a special section of the student

newspaper either in print or online They will develop the concept and do the writing
photography production and distribution of the product

JRNL 4250 Directed Study

Students will analyze their personal strengths and interests and in consultation with one or

more instructors will devise a course of indepth study in a media related area They will develop
the ability to evaluate their process and progress
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Appendix E Curriculum Vitae of faculty

Joy Jones

Joy Jones has an MEd SFU She has beencoordinator of the Journalism program at
Kwantlen University College for four years and an instructor for six years She was a
reporter photographer columnist and editor for community newspapers in White Rock
Kitimat and Vancouver before working for 10 years at The Province where she was
news editor for three years She has also worked as a freelance writer and columnist She
is a member of the Canadian Association of Journalists

Frances Bula

Frances Bula has a BA Honours in French UBC and an MA Communications SFU
She is an urban politics and urban issues reporter with the Vancouver Sun where she has

worked for 14 years She was the 1998 winner of the Atkinson Fellowship in Public
Policy Canadasmost prestigious joumalism fellowship She has also done work for the
Montreal Gazette Radio Canada CBC Time magazine Homemakersthe South China

Morning Post and BC Business She has won numerous awards and fellowships in
addition including the BC Newspaper Foundation Award for best opinion writing in
1996 Prior to her time at the Vancouver Sun she was the assistant city editor at the
Kamloops Daily News and a reporterphotographer at the Comox District Free Press and
the Creston Valley Advance She is a past vice president of the Canadian Association of
Journalists

Mark Hamilton

Mark Hamilton worked for 26 years as a reporter photographer and editor for weekly bi
weekly and daily newspapers in Terrace Port Alberni Maple Ridge North Vancouver
and Coquitlam He is the winner of numerous awards for writing and newspaper design
and in addition to newspapers has been published in BC Outdoors Beautiful BC and

Native Peoples magazines He has taught at Kwantlen for three years and also runs a
design business which does consulting and design work for community newspapers as
well as for clients such as ParkLane Homes Wesbild BCYukon Community Newspaper
Association and Sterling News Services He has taken numerous courses in investigative
reporting interviewings media and law newspaper design photography and technology
He has also organized and led seminars in newspaper design and feature presentation for
Lower Mainland newspapers He has been a member of the Centre for Investigative
Journalism now Canadian Association of Journalists and the Society for Newspaper
Design



Lori Yonin

Lori Yonin has a BA and MA Communications SFU She has over 15 years experience
working with corporations and nonprofit organizations in public and government
relations advertising and marketing She has been involved with several research studies

concerning media and marketing issues and in addition to teaching at Kwantlen for the
past two years works as a consultant and workshop leader on media issues and analysis
for both professional and consumer groups

Jean KondaWitte

Jean KondaWitte has a BSc Communications U of Illinois She has been a
photojournalist for 27 years in the US and BC and currently works at the Abbotsford
Times She has been teaching photojournalism at Kwantlen University College for 11
years She has won several awards particularly for her sports photography

Charlie Smith

Charlie Smith has a broadcast journalism diploma BCIT and has completed the
Canadian Securities Course He is the news editor at the Georgia Straight and an
associate producer on the Early Edition for CBC radio He writes about civic and

provincial affairs business and legal affairs He has researched and reported television
news stories produced current affairs programs for private radio and written for a wide
range of publications including Vancouver BC Business and Monday Magazine

Beverley Sinclair

Beverley Sinclair has a broadcast journalism diploma BCIT and is the editor of the
Georgia Straight the largest newsmagazine of its kind in Canada She has won several

Western and National Magazine Awards for her nonfiction writing along with numerous
other awards for her work as a broadcast journalist particularly for radio documentaries
of social significance She is thecoauthor of Western Journeys Discovering the Secrets
of the Land Raincoast Books 1997

She has 25 years of experience in all aspects of journalism for radio television
newspapers and magazines

Tom Siba

Tom Siba has a BComm Honours 11 of Manitoba He is publisher of the Delta
Optimist and of the Richmond News He is past president of the BC and Yukon
Community Newspaper Association and for six years was a director of the Canadian
Community Newspaper Association
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KWANTLEN
University College

MINUTES

Present Tom Siba chair Kwantlen Joy Jones
Trudi Beutel Linda Mossing
Daphne Bramham Lori Yonin

Frank Bucholtz Frances Bula
Bruce Grierson Rena Harris recorder
Anna Lilly
Promod Puri
Ann Rees

Ted Townsend
Cecilia Walters

Carlyn Yandle

Regrets Jeff Beamish
Marlyn Graziano

10 Welcome

ion
introduced and welcomed the new committee members

20 Goals for this meeting

40 What trends are we seeing in the Industry

JOURNALISM ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING

Thursday April 20 2000 800am
Richmond Campus Boardroom 1420

Barbara Duggan
Susan Harman
Mark Hamilton

Promod Puri The Link ethnic studies intemational news and Internet joumalism

writing for the web

entrepreneurial desk top services students require multidisciplinary skills
more business related programs how to run a business broader understanding of business
freelancing independent contractors
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Charlie Smith

Beverley Sincfair
Jean KondaWitte

The purpose of this meeting is to provide an update on the work performed to date on the impending fouryear Bachelor of
Applied Joumalism degree and to obtain the members suggestions and comments on issues pertaining to
minorsspecializations current trends in the industry and input on what the members feel are necessary skills in the
current workplace This information is required to develop the curriculum to present to the Ministry for approval in order to
proceed with the final stage of the degree program

Joy advised that the degree implementation date is tentatively set for September 2001

30 Should Kwantlen offer specialized courses to distinguish the program from other institutions

Joy informed the members the team is looking at something unique to draw students They are currently looking at
magazine new media visual journalism photojournalism graphics and visual design and one year at BCIT for
broadcast joumalism

Daphne Bramham Vancouver Sun advised they need copy editors
need digital and photoshop
graduates need to be able to rout pictures do illustrations and collages



50 Skills currently required for Journalism

Spreadsheets
statistical analysis budget analysis

Critical thinking synthesizing informationRequire skills to work independently and to be sefmotivated
60 Changing demand for Journalism graduates In various fields

More copy editors
Require science writers business reportersRequire courses on business or economics for journalistsPerson needs to be a jackofalltrades ie be able to download from the Internet read budgets critical thinking

70 Program Review

Joy distributed and reviewed the visual outline of the touryear program Some suggestions from the committee members
were

Year 1 Semester 1
JRNL 1122 should include Editing
JRNL 1130 get into digital in first semesterif not digital at least get into scanning nags
JRNL 1160 add law courts and cops

Year 1 Semester 2
JRNL 1262 Include intemational politics

journalists wishing to upgrade would be able to transfer in
separate from graphics and visual design

Year
3 full ar semesters 1 2

At this point students from other institutions or
Specialty Writing add opinion sm should be
Visual Journalism p 1

Graduates should be Adobe certified

70 Conclusion
ns Pleaseemail ideas to

sal to

ns Ple
see

Advanced
ail i

asucation for final
Joy iMonn

tl

the members that she is open to their g the

estio lea m any
and

opus

aps
We are anticipating

will
presenting the degree proposal

approval in October The curriculum will then need to be developed and we will proceed with an advertising campaign
Next Meeting End of September once Education Council has approved the proposal

EVromlisackluggaWiourVninutesm002004dx
04125100
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Appendix G Validation Team

Senior industry representatives

Ian Haysom news director CHEKTV and former editorinchief of The Vancouver Sun
and of The Province

RickOConnor president Metro Valley Newspaper Group a division of Black Press

External university faculty

John Miller joumalism chair Ryerson Polytechnic University Toronto

Stephen Ward joumalism professor Sing Tao School of Joumalism UBC

Internal faculty from outside the division
Bruce Raskob English instructor Kwantlen

Bonnie Haaland Sociology instructor Kwantlen
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Appendix H Editors who have taken Kwantien students for work experience

Beverley Sinclair Georgia Straight
Ted Townsend Richmond Review

Tom Fletcher Maple Ridge News

Don Button Mission City Record

Chris Campbell Maple Ridge Times

Ted Murphy Delta Optimist

Chester Grant BCTV

Frank Bucholtz Langley Times

CarlynYandle WestEnder

Bob Groeneveld Langley Advance
Ken Goudswaard Chilliwack Times

Bruce Charlap Hollinger Digital
Rob Gilgan Rimbey Alta Review
Shane Cooke South Delta Leader

Mick Maloney Vancouver Courier

Dixon Tam Richmond News

Tim Shoults Squamish Chief

Nick Rockel Vancouver Magazine

Sherry LaVanway Enterprise Magazine

Alanna Jorde Esquimalt News
Darren Campbell Slave River NWT Journal
Paul Wyke Sidney News Review

Glen Mitchell Vernon Morning Star

Jeremy Hainsworth Sterling News Service
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To Joy Jones
From Ian Haysom
Re Bachelor of Applied Journalism program
June 27 2000

X

I was asked to look at the draft proposal for a Bachelor of Applied Journalism at
Kwantlen College and make observations from a print and TV perspective As
former editor of The Vancouver Sun and The Province former managing editor
of BCTV and current news director of CHEKTV I tried to look at the proposal
from a hardnosed perspective would the program turn out highly qualified
young journalists who would be strong candidates for employment in newspapers
or television

The bottom line is yes Im impressed by the thoughtful and comprehensive
approach to designing a program that is current relevant and well rounded The
students graduating would by all appearances have the skillset required for
employment in a rapidlychanging industry I particularly like the emphasis on
nonmass market journalism Its a fact of life that journalists of the future will
not only need to be strong writers and communicators but also adept at using new
technology in their work For instance at both BCTV and CHEK journalists now
need high level online skills to enhance their reporting The reporter or editor
who knows how to use the web to his or her advantage is much more competitive
than the journalist who simply uses the computer as a word processor
Kwantlen has also made a priority of including representatives from the industry
both on staff and in advisory capacities in preparing the program This obviously
pays off in the proposal Too often in the past there has been a sense that
journalism schools operate too independently of the profession This proposal
embraces and involves the industry The basic applied journalism skills outlined
in the proposal are excellent I particularly like job finding skills and the
advanced skills outlined such as running an independent freelance business and
social issues reporting on race gender and disability issues in media are
tremendous ideas As important is the broadened approach with the inclusion of
political science sociology and economics
A journalism degree course in BC is important from a number of perspectives In
the past newspapers have had to recruit heavily from such schools as Carleton
Ryerson and Westernand students wanting to do a journalism degree have had
to move away from their own regions Langara is an excellent school with a good
reputation and has provided some of the best and brightest journalists in BC but
is unable to provide a degree course



The question is obviously can Kwantlen do the job Frankly in the past I would
have had serious reservations The staff was uneven unresponsive to the industry
and failed to win a high level of confidence Today Im much more confident
The staff is strong committed experienced and understands the journalistic
community and its needs Its crucially important to the success of this program
that it attracts strong teachers and leaders who can build on this growing respect
The linkage with BCIT on the television side of things is an advantage though
its not a strong component of the program which is obviously printoriented I
would like to see this BCIT relationship develop over the years Certainly TV
journalists who have gone through this full program will be highly employable
and have a strong journalistic skillset They will also be dream employees in the
multitask newsrooms of the future particularly as media convergence becomes a
reality Strong TV joumalists who can also write well are the dream of any
newsroom manager

The Kwantlen proposal is firstrate practical and realistic And I wouldntget
hung up on what appears to be a Sing Tao snub Sing Tao is for the elites Most of
joumalism isnt
One final suggestion a small one and possibly archaic is to offer shorthand
PitmansTline or whatever as part of the course The reporter who knows
shorthand even in this age of tape recorders and video will give you a much
better verbatim account of say Supreme Court proceedings no recording devices
allowed and telephone interviews than the reporter who attempts to muddle
through with frantic longhand A personal peeve but the National Council for the
Training of Journalists in England continues to consider shorthand a major
priority in training journalists
Finally I would strongly support the work experience component of the program
Work experience is of mutual benefit to both student and employer They get a
feel for the industry we get an idea of whosout there
Good luck and congratulations on a fine proposal

r



Subject Draft Proposal
Date Wed 14 Jun 2000 1201560700 PDT

From Bruce Raskob brucer@4acantlenbcca

To Joy JONES jot@kwantlenbcca

As I am mindful of the date I send some brief remarks now but may I
assume send others as time allows

As you know Kwantlen has and 1 think ought to have a formal commitment
to liberal education in all its degree programs and the importance of a
liberal education in journalism particularly is difficult to overestimate
Journalism is from what 1 can gather to be commended for being much more
willing than other Kwantlen programs actually to act on that commitment

Requiring 30 of 120 credits to be in Liberal Education is encouraging in
this regard but I think that stipulating that 12 of them be in the core
discipline in the form of JRNL 1100 2301 2401 and 4220 undermines
the commitment in principle and much diminishes its effect in practise

I note also that it seems that the English requirement in first year can
be satisfied by English 1100 but English 1100 is a skills course and
does not in my view constitute a genuine liberal education experience

It seems thus that there is the possibility or even the likelihood
that the 30 liberal education credits are in fact 15 credits and
further that those 15 credits can and probably will be in the form of
one semester introductions to political science and four of psychology

ry philosophy science fine art etc

If 1 understand this correctly l would have concerns about the degree
delivering meaningfully on its promise of a liberal education and these
concerns would perhaps be increased in the case of students transferring
into the program from other institutions or choosing to pursue one or
another of the options in third year

Of related interest is the apparent anomaly of mandating CMNS 1110 or
CMNS 1140 at the end of the degree rather than at its beginning

Of more substance I note the very striking absence on the Advisory
Committee of anyone outside of the industry what of a more diverse
membership on that committee

Bruce Raskob email brucer@kwantlen bcca
Instructor phone 6045992611 voice mail 9651
English Department fax 6045992716

Kwantlen University College
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Subject Re BAJ comments
Date Fri 30 Jun 2000 145653 0700 PDT

From Rob Dykstra rdvkstra lan garabcca

Organization Langara CollegeTo joyjoncsjkwanticnbcca

Re BAJ comnCnts

Joy

Sorry for the tardy reply always working the deadlines Its in the
blood

Re KwantlensBAJ proposal Ive studied the proposals including the
comments from some of the other schools The proposed degree program
appears to be very comprehensive and looks to cover all of the skills
required by the industry as varied as it is these days Some points for
consideration

1 Ive always been baffled by the term applied journalism Isntall
journalism applied What journalism is not A few years back some schools
offered applied communication studies presumably to differentiate that
from communications theory The applied part provided for writing editing
skills etc Is this to make it clear that you are ephasizing skills
courses as opposed to liberal studies courses Does the applied label
and emphasis on skills then dimish the students chances of transferring
to graduate programs as indicated by some of the comments from UBC

2 Much discussion has taken place in recent years on the ideal journalism
education see for example the Everett Denissocalled Oregon Report

Nisi of the thinking has been that journalists need to be better educated
ME intent as 1 understand it is that that this education comes in the
form of a strong academic background liberal arts sciences which then
gives the journalist a solid base from which to operate I believe one of
the commentators from UBC referred to this

As well the comments in the letter from Bryan Cawley of the Canadian
Newspaper Association suggests this when he states that better educated
graduates have a greater chance of finding employment with a large daily
newspaper than does the grad with a twoyear Diploma In my experience
and from conversations with editors of larger media outlets the
preferencs is for someone who has a strong academic background so this
person can better understand the complexities of the world

The skills orientation thus satisfies the industryspreference nay
requirements for young journaliststs be productive on Day One of the job
but does this necessarily make for a better journalist

3 Having said all that I do see the opportunity for LangarasDiploma
graduates to slide neatly into year three and four The Diploma curricula
at both Langara and Kwantlen are already quite similar This will provide
Langara students with the opportunity to move into Kwantlensdegree
program if and when a block tranfer arrangement can be worked out between
the two schools

t me commend you on all the work youvedone on the degree proposal
ilosophical musings above notwithstanding 1 believe you are correct

in stating that the various options and specialities you propose will
ultimately provide students with employment oportunities apart from the
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traditional ones in journalism

All the best

Dykstra

Rob Dykstra Chair
Department of Journalism
Langara College
100 West 49th A ve

Vancouver BC V5Y 2Z6
Phone 604 3235335
Fax 604 3235398
Email rdykstra@langarabcca
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Joy Jones
Journalismcoordinator
Kwantlen University College

Re Validation report
Bachelor of Applied Journalism degree program

From John Miser director of newspaper journalism
Ryerson Polytechnic University Toronto

Thankyou for the opportunity to review your exciting proposal for a degree
program in journalism Your very thorough Draft Program Proposal demonstrates a need
for such an undergraduate program in Vancouver where no opportunity for such study
now exists

The professional courses you propose to develop for this program are well thought
out and needed They cover all the skills needed to deliver graduates who will be able to
find jobs in todaysrapidly changing media environment If you can deliver what you
propose it will be a valuable addition to journalism education in this county 1 do have
some concerns that you are being overly ambitious in your course load and I will discuss
these later

You have assembled an excellent advisory committee representing many of the
media industries your new program hopes to save

I am a strong believer in the notion that successful journalism programs are
products of their locations hi other words they try to draw on the strengths oftheir
surrounding communities in designing both their coursework and specialties Kwantlen
wisely is focusing its attention on the community journalism niche in both its newspaper
and broadcasting options and in the makeup of its advisory committee The Surrey area is
blessed with a number of very successful community newspapers and broadcasting outlets
and parttime instructors can be recruited from their ranks Camntunity journalism often
fliffntrnieailu ictunWernimatraistfatuthiyintla bt ftWtilSflrrlitioer in use
training orcmmnninlry Jownaliau util only in British Columbia but in Canada

If that is your niche you have laid out a curriculum that ernal2asizes the c skills
of community journalism including teamwork photography practical reputing and an
option to specialize in nnline journalism I em less impressed with your plans to nSrde
an option In public relations That in my opinion should be left separate from a journalism
program While it is true that many journalism graduates do decide to pursue careers in
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public relations the two disciplines public relations and journalism differ markedly in
their ethics and practices Secondly public relations is anallencompassing term that
covers many areas from traditional publicity with its emphasis on the company line to
business communications newsletters professional publications Which do you propose
to feature Where else can students get this type of education Does the inclusion of
public relations support or detract from your focus on community journalism These are
some questions you should ask I do not feel you have built a case for education in public
relations as you have for your journalistic specialties

Allowing students to specialize in online journalism is exciting and I suspect
unique in British Columbia Developing curriculum for this specialty promises to be a
challenge At Ryerson we are embarking on the same exercise and we find that there is
little consensus on what writing online is all about other than tbat very little seems to
be written expressly for online media at present it is usually adapted from other media
Is your aim to graduate webpage designers or people who can add content to online
publications two different animals we have found You might want to check on what is
being done at University of Kings College in Halifax and Loyalist College in Belleville
Ontario They seem to be the leaders in this sort of thing right now

The other great strength of your proposal is to establish links to other institutions
especially Langara This is the way of the future and institutions such as yours are ideally
suited to maximize these l think there is an opportunity for you to explore what creative
links you can forge with academic universities like UBC and Simon Fraser as is being
done in Ontario between community colleges like Humber and Seneca and York
University A marriage between academic strength and technical strength makes good
sense

I said earlier that I am greatly impressed by the range and progression of
professional journalism courses in your proposal I am however concerned about whet
quality of overall education your degree students will receive I realize you are primarily a
technical university and not an academic one but applied in your degree designation
implies a marriage of theory and technical knowledge This is the major concern I have in
your proposal1do not feel there is enough emphasis on liberal studies especially English
and the weight ofpractical courses in third and fourth years will tend to squeeze attention
away from academic studies The following specific comments will demonstrate why I am
concerned

1 Students will have the opportunity to take only one semester of English studies
in their fouryear journalism degree at Kwantlen Most of us recognize that reading and
understanding good writing helps produce people who can write well themselves How
will students do that in your program You make comparisons to Ryersonsjournalism
program but we require students to take English in all four years of our degree program
in 7 of 8 semesters
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2 Journalism is a discipline that requires students to use critical thinking skills and
understand human nature not to mention baying broad background knowledge of thine
like history economies and civics Thus a reasonable amount of the curriculum in
journalism programs should be in liberal studies I realize the percentage of such subjects
would be lower at Kwantlen than at a large multi purpose university like Carleton but I
have calculated that only 15 per cent of subjects in your new program fit that category
just 15 of a total of 102 credits

1 appreciate that three other subjects taught within the journalism program may
qualify as liberal education credits at Kwantlen JRNL 1100 JRNL 2301 and JRNL
2401 but I do not believe any of those will serve to broaden your students knowledge of
the liberal arts

1 encourage you to explore how your students might have the opportunity to study
more English and liberal studies as they pursue their practical studies For example at
Ryerson we require our students to take 45 per cent of their studies outside the journalism
school Most of these are liberal studies but we have also jointly developed courses with
academic departments here that could be described as applied liberal studies that is
they are adapted for journalism students Examples are a City Politics course taught by the
politics department that has students produce journalistic work instead ofacademic essays
and a Great Journalism course taught by the English department that studies the non
fiction work of such literary figures as Charles Dickens Ernest Hemingway and Tom
Wolfe

3 The course load per semester increases markedly in third and fourth year ofyour
proposal from 15 hours in earlier years to as high as 21 or 24 hours I believe you will
find this to be too high especially since students are taking intensive productionoriented
courses in those years You may want to look at this again since production courses tend
to squeeze out academic study anyway

wenavintirithR Su VOW 79hraf r 84 YBcscioorisnoly
Vince Carlin My position is director of newspaper journalism Our fouryear degree
program admits 115 students per year this year there were 1400 applicants In 1997 we
developed a course called Covering Diversity the only such course in Canada which
aright be a model for your proposed Media and Diversity course

5 You do not discuss in detail what additional technical resources you will need to
mount this program beyond another shared computer lab and some digital cameras If you
are going to deliver on the great promise of your curriculum you may need to give this
more attention The time to ask for additional resources is when you have the bargaining
power of offering to admit more students and increasing the academic nature of your
program Make sure you have what you need and that you have Money to upgrade
computer equipment down the mad TI needs constant attention

Nothing I say here should be interpreted as questioning the wisdom ofwhat you
me uying w du I am enthusiastic or my support for an integrates tmsergraduate
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journalism program in British Columbia based at Kwantlen You have done a thorough
job of building the caac fw it wad you ban vcsy uaatively developed parmershlps with
other institutions 1 wish you the best of success and if there is anything more I can do to
help you should let me know

Miller
bool of Journalism

Ryerson Polytechnic University
Toronto Ontario
416 9795319

26 Jule 2000
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Subject Draft Bachelor of Journalism program
Date Fri 30 Jun 2000 1115340700

From bcamish @dircctcaJcff Judy Beamish
To joyj@k

June 30 2000
Joy Jones

My plan was to set aside several hours to write a lengthy critique of the
draft proposal for a Bachelor of Applied Journalism program at Kwantlen
University College SoIve got the time its my day off But as 1 sit
down to write I find I have little constructive criticism to offer

Instead what I give you below is mostly general praise for the well
thought out program you are proposing

Almost 20 years ago I took journalism at Kwantlen then just a college At
the time my main criticism of the twoyear program was that it failed to
offer enough opportunities to gather information to think to write and
finally to learn from my mistakes either on my own or with the help of an
instructor It taught the basics but didntgive us enough chances to use
them before we showed up at an employersdoor looking for a job I know
this has changed for the better over the years and Kwantlen strives to
constantly put its students in realwork situations But I just dont think
Kwantlen and most journalism schools go far enough in doing this

As a Vancouver Sun editor who sometimes works with young reporters straight
out of journalism school or on work experience what I see today is this
students who would have dramatically benefited by being made to report and

ate everyday in university They need to learn how to do something then
tit and do it Again and again until they get it right

1 must admit I was concerned that when Kwantlensjournalism program
expanded to four years the result would be a program involving far too
much theory and too little practice Instructors and students sitting
around talking about what a good story is without students getting out to
write one After going through the draft proposal for the bachelor program
my fears have been put to rest

I like the suggestion that Kwantlensdegree program would expand on the
philosophy of students putting to practice the skills they have Teamed
Yes the extra two years would mean more liberal education studies but
above all it would mean more courses on learning to gather information
figure out what it means write it and finally package it in a way that
reaches out to readers be it people picking up a newspaper magazine or
trade publication or someone surfing the Web

Some other things 1 like The daily newspaper the students will publish for
pan of the third year though I think this elective course should be
mandatory because it would be great experience for everyone That said I
like the way students can branch off into public relations magazine
writing online publishing broadcast journalism and other fields that
are not newspaper oriented I very much like the double work experience
the first at the end of the second year and second at the end of the

M1
see the first as an eye opener and the last as a final polishing

dents skills Im pleased you are still offering a twoyear Diploma
o Journalism for those who cantattend a fouryear program or feel two
years will give them what they need to get started on a career I
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personally think the fouryear program will give students far more of what
they need to succeed but Im all for having a choice Finally Im also
pleased to see the group project course in the fourth year which will see
students put out a special section in their own newspaper All in all

ty of opportunities for students to learn and to develop their own
ce in their writing

I could go on but I think its better to just end by saying you have laid
the foundation for a unique and terrific Bachelor of Applied Journalism
program one that can produce knowledgeable students who can think and do

Jeff Beamish

maaborc Maclntosh9620H0
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X Sender sjward pop interchangeubcca0127001
Date Sun 02 Jul 2000 103657 0700
To fbulaepacpresssouthamca
From Stephen Ward sjwardeinterchangeubcca
Subject BAJ comments
Mime Version 10

html

Dear Frances Joy Jones asked me to send along my comments on the BAJ
program to you while she is on vacation Cheers br

b uComments br

b uI have read the background documents on this program Ian
overview but I have not had the opportunity to study this new program in
great detail So my remarks will be quite general I will point out a few
areas that need to be monitored and developed carefully Im sure that

your must have already discussed these matters but I pass on my
observations anyway br
1bu Integration of liberal arts and journalism skills techniques
b uIt is important to make sure that these two areas of the program

dont live in separate worlds I was happy to see some statements about
how the content of the liberal arts courses would receive application in
your journalism courses I would suggest that journalistic issues might
be incorporated in some of your liberal arts courses although I realize
the arts courses wont be taught by the journalism faculty I am a

strong proponent of liberal efts for journalists but incorporating
Squotartsquot into journalism courses requires knowledge and teaching
skill Thisis an area that needs attention br

2 buDoing too much with limited resources b u One danger of
your program is that it may try to cover the waterfront and spread
faculty and courses so thin as to water down the quality of the program
Im not saying this will happen I only say that this is something to
take seriously You are trying to do journalism skills practical and
general you are trying to do liberal arts skills eg critical
thinking you are also adding minors in public relations new media
broadcast On top of that you want to offer business courses the latest
in new media etc It is better to have a fewer number of high quality
well integrated courses than a gaggle of courses of moderate quality
br

3 buDo not be technologydriven b uDespite the impact of new
media and technology on journalism you can easily allow yourself to
spend too much time teaching very specific constantly updated
versions of new software or the latest soon to beout of date

technology Pitch your courses at a level that shows how these
technologies operate but dont fall for the technology trap First make
sure they know how to think imagine and criticize br
4 buA6quotgroundingquot in liberal arts bcuwhat does that

mean Is it a smattering of courses in political science and economics
Or is it something more integrated and focused Your documents leave me
wondering about this In other words how should we teach liberal arts to
journalists br
5 b uWhat students should enter this program b uI encourage
you to develop your criteria for the sorts of students you are looking
for what attitudes and skills and goals should they have given your
own goals Should you develop a more rigorous 6quotpreadmissions6quot
procedure br
6 b uFaculty training and educationb u Given the links you
are developing with other institutions one could argue that you have a
potentially large reservoir of resources to draw upon However your
program should indicate how it will help journalism faculty to continue
and enhance their training and education so they can be better teachers
You need a process that develops faculty so they have the intellectual
resources to teach journalism in this changing complex age It is
obviously a huge benefit for the students to have working journalists as
part of the program But speaking as a former journalist and now
teacher I realize that this practicality must be supplemented by the
ability to teach at a high academic level This is one way that your
program will distinguish itself as more than a narrow job training
program However this is a difficult line to walk Getting the right mix
of practical and theoretical requires a talented faculty that is constant
updating its knowledge and open to both practical and conceptual
developments in mass communications and journalism This means faculty

development
and possibly new recruits to fill in gaps br

br

br

br

Printed for fbula@pacpresssouthamca Frances Bula 1
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br

br

Stephen ward Associate Professor br
Sing Tao School of Journalismbr
University of British Columbiacbr
6388 Crescent Roadbr

Vancouver BC V6T 1Z2 br
Canadabr

br

Website

a hrefhttp wwwjournalismubcca font color00000FFwwwjournalismubccaa br
br

font font color 4000000 Tel 604 822 8747br
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Appendix J Application and enrolment statististics for Canadian Journalism
programs at colleges university colleges and universities

Langara College
Journalism Department
Vancouver

Source Rob Dykstra department chair
Twoyear diploma program open to all 24
Oneyear certificate program open to students with a university degree 22
Total applications to both programs 100120

Sing Tao School of Journalism
University of B0
Vancouver

Source Donna Logan department head
TwoyearMastersprogram open to Canadian and International students who have
high academic standing and an honours degree in Arts or Sciences 25 sears potential
however only 23 accepted 1999200 20 accepted as of May for 20002001
Total applications 250 About 40 per cent from BC the rest from Canada and abroad

Camosun College
Applied CommunicatlonsDepartment
Victoria

Source Rick Caswell department chair
28month diploma program open to all but few come directly from high school 25
Waiting list for the program 100 Students wait approximately one year to get in

Mount Royal College
Centre for Communication Studies

Calgary
Source Linda Rickie department office assistant

Bachelor of Applied Communications journalism 50 seats Applications Over 250
Bachelor of Applied Communications public relations 35 seats Applications Over 250
Bachelor of Applied Communications technical writing 25 seats Applications No
precise number available but low because it is a new program
Bachelor of Applied Communications electronic publishing 30 seats Applications No
precise number available but low because it is a new program
Twoyear diploma in broadcasting 50 seats Applications 250300
Oneyear certificate in freelance writing degree a pre requisite 30 seats Applications
No precise number available but low because this is a new program

University College of the Cariboo
Journalism Department
Kamloops
Source David Skinner department chair

New program graduating first students this spring Accepted 15 students in first year
then 20 students and accepting 25 for Fall 2000 Recruits in BC and Alberta

University of Regina
School of Journalism Communications
Source Roy Bonisteel director

Fouryear undergraduate Bachelor of Journalism Receives 100 applications accepts 26
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Carleton University
Journalism Department
Ottawa

Source Sandra Cochrane secretary
Fouryear Bachelor of Journalism Receives 250 300 applications per year accepts 80

University of KingsCollege
School of Journalism
Halifax

Source Pamela A Herod administrative secretary
Fouryear undergraduate Bachelor of Journalism Honours Receives 135 applications
accepts 40
Oneyear post baccalaureate Bachelor of Joumalism Receives 130 applications accepts
40 Also accepts approximately 19 applications for transfer

Ryerson Polytechnic University
School of Journalism
Toronto

Source John Miller director of newspaper journalism
Fouryear undergraduate Bachelor of Journalism Receives 1400 applicants admits
115
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UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Center for Applied Design

Department of Interior Design
Bachelor of Applied Design in Interior Design Revision

PROPOSED REVISIONS for Review Approval
by DPAC Education Council and Applied Design
Divisional Curriculum Committees of Kwantlen
University College

Name ofExisting Program Bachelor of Applied Design in

Name of Contact Persons

Interior Design

Barbara Duggan Dean Applied Design and
Communications
Sooz Klinkhamer Chair interior Design Department

August 2000



CHANGES TO EXISTING DEGREE PROGRAM
template provided byVicePresident Education J McGillivray

A Executive Summary

The Bachelor of Interior Design program was initially established in March 1993 in collaboration
with the Open Learning Agency In July 1995 the OLA patriated the degree to Kwantlen
University College and dissolved the partnership between OLA and Kwantlen

The current structure of the degree consists of three distinct components Most students find it
impossible to graduate within four years because of the structure specifically requiring them to
complete the liberal education portion as component m which takes two academic years in order
to accomplish upper level credits

A thorough review of course outlines the development of learning outcomes for all courses
incorporation of cooperative learning methodologies and integration both horizontally and
vertically of the curriculum have all resulted in the need for revisions to the content and structure
of the existing degree

The proposed new degree structure would be a fulltime program with liberal and general
educationlcourses embedded throughout the four years INC i N yak yen
Three charts are attached

1 OVERVIEW illustrates current structure of the degree with three components
and the proposed structure with four contiguous academic years

2 EXISTING illustrates the deleted revised courses highlighted respectively
3 PROPOSED illustrates the revised degree content and structure

The main objectives of these degree revisions include

Embedding liberal and general education courses throughout the four years of the
program

Providing improved opportunities for linkages between related courses by changes to
sequencing and streaming Otis

Providing credits for activities such as work practica and majorfindtrios PLt9
Refreshing and simplifying the vocabulary of design within course and program
documentation in order to communicate accurately and clearly to potential applicants
current students faculty guest critics and potential employers the goals and intended
outcomes of the degree program

The revision process has been driven by a commitment to relevance and clarity in expectations for
interior design education

In 1996 Kwantlen granted approval for the Interior Design Department to commence work towards
achieving FIDER accreditation Foundation for Interior Design Education Research FIDER
accreditation a North American credential was granted in May 2000 This program is the only
FIDER accredited Bachelor Degree program west of University of Manitoba that program
phasing to a first masters degree only or Ryerson Polytechnic University

rcpr



The FIDER Accreditation Report available upon request documents what the program does
best and should endeavor to continue as well as delineates those areas requiring improvemento
continued development This information provides vital insights for ensuring future success of
this degree program The following excerpts in part summarize those findings

Integration and continuity are strengths of the interior design curriculum pg7
In interviews students demonstrated a strong awareness offaculty members effort to
coordinate a successful integration ofcontent areas each semester Communication
between faculty and with students was ofprime importance pg7
Structured field trips and work practica with professionals in the field are strengths of
the program pg8
Evidence of three dimensional thinking was strong at all levels and projects
demonstrated students competency pg8
The collaboration and team approach ofa committed and enthusiastic faculty are also
strengths that contribute to strong program development and greatly benefit the
students pg40

B Program Consultation

I External Consultations

Ongoing consultation occurs with the professional communities of interest including
registered interior designers especially during the practice periods when students are
placed in design and architectural firms Written response sheets are submitted in addition
to informal conversations with principals of various firms

As well the Advisory Board to the Interior Design Department is active and forthcoming
with recommendations for curriculum development change and revision A sub committee
of the Advisory Board has provided input regarding the liberal general education
component of the degree The two primary recommendations are respect the previous
education achieved by the students ie propose a variety of models to achieve the liberal
education component and accept that students will choose those subject areas that are of
interest and pertinence to their studies

The proposed degree revisions are being circulated to the Interior Design Programs
Advisory Board concurrently with the presentation to DPAC An endorsement of this
proposal is expected at a September meeting of the Interior Design Advisory Committee

Ongoing discussion with FIDER supports the direction of the program as evident in the
results of the accreditation visit and subsequent report the program met or exceeded
compliance in all areas academicallycurricular A copy of the FIDER report is available
from Judith McGillivray Barbara Duggan or Sooz Klinkhamer

The provincial professional association of Registered Interior Designers IDI recently sent
a letter indicating their support and congratulations at the news of our FIDER
accreditation copy attached This is a meaningful endorsement as the curriculum
development in preparation for the FIDER visiting team reflects the intent of the degree
revision proposals herein

Lsp0i
itc1
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2 Internal Consultations endorsement copies appended

Home Department endorsement attached dated August 29 2000
Divisional Curriculum Committee preliminary proposal was circulated to this
committee in March 1999 this proposal is on the agenda for September 2000
meeting for information purposes
Dean endorsement attached Barbara Duggan
Other Departments or Disciplines please identify

Applied Design Programs Divisional Curriculum Committee
RegistrarsOffice endorsementsattached Jody Gordon Associate
Registrar Mamie McFarlane Publications Coordinator

Admissions endorsement attached Anita Kranz
Educational Advising endorsementsSheila Evans Laura Mathay
Counseling received information and are supportive Susan Morris declined
providing an endorsement due to being a voting member of DPAC

is Library collections AV needs ongoing discussions with Library have occurred
throughout FIDER accreditation process Degree funding has assisted purchase
ofadditional collection materiaL

o Finance

o Provincial Articulation Committee
o Graduation Officer
o Facilities

o Communications Manager
Bookstore materials lists are provided to Bookstore annually

O Purchasing
Accounting Services annual discussions regarding major field trip event
separate accounts have been established for student cohorts to assist fundraising
in years 2 3 These accounts will extend to all years within the program

a information and Educational Technology
o Human Resources

Administrative Assistant on each campus Classroom space Office space
o Liberal Education Curriculum Committee

Other

Current students monthly meetings with class reps from each year within
program Positive responses noted in meeting minutes

It Graduates of program through informal job search network Positive
responses discussed verbally
Education Council June 1998 Moved by S Triplettseconded by M Baur
THAT students with undergraduate degrees from recognized Canadian post
secondary institutions be exempt from taldng the required liberal education
component of all applied degree programs CARRIED

t11
3 The intended schedule for implementation of the changes to the degree program

Implementation of revisions would occur as follows
Year one Fall 2001

Year two Fa112002

Year three Fall 2003

Year four Fa0 2004

Students currently registered in the program will be accommodated throughout the
transition The Interior Design Program has a strong history of supporting each student
through to completion of the program

4



For sections C through I tick only those boxes where changes are being
proposed and provide supporting documents
Note underlined questions indicate that a response is provided due to
proposed changes to degree

C Institutional and Program Identification

o 1 Institution awarding the degree

2 Which other institutions if any will contribute to this instructional program and precisely
what will each contribute

While students will still be able to take liberal education courses at other institutions
Kwantlen is now able to offer significantly more courses than were possible when the
degree was initially developed

o 3 Departmentsfacultyies or schoolsoffering the degree

o 4 The program title and the name of the credential to be awarded to graduates

o 5 A credential change is significant See the Credential Change Supplement attached for
additional information that must be supplied if such a change is being considered

6 The way that this degree program contributes to Kwantlensmandate and strategic plan

The program since the inception of the degree in 1993 has formulated a mission
statement

educating leaders for the profession of interior design

In all documentation actions and intentions the Interior Design Department strives
to support and underscore Kwantlensmandate and strategic plan The department
has taken a leadership role in developing Kwantlensfirst Bachelor Degree program
in having students and graduates participate in and win national and international
design competitions and in international education CODE Mobility Project In
short the program leads students to develop the attitudes traits values of
professional responsibility accountability and effectiveness

D Program Description

o 1 The economicindustrialsocialcultural goals that this program is intended to serve

How do these goals relate to identified market niches or societal needs

2 The anticipated employment destinations for graduates

The destinations for our graduates are becoming further afield including now Central
Eastern Canada the USA Mexico and overseas This is due primarily to three factors
first EIDER accreditation a North American credential second our involvement in a
NAFTA Mobility project international exchanges and third that the Interior Design
Profession is organized around a North American model and this has provided increased
mobility Our international partnerships and virtual collaborations respond to this fact

5



3 The intended learning outcomes of this program skills knowledge attitudes or other
attributes

The learning outcomes have expanded with the integration of technologies into the
curriculum and with the intended integration of liberal and general education courses
throughout the length of the program rather than at the end All courses within the
existing program have bad learning outcomes documented as a new section within each
course outline New courses will have learning outcomes developed as part of the course
outline approval process

4 The expected normal time required for program completion in years or semesters
Possibly mention maximum time allowed to complete

The restructure of the curriculum will allow completion with four contiguous academic
years of fulltime study Most students prefer to do this although accommodation to
complete within a longer period of time is possible maximum six years

5 Course Requirements cevm
Additional credits over the current 126 are required given that work practica and site
tutorials are now assigned appropriate value for their inclusion in the curriculum Total
credits required for the revised degree credential are 138 VicePresident of Educational
Services D FRANCIS has approved this number of credits This number may be
modified once the specific requirements for liberal education component ofKwantlens
applied degrees is confirmed

o 6 Degree Program Specializations Majors or Minors

If any specializations majors or minors are being added or removed mention this fact
here even if their courses have been included in D5

If any specializations majors or minors are being added what similar offerings in terms
of content or objectives exist at other BC institutions If similar what is the rationale
for duplication

7 Optional Elective or Liberal Education Courses

The liberal education and generalelectiveoptiodal courses will be integrated
throughout four years of the degree program A total of 30 credits of liberal arts
sciences and general education will remain as a component of the degree exceeding
Kwantlensproposed requirements and respecting a standard mandated by
FIDER Included in the 30 credits will be a CMNS 1140 3 credit course and an
English 1001000 level 3 credit course plus other approved courses

ctryC c onee vs Ltio
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8 Integration of Courses

Diligence in charting out the required curriculum has resulted in a comprehensive
complete current and applied curriculum package Refer to the FIDER excerpts
included is the Executive Summary page 1 and the appended chart PROPOSED
CURRICULUM

9 The structure and expected class sizes of courses in this program

The first year of this degree program will consist of a single intakecohort 20 22
students The first year and subsequent years of the program will be fulltime
study See E6

0

o 10 The ways in which the program relates to other programs offered at Kwantlen shared or
related expertise other resources etc

11 The other programs that will be reduced or eliminated if anvin order to initiate the
proposed changes

Interior Design will no longer utilize IDDS courses however these currently serve
both the IDDS and GRVD programs

12 The research expectations or implications for this program if anv

The thesis project in fourth year will increase and intensify the research conducted
within the program This increase will be commensurate with other thesis projects
required for graduation in most applied degree programs

E Admission and Transfer

o 1 Admission requirements for
direct entry students Q
transfer students

1 liAAS paAk 111Ott9

o 2 Prior learning assessment provisions at the program level Ap yAJdk1

o 3 Institutional regulations that apply to this program residency requirements etc

o 4 The intended students

If a change to the target population is being proposed what is the evidence that these are
not presently served reasonably within existing BC offerings

o 5 Initiatives that address low participation groups eg aboriginal students

While the program is accessible to all participant groups the departmentsrecent
involvement in a NAFTA Mobility CODE Project will ensure integration of
international students within the curriculum particularly Mexican students The
current enrollment in our program includes students from many continents and a
broad range of demographics

7



6 Anticipated enrollments

Existing approximately 80 students O 1 Es
Previously first year held approximately 40 students with a portfolio review at the end
of the first year to select 20 moving on to second year Second and third years each
have 20 students 1PA 639 tj ea
New same 80 students with a different distribution

11

Approximately 20 students over each of four years the same total Progression from
first year to subsequent years will henceforth be based on achievement ofthe required
minimum grade in each course im

T

Articulation arrangements

7 Articulation or accreditation arrangements with other programs and institutions

Articulation agreements have been embedded in a Memorandum of Understanding
for the CODE Project between the five other participating institutions They are
Mount Royal College Calgary Alberta West Virginia University Morgantown
WV Texas Christian University Ft Worth TX Universidad Autononm de
Guadalajara Jalisco MX Universidad de Guanajuato Guanajuato MX

F Other Requirements

1 The learning environment and methodologies intended to achieve the learning outcomes
including the liberal education and employability skills outcomes of the program

The learning environment now includes technologies allowing distance and virtual
project work to occur webcameras Internet email videoconferencing
Internationalization of curriculum is an important goal of the CODE Mobility
Project and will enrich the departmentsgoal to achieve the intended liberal
education and employability skills outcomes
The department has defined employability skills for the entire program as well as on
a course by course basis These will form a summary package prefacing new course
outlines as they are presented to the Applied Design DivisionsCurriculum
Committee

2 Use made of

experiential learning such as work experiences site tutorials problembased
learning methodologies
distance education as mentioned above CODE Mobility Project
independent study Computer Assisted Instruction etc selfdirected projects
tutorials on CDs etc

other leveraging of prior knowledge of students in team based work



G Program Evaluation

1 Procedures used for ensuring adequate depth and breadth of ongoing review and evaluation

FIDER accreditation is an ongoing process with the next accreditation visit to occur in
2006 The Advisory Board for the Interior Design Department is active involved and
outspoken Continuing use of guest lecturers and studio critiques and work practica
provide a breadth of current feedback Formal work placement response sheets and
questionnaires provide feedback from both industry and practicing professionals

2 Provisions made for ongoing membership on advisory committees to this program or other
provisions for maintaining extra institutional perspectives

Our new FIDER accreditation defined terms for Advisory Board Members
collaboration with CODE Mobility institutional partners all assist with maintaining extra
institutional perspectives Faculty continue to be members of professional associations
and volunteers on professional boards and affiliated organizations eg FIDER NCIDQ
IDI IDC IIDA IDEC This involvement with professional associations ensures
connections with Iocal national and international design communities and related
communities of interest including educators

esa s4S

O me r w

soschinki
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The following sections require administration rather than DPAC approval They are included
here both for convenience and to keep DPAC informed about the cost and staffing implications
ifany ofproposed program changes

H Faculty Staff

1 Number of new faculty required core faculty and faculty who supply support courses

The program currently has 3 fulltime faculty and approximately 10 parttime and
contract faculty It is estimated that 13 fulltime additional faculty will be required fo
implement the revised year one curriculum in Fall 2001

o 2 Number of existing faculty positions likely to become surplus to program requirements

3 Changes to the amount of non instructional eg coordination faculty time required

The degree program requires a 12 time release for coordinationchair duties
4 Number and position titles of new technical staff required

The degree program requires a fulltime dedicated Program Assistant

O 5 Number of existing staff positions likely to become surplus to program requirements

I

0

Other Program Resources

1 Changes to the non personnel resources required to ensure a program of acceptable quality
a Operating Funds

existing
new TBC

o b LibraryMediaComputingCommunications
existing
new

c Facilities

o Existing see attached plan

Student and Support Facilities
Year 1 20 20 students
Year 2 20 students
Year 3 and 4 20 students

Samples Catalogues and Materials

Program Assistant

Type
Studio

Studio

Studio

Storage
w shelving
and work counter

Rm2010

Rm2075

Rm2045

Rm 2004

Office Rm 2025

10



Faculty and Support Facilities TyPe

Group Office 3 full time faculty Office Rm 2035A

Work RoomGrading and offices for 12 PT and Contract Work Room w
Mtg Table Rm 2035B

0 New

Student and Support Facilities Type

Year 4 20 students Studio

Library Resource
Resource Room

MakingMaterials Testing Workshop

3D Projects submissionStorageArchive Storage

Jury Exhibit Jury
Lighting Laboratory Lighting Lab

Faculty and Support Facilities Type

Group Office 4 full time faculty
2 Offices

Part time and Contract Offices 3 Offices

Definitions

i Studio This is a multipurpose student space that supports lecture manual and
computerized drafting model making and individual and group work

2 Resource Room This is a student accessible secured space containing reference books CD
ROMs specialized catalogues and carrel space

3 Workshop This space is required as a resource for courses IDSNI 121 Materials
IDSN122I Components IDSN2I21 Systems IDSN222I Systems and
IDSN3121 Detailing It will contain hand tools watersink assembly of large
3D projects space for Studio projects in Year 12 3 and 4 concurrently

Storage Periodic student work submissions from each of the four years require
temporary storage for assessment and grading as well as archiving for public
information and display and FIDER as reditation 3 year collection

6 Jury Room This is a secure multipurpose space for interim and internal and public final
project presentations for each of the four years in Studio and other courses
This space will also house traveling exhibits and other public displays as well
as student gathering spaces for committee meetings

6 Lighting Lab This is a student and faculty resource center specifically designed to provide a
range of industry supplied artificial lighting



d Technical Equipment

Existing

Student and Support Facilities
Year I

Year 2

Year 3 and 4

Samples Catalogues and Materials
Program Assistant

Faculty and Support Facilities
Group Office

Work RoomGrading

New

Student and Support Facilities
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Library Resource

Lighting Lab
Workshop
Storage
Jury
Lighting

Faculty and Support Facilities
Group Office

Part time and Contract Offices

Type
20 Computers networked
1 printer

2 computers
1 web camera

1 printer
I scanner

1 digital camera
3 computers
1 plotter
1 printer
1 digital camera
none

1 computer

I printer

Type

1 computer
1 printer
1 computer
1 printer
1 digital camera

Type
digital camera
18 computers
1 plotter
17 computers
web camera

20 computers
web camera

CD Writer

Data projector
Lighting componentsPower
Hand tools

Shelving
Display componentsFlexible

Type
3 laptops
1 web camera

3 computers
data projector

12



o e Other Equipment

o Existing

Student and Support Facilities Type
TBC

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3 and 4

Samples Catalogues and Materials none
Program Assistant

Faculty and Support Facilities TYPe

Group Office
TBC

Work RoomGrading

o Existing

Student and Support Facilities Type

Year 1
TBC

Year 2
Year 3

Year 4

Library Resource
Lighting Lab
Workshop
Storage
Jury

Faculty and Support Facilities Type

Group Office
TBC

Part time and Contract Offices

o 1 Special Resources institutional community naturalenvironmental etc
o Existing

Student and Support Facilities TYPe
TBC

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3 and 4

Samples Catalogues and Materialsnone
Program Assistant

Faculty and Support Facilities
Group Office
Work RoomGrading

Type

13



0 New

Student and Support Facilities
Year I

Year 2

Year 3
Year 4

Library Resource
Lighting Lab
Workshop
Storage
Jury

Type

Faculty and Support Facilities Type

Group Office

o g Implementation Needs
Under discussion with Dean Program Assistants

14



tciKwantlen
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

August 31 2000

MAILING ADDRESS

12666 72nd Avenue

Surrey BC
Canada V3W 2M8

Dear Degree review committee members

Yours truly

Barbara Duggan
Dean Applied Design Communications
Phone 5992525

Email barbarad@kwantlenbcca

Eladmin dugganlcorrespVettersldegreecomm doc

TELEPHONE

604 5992100

I am writing in support of revisions proposed for the Bachelor of Applied Design in Interior
Design

As the previous Coordinator of the Interior Design program I played a role in the initial
development of the degree which was granted in 1993 I am therefore very familiar with the
current structure of the degree and aspects of the changes proposed which have been under
consideration for several years

The program has always worked closely with the profession and associated industry Faculty is
therefore cognizant and sensitive to the direction interior design education must take in order to
provide students with valuable and relevant learning experiences As a consequence the
changes proposed for the degree have responded to the evolution of the profession to the
needs of the students and to Kwantlensmandate for Applied degrees



4 wantlen
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

TO

C

FROM

DATE

SUBJECT

MAILING ADDRESS

12666 72nd Avenue
Surrey BC
Canada V3W 2MB

TELEPHONE

604 5992100

DPAC

Barbara Duggan Dean

Sooz Klinkhamer

August 29 2000

INTERIOR DESIGN DEGREE REVISONS Faculty Endorsements

Memorandum

Interior Design Department
Sooz Klinkhamer Chair
5992542 tel
5992716 fax

sooza@kwandenbcca

The Interior Design Department faculty met on Tuesday 29 August 2000 to discuss the revisions to the
Bachelor of Applied Design in Interior Design Degree Program The proposed revisions to the degree
were circulated in a mailing to all faculty in June 2000 providing adequate time to review and digest

The following endorsement is given as acknowledgement of our collective support for these revisions to
curriculum

We the undersigned faculty teaching within the Interior Design Program signify our support for the
proposed revisions to the degree program as circulat d in June 2000 d discussed in August 2000

Lucie Gagne fulltime
Sooz Klinkhamer Chair fulltime
Thor Pona fulltime
Michele Guest

Yvonne Grue

Terry Harrison
Lyn Jones
Bernie Lyon
Tiia Manson

Fiona McLeod

Sarah Nelles

Barbara Duggan Dean

lafrartale
r 1Lia 000
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As Dean responsible for this department I wish to express my support for the proposed revisions



Endorsement

Subject Endorsement
Date Mon 28 Aug 2000 121147 0700 PDT

From
Anita Kranz anitak@kwantlenbcca

To soozacwantlenbcca

1 of 1

Sooz

I would like to express my appreciation to you and the Interior Design
Department for the ongoing interaction with the Admissions office and
myself in particular
Being kept in the loop so to speak allows for an easy exchange of
information ideas and happenings The continued interaction between our
departments will only serve to further ensure the success of the Interior
Design Degree program
Sincerely
ANITA

000828 236 PT



Interior Design Curriculum changes

Subject Interior Design Curriculum changes
Date Wed 30 Aug 2000 135119 0700

From Jody Gordon jody a wantlenbcca
To Sooz Klinkhamer sooz@kwantlenbcca

Dear Sooz

I wish to provide my endorsement for the proposed changes to the Interior Design
curriculum The discussions that your office and mine have been engaged in
since March 2000 have resulted in changes to the Interior Design curriculum that
we in Admissions support The move towards a four year program with an
admissions entrance into first year only is supported by the Admissions office

We look forward to assisting you and your team with the implementation of these
propsed changes

Jody Gordon
Associate Registrar Admissions Registration
Kwantlen University College
12666 72nd Avenue

Surrey BC
V3W 2M8

Phone 6045993282

Fax 6045993427

E mail jody@kwantlenbcca

1 of 1 000830348 Ph



July 12 2000

Interior Designers Institute
of British Columbia

Suite 700 555 W Hastings Street
Vancouver BC
Canada V6B 4N5

Sooz Klinkhamer Coordinator

Kwantlen University College Richmond Campus

Department of Interior Design
8771 Lansdowne Road

Richmond BC V6X 3V8

Re FIRER Accreditation

Dear Ms Klinkhamer

On behalf of the Board of Management of the Interior Designers Institute ofBC I would like to
take this opportunity to congratulate you on achieving FIDER accreditation After many years of
hard work this is a significant accomplishment for which you may be proud All of the persons
involved in the process should be commended for their dedication to the advancement of
professionalism in our educational programs

We look forward to working with you to celebrate this achievement at our IDIBC conference in
November The interior design community of British Columbia is pleased and proud and we
thank you for all the hard work and perseverance in achieving your goal

Sincerely

Karen L Lutz RID IDC RDA

President

AO
nigofil
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Fax 604 2055490
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f Kwantlen

LATLyill O

Existing
Component 1

Year 1

30 credits IDDS IDSN

New 4 year Integrated Curriculum

Note Schematic Only

Bachelor of Applied Design in INTERIOR DESIGN OVERVIEW

Component 11 Component 111
Integrated 2 year FT Core

Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

66 credits Program specific 30 credits Iibarts

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

1 Interior Design Interior Design r

Interior Design Interior Design

Interior Design Interior Design 1 r
Interior Design Interior Design

Interior Design Interior Design Liberal Arts

Liberal Arts Liberal Arts Liberal Arts Liberal Arts

Degree

Degree

CurriculumOverviewdoc page 1 edited 083000
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Streams Interior Design Studio Technical Information Design Theory History Representation Site Tutorial Work Experience Business General Ed liberal Ed Total Credits

F1

0
AW

1

IDDS 1100

APPLIED DESIGN STUDIO I

IDDSN 1131

COLOUR THEORY

IDSN1161

DESIGN AWARENESS 1
IDDS 1110

DRAWING FOR APPLIED DESIGN

15 credits

3 credh

This coupe will no longer be
required

3 credits

This course will no longer be
required

3 welts

Course number fo be changed
fo IDSN 1131

3 credits

This course will no longer be
required I

IDSN1141

INTERIOR DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
3 credits

Course name to be changed to
Technical Representation

IDDS 1100

APPLIED DESIGN STUDIO I

IDSNI261

DESIGN AWARENESS I

IDDS 1210

DRAWING FOR APPIIED DESIGN II

CMNS1140

DUSINESS AND TECHNICAL

I

1

15 credia

I

3 credits

This course will no longer be
required

3 credits

Course number to be changed
fo IDSN 1231

3 credits

This course will no longer be
required

COMMUNICATIONS

3 credits

IDSN1241

INTERIOR DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

3 credits

Course name fo be changed to
Technical Representation

14

0
W

I A

IDSN 1150

INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO

IDSN1140

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

IDSN 1160

THEORY OF DESIGN

IDSN 1120

PRESENTATION MEDIA

10M14130
FIELO0EYiLOPMENY4

1 aedh

This course to be deleted

WORK PRACDCUM

0 credits

103111140

NLAORYO HRFRIOR DESIGN

3 credits

This course to be deleted

15 aorta

4 credits

Course number to be changed to
IDSN 2100

3 aedh

Course name and number to be

changed to IDSN 2121 Systems

3 aedh

Course number to be changed
to IDSN 2131 I

2 credits

Course number and credits to be

changed to IDSN 2141 for
3 credits

IDSN 1250
INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO

IDSN1260

DESIGN TKHNOLOGY

IDSN 1260

THEORY OF DESIGN II

IDSN 1220

PRESENTATION It

IDSN 1230

NEED DEVELOPMENT Il

WORK PRACNCUM

0 credits

IDSN4244

HISTORYOFINTERIORDESIGN

2 credits

This course to be deleted

16 call

4 credits

Course number to be changed to
IDSN 2200

3 aedts

Course name and number to be

changed to IDSN 2221 Systems

3 credits

Course number to be changed
to IDSN 2231

2 credits

Course number and credits to be

changed to IDSN 2241
for 3 credits

1 edits

Course name and number to be

changed to 705N2251 Site Tutorial
Credits to be changed to 3

legend Arearea highlighted in Grey indicate Courses that will no longer be required 1

Deleted courses are shown with stikettueugh

ExstingCurrlculumFromeworkODdoc poge 2 of 2 Edited August 31 2C00



5
M

Bow

IDSN 2350

INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO

IDSN2340

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

IDSN 2360

THEORY OF DESIGN Ill

IDSN 2320

PRESENTATION III
IDSN 2330

FIELD DEVELOPMENT 111
WORK PRACTICUM IDSN 2310

HUMAN FACTORS IN ENVIRONMENT

17 mob

0 ash4aAls

Course number to be changed to
105N 3100

3 credits

Course name and number to be

changed to IDSN 3121 Detailing

3 credits

Course number to be changed
to IDSN 3131

2 credits

Course number to be changed
to IDSN 3141 and

Credits fo be changed to 3 1

1aAh

Course name and number lo be

changed to IDSN 3151 Site Tutorial
Credit to be changed to 3

DESIGN
3 anAh

Course number to be changedg
to IDSN 2270

W

6

IDSN 2440

INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO

IDSN2440

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

IDSN 2460

THEORY OF DESIGN IV

IDS142420

PRESENTATIONPi

2 KIM

This course to be replaced with
IDSN 3241 Digital Representation

IDSN 2430

FIELD DEVELOPMENT IV
WORK PRACTICUM IDSN 2112

THE BUSINESS Of INTERIOR DESIGN

17 aedh

0 credits

MAJOR FIELD TRIP

4 ash

Coursenumber t be changed to
1DSN 3200

3 asAh

Course name and number to be

changed to
IDSN 3221 Documentation I

3 aee0h

Course number to be changed
lo IDSN 3231

1 ash

Course name and number to be

changed to IDSN 3251 Site Tutorial
Credits to be changed lo 3

3adh

Course number to be changed
to IDSN3180

0 aedh

1

7

CThis

4

year is dedicn ted to accomplishing eneral liberal education

1
8

Please refer to NEW 4 YEAR CURRICULUM for integration of general educaron courses throughout the curriculum

30 aedh

Credits 1 Total 126 credit

ExistingCuniculumFromework 00doc pagr 3 of 3 Edited August 31 2000
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gend Areas highlighted In PINK indicate New Courses or changes to existing courses
Yellow Column Indicates integration of Liberal Education Courses Into curriculum

Streams

1

1

v
w

NI

0AV
W I

3

Inferior Design Studio Technical Information

IDSN1100 STUDIO
Students alma maim discos ad wadi
for mains to specific ho threSel and
three emasoud pmbbms wth a Iocos ce
design prmesses pemralprogress aid
predict

2x 3 hn credits

IDSN1200 STUDIO

Students al continue b examined dismay
ed meat kr rob is to specify tro
dimensional sd muse dare pmbbms
with a bcvs m design accesma panel
progress ad podia are to Beebe ea of
aid use d d egn wmbaSy

2x 3 hrs 3 deals

IDSN 2100 STUDIO

Currently IDSN 1150
Interior Design Studio

IDSN 2200 STUDIO

CurrenlyIDSN 1250
Interior Design Studio

1DSN1121 MATERIALS
Students Ail San the proares exptre
behav and wander mrnentio Aland
polenaa uses Ind applwtio s of e Teats
d unaay mesieb Atli as good gess
metal aid IS Emphasis is m swag
wcetuay ad dealing a comaalenshe
understanding of maenals ad the
erpohs

4 hrs

105112121 SYSTEMS

4 credits 3 crash

Currently IDSN 1110
Design Technology

NEW4year CuaiculumSUM Chongesdoc

3 credits

105111221 COMPONENTS

Students al ban ee propates astern
tare beheld ed coma crosenta
end detente usesad spplcamsd e
varietyd aepdad me aats such as
dread cadets ad cepa Enghams S on
Daring tocabutry end devebang e
mnpa anshe adesstdng d cormorant
melee ad the appicehaa

4 hn 3 asdh

tt

I 10511 2221 SYSTEMS

4 credits I 3 seals

r CurrentyIDSN 1240
Design Technology

Des n Theo Histo

Currently IDSN 1161

105111231 DESIGN AWARENESS
3 credits

Currently IDSN 1261

110 2131 DESIGN THEORIES IDSN 2141

3 credh

Currently IDSN 1160
Theory of Design 1

IDSN 2231 DESIGN THEORIES 103112241

3 credits

Currently IDSN 1260
Theory of Design 11

Representation

IDSN1145IDSN1I31 DESIGN AWARENESS

3 credits DRAWING lot Infsdoa Dedan
Studena al ben bdraw aselmlb
canmurcae Ways seal as eel ss ale
isnt seal They vet Aso Sera to use drewSg
b ermbb ttt I9 red smiles ideas
Emphasis wit be on owing end m
Mebane eta hand di Scederto
traces commencer catelbes

4 hrs 3 credits

ID5111141

TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIOII
3 credits It

Currently called Design
Technology

Currently called
Design Technology

CunentylDSN 1120 Presentation
Media

for 2 credits

I

IDSN1241

TECHNICAL REPRESENTATION I I
3aedh I

REPRESENTATION 113 credits 1
II

REPRESENTATION 1 IDSN 2251

3 credh

poge 2 of 3

Site Tutorial

Currenfy IDSN 1220 Presentationll I Currently IDSN 1230In for 2 credits Field Developmen 111
for 1 credit

Work Experience

IDSN 2161 WORK EXPERIENCE
DRA

The rodent patates S e dada
consisting d fie ton per week mead
dalos a ten reek peed The Seemed
is with a pine suppler wheSssb
meodslunsrepresentebe of design
mdsiab or grads Preteens is Men to
de students with mem d the Design
RimersAam of British tbkmha the
emphasis ism roserem as mderstandeg
d the supply side d the Stag design

44 hrs 10 weeks 1 1 credit15I

SITE TUTORIAL IDSN 2261 WORK EXPERIENCE
Built Environment

3 dash The student perteepees S e p ctam
Caldstre or Iasi tan per week arehat
day oe a sh week paled TN pboemm
is with a mnatnc1m or rtulruk commit s
that the Ardent v4I cam S depth some
elements of to Snl maenad The

encases S al obsessing recording ed
underrating to business the student S
shadawSO The student papaws end arehr
dehers a resat to senates S order to
dhes to kdarnaim bated

4 hn x 10 weeks 1 credit

Business General Ed

1 chum 140
pUSINESSA TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATIONS

3 credits

Liberal Ed

Approved ELECTIVE

ApDaovled ELECTIVE

ID511 2270 HUMAN FACTORS IN
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

3 crash

CurrentyID5N 2310

3 credh

3 dads

Total Credits

Edted August 31 2000

15 credits

18 credits

17 credits

20 credits



IDSN 3100 STUDIO DSO 3121 DETAILING

4 credits 3 credits

Cunenity IDSN 2350 Interior Design Currently 1DSN 2340 Design
Studio Tec

I

t1

IDSN 3200 STUDIO IDSN 3221 DOCUMENTATION
4crdh 3 credits

Cunenity IDSN 2450Interior Design Technology

IDSN

N 2440 Design

Studio

IDSN 4100 THESIS PROGRAMMING
Students WI creep e eIdrected tads
herrmnk consisting of a thesis statement
research n ethedob s scope d yak and
sdedib d Tutee racemes Ie mesa
nwkenent and ambbutm and a
preg amning curant

5 credh I

IDSN 4200 THESIS SYNTHESIS

Students e11caIdde previous left to
edema ad broaden lei mdata loo et
Major design by cmpletin0 presently wet
defendant a tea preyed using tar program
current hstad resources end ardor
guidance

8 credits

35 credits 18 credit

DSN 3131 DESIGN THEORIES

Cunenity 1DSN 2360 Theory of
Design III

IDSN 3231 DESIGN THEORIES

Cunenity IDSN 2460 Theory of
Design llh

IDSN 3141 REPRESENTATION

3 credh t1 3 cred8h

I Cunenity IDSN 2320 Presentation III
for2 credits

1 t

Optional Course icredits

IDSN 751 SITE TUTORIAL

3 csedlh

Currently IDSN 2330
Field Development III
for I credit I

IDSN 3241 DIGITAL REPRESENTATION IDSN 3451 SITE TUTORIA

credits lam of WanEinro nsysl doingsoftware
cnSh

I to Omulae thing visuals ideas and
ding he end three dansamal dnwmgs Currently IDSN 2430

and images a guts precis Field Development N
for I credit

IDSN 3161 WORK EXPERIENCE
Design Rnn

The student paddpeas in a prectinrm
consisting of tae horn per reek aehel
dry oar a tic reek pabd The plsansd
is Pith a design or editshed firm The
emphasis is on oblate recording end
mdetedng the ogre ass of a design firm
Tte sbdalt puttees it to design
pooesses mien the fir to hatcher extent is
possbb The student prepares and anti
defies a teat b classmates is order in
shin to intimation bared

4 hrs x 10 weeks 1 crndl

DSN 3180

The BUSINESS of Interior Deakin

DSN 3261 WORK EXPERIENCE
Design Ran

The student pafidpeles in e prectwm
cones ol bit tars per seekonhal day
oar elan weal Feist The phmrred is ants
e sand design a adilecoed Gm The
emphasis as wit the fad auk sup ter e is
m thieving rcadi g ad understanding
the operations d a design has The duet
parftetes n be Ethan d the firm mine
passible The Mani prepares end Drell
debars is report to tartan in cram to
rhea the informer bared

4 hn x 10 weeks 1 credit

Currently IDSN21121

3 cedh

IDSN 3280 The BUSINESS of Interior
WED
Stuart Pilebb o ad bacons bmilm milts
carted dasments and contact
edaattn m prmedins end processes
itWig budgets spefirtts end exert
management Students vet else Mate
Sabo and document a creme a for
thesis project kr the bat arrester
4 hn 3 credits

18 credits

1

18 credits 9 credits

IDSN 4190 MAJOR FIELD TRIPS
The student participates in e fns b Wren
orstubs dry bet trip b aalts city or
region eplding an opporanty le minas
design theoy end krowWge bib respect to
the cadent d ea suture dmnea and
geography The destindim milts
detested by the dart is oobboraon
min lowly to ensure asmplam rigs
objectivesd the trip The cod at to tep
tam by the student

2 credits

DSN 4261 WORK EXPERIENCE
Dedgn firm OR

The gudant parapet m e pr4aum
oamdip d lair Mrs ter beak mid day
as a ten yak peed The pbasnan is sit
a OVd design or enteb adfrm The
emphasis as with the find andd yak
eryaerce is on disgust weeding end
understating the epee of e design farm
The student peacpetes in the rtiees of the
firm whey pissibb The student preen
and ash delvers a repot to craman in
order to sham the sateen loaned

Emphasis a se provides a lensed job stews

pen a the student et pedalos1 credits
7 credits

IDSN 4160 The BUSINESS of Intrlot
Bekaa
This cane ascots students le bepare
krcwbdgasbb tart resume erepaebn and
job ceinn rehods clad ntervist a end
pesanhams inn end Mag s financial end
admitting strarn beard agreement
pdesdonalconduct ethics and mating
Emphasis is peed ors written mmnmieam
is tarns cummb

14 hn 3 credits

12 credits

pp
2

VN

Approved ELECDVES1 6 walls

Aaeroyed ELECIJVEIS credits

21 credits

0
0

5

Credit

NEW4year CurriculumSUM ChangesdOC
page 3 of3

Edited August 31 2000

20 credits

17 credits

16 credits

15 credits

TOTAL 138 reedits



Streams
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UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
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Interior Deslgn Studio 1

This is to heat d to omivbm

The redo is a dm to defse and mach for
sobEms to to psobbms of Mery design end
domes a bas method to ci@et thinking

The dodo is not w mesh a piece for receiving
nsatcbm abash there is Ostnam gnen
in a dude bit we go bhoreay it is to
Se Mere egermentet n mach and
diemoy Ideas pea

In to side to baring obsess is boning by
ding Tie studio prcieds lam a launderer d
huNnp bt ks Mach ere amended
ebhaead upon and reechoed tlaphout to
amicobm

Technical Information

This stream enables to students o ecgima
tedsiah sAik vbuhly at a teiveal
hndy d knowledge specific lode pmkssim
Interior Deep end the buil emiwmment
Seth enables students to buvi b vadate
and communions resign rendes

Ugmtey the design is Wended to gee a
mote form end become pal d to toil
em enmenl

A Year Curriculum Year Curriculum Imp12001doc

Design Theory History

o nisi stream students ail explore discuss
end aqua a cited soreness eM
unddatendip of to theoretical body of
knowledge fob tames rew sentries end we
to to dro maed theories nethodobgS
et spoofs to the profession of Kerbs
Design eo to tall ernimmenx

They MI study end teem to moister of
design appled history The teem MI also
provide DyPOhates Ire to sewdmts to
discover ad art tai an design accesses

U0matey its creates the nature of design
te search la what was what is and Meat
Cold he

Representation

Sowing tiding end dmeing in intimmts
edenebtad lo the study d making both lepe
and anal scab titans students sfnU
undated eat Oe dewing pram is
bodicaby connected with the design

Design ideas to we rot erlarmlzed remmn
thoughts any Design is a visual end physical
wavily design ideas mud lea made Webb
u dereandchy vidbb

Students we ineidueb with wipe banalg
tinhisg ad doing styles and MI develop ins
aspect d their design doom namely from
tai awn perscates

page 1 of 1

Site Tutorial

This stream provides kir nidmts In Stu
absavmenm sib pasentdms by roolecoy
to pratassai Rejects n pro end
competed remixes pa1u nung to the
pnslessim d intern design

to witdice

Work Experience Business General Ed

h o vaiety of work oeriaces aver amend educating benders tar to ddessim d
semesters student here the appadurity to Intend Design
mmaam firstheld the waking
envirmmmts of the interior design on alter
tilawimment prafmlve I

These podde opporammm hr absaysDm
and eppk an of devious studied thanes
end rrethadtbges ad assist with to
banstnn al the graduated student from deal

STREAMS
Liberal Ed

This component of to Degree intends to
respmd to Naadlen invaded boning
commas

1 That student twine ahaey Iterate

2 That students be prepaed to make batter
nlrmed end maxi moluy Doddered
decisions in gar Aiwa In

3 Thal students aprure the stilly to see
thins in antes

Rohr m Rogan ifwenae Mmimbfo teat

Edited September 1 2000



a
IDSN1100 STUDIQ

Students wilexperimentdna ed teach
for sobam to spaifs ono dimertessel an
Wee dimensael problems with a ban on
design processes persona progress end
prodst

2s3his

IDSN1200 STUDIO

Students el memo to a permed discover
ad seen for sobbms to specific No
dimensional end threedimensional pmbbms
with a bate on design musses pampa
pograss Ord predict ad the development of
end use of design eat

A portfolio oleo nil be pat of be foal
evalueu i for this course

23hrs 3 credits

IDSN 2100 STUDIO

Students ail prod ndMduak or in groups
signal designsthat respects to priors
msspba fuctvn baeabrel an
aeowelaitire for sigh parch spass
Emphasis Son undemanding humps in Ue
bil enienrtan

2s1vs 4 credits

IDSN 2200 STUDIO

Students sal prodse uufridhmIain groups
eigrml designsthat moans to specific
nee for group spar in the bin
environment Emphasis is m expending
hmderamdng of requirements to design
aeMO complex projects

2s1 ire

IDSN1121 MATERIALS

Students nil ben tAe properties expire
behavior ed consider oxnen argil End

potential uses and Epplaedonsd e variety
r r of unsay materials loth es won gess

metal end Iabrio Emphasis ism acquiring
eatut y end daebyng a mmpoSnsise

3 credits mderarmdng of mater an their

iI 4 hrs 3 edits

IDSN2121 SYSTEMS

Students el be introduced to the ledawal

aspects d interior environments consisting of
biting systems T ail ben fl how
the constituent subsystems of riming eat
asp p were ens star cede power md
data belting End water use form the ebb
end function interdependently end
homcnious Emphasis is o understendng
end cmmmi ti g technic ten vasty at
systems in than course end in Snide pass

41n peredits

IDSN1221 COMPONENTS

Students vol ban the properties assembly
explore SSC and consider mentioned
end mend uesend ggkmensde
vasty of mmpadmaterials such as
plywood daises ad caps Emphasis is m
acquiring wcaulry end dewbprg e
mmpehershe undadodng of cornered
materiels ad then eppkstions

his 3 credits

105112221 SYSTEMS

Students wlcontinue baring about
await em subsystems They wl be
intrados to the nhnin aspects of
sorrgwonts land Min interim emvaments
oat es wdisclwa niYak furniture end
awe goods Twl teen be introduced to
Building Cade pidpbs Emphasis is on
undeserving an cmnnEasrg technic
both systems end intuit domprens this
course ad in Studio ponds

1 his 3 credits

Design Theory History

IDSN1131 DESIGN AWARENESS

Students win abm doss ad moire e
critical avMot tle importm a end
infra of design They nil be introduced to
the moisten d design They win ben
apbre and fray the prvipbs End elements
of design The ste s nil ben end empby
to evffiday of Obis design The
students on dross ed debate Maio
design end tel environment roues

1 hrs 3 aedlts

IDSNI231 DESIGN AWARENESS

Students nilmaw to eepbe discuss and
acquire a critical aareess of the imparter
ed impact d design by ereymg the
molars of design bldg from acmes
dvaobgml geopsPls cubrra End
saicbgicaldomains They velmntinue to
epbre End qty the prix ipbs End elements
of design The indents nil knew heir
undwstadng of the vormubry of nnn
design end masse b emery this trguege
in tier erase sae ed poem Students
wl discuss ad debate interior design md the
sal eneemnned issues

4les 3 credits

Representation

IDSN1145 DRAWING for Interim Dali n
Students el ban to drew es eft to

commaate stet is seen es eel es inner
Mt seen Theydetc ban to use drawing
to nubs tinting end Calm ideas
Emphasis el te on seeing ad m
deobrng eye Nod orranter inat to
impale mmmmn tmsspetil5as
lore 3credits

IDSN1141 TECHNICAL REPRESENTATION
Students ail septa an grapy the pomsses
d pads rig behead drawings ed
doameda nauay ad 6gtey The oxeye
twat studio peens end invokes
esualdng ideas cbjsts end spare
undactodng the inhered wallies of
material Pars structure md assembly end
communce5ng Matiens vise Ere sabot
by podraahg modals two an Wee
rose na thanes and osnauctio
doormen 41 t 3 credits

IDSN1241 TECHNICAL REPRESENTATION

Studerds ail centime to expSo cud only the
prarms of mating technical drewegs
ad documents manual and dgitay
Projects nil mnbwe to nvebe sisImg
ideas oasis end spices Students wl
dente o aldastadng of contextual bass
reeled to matinees process stases end
assembly Eyd volexpire tit potential of
materials an c nsnxim methods indicting
the eppkation d ping end aoustit
pwcpbs They recommitting by
produing models 2 end 3 drami na
drewngs end other currents aM as
pond schedules and budges

4 Iv 3 credits

Site Tutorial Work Experience Business General Ed

CMNS1140 APPLIED COMMUNICATIONS

This course sakes students Inv to snips

anted and tierce astable pug and
demise message anted rtedem SmI
design end dehe y strategy in ado to sees
aiRn ad ad walpb a nefsaG0t that ail
be ranted understood used end retrieved
with speed end stray

1 11ss 3atlits

I

IDSN 2131 DESIGN THEORIES

Students el study end discuss basic theories
pndpbs ed processes imonad in creating
design solutions n nscsr spas Emphasis
wl te m per grrnirg being to design
pgectsin 03SN 2110 Studio They wl
continue to eplre dons ad debate
interior design end tau amonment issces
Students el to naoduoed to 20 century
genes and ideobgies in relation b design
fundamentals They ail be oauraged to fend
caaslon bateam ideobgeammpts aid
des am design q oloniss
4 hrs 3 credits

IDSN 2231 DESIGN THEORIES

Students wl come b study end discuss
bass elegies poopbs ad processes

imbed in creating design Miters b
inner spates Emphasis wi be an space
panning Ina to design petcgs in IDSN
2200 Studs Students el time to ban
20n penny Wes ad idmbges in reboil
to design fundamentals They rate
ermeeged to rod connecter between
ideological incepts and their om design
ggketions

41us 3 credits

10SN2141 REPRESENTATI01

Students oil develop vmndamnmuumtion
Ski in cider to better understand ad

effedney army design tromps ad ideas
ratted to the hit enactment Students wI

ban ad apoinad with a rmge of
presentation banquet br ranching
perspectives with emphasis an repesentng
specific types d materiels Ight shade and
Iola gradation

lots 3 credits

IDSN2241 REPRESENTATION

Studeds elcnbes to barn ad a psimem
with a range of pasentafim tadoiqu s
Student el continue to vestiges
pelmpt end design though diming ad
emote demon presentation techniques
Students nil further develop the milt to plan
an deha prege alms in order to
communicate ideas

4 hrs 3 credits

IDSN 2251 SITE TUTORIAL

Students pitapat in m numsbry bet
fed trip aaseaeaee dung With Wry ail
cisme design appketims i1 err
sommu thftsal meowed One emrrsian
b ere or rope sites per weak el te

e consand b resourcesuppler of design

1 stoats design firms design canters pubic
spaces eslitits naabt ns ed

rcaemagabres bS sketch ad
mare design in to boil enrcment
4hrs 3 credits

IQSN 2161 WORK EXPERIENCE ORA
The student petcpetel in a peanum
consisting of bur hens per week anahal 1
dayaao sin week prod The prernent
is with a pima suppler sNebseb or
me ufacmees repamnaw of design
memriab or goods Prelereces panto
placing students with members of the Design
Resource Asmdetio of British Gebmtia

The emphasis is o obavatim end
understating of the stay side of the adorer
design praetor

4In it 10 weeks 1 ova

IDSN 7251 WORK EXPERIENCE
Bulb Environment

The student pencpesa n e piston
caisismg of four onle pee vneaehal 11
day mei a ten wepad The pacement lI
is with a constructer a rakes comps so
that to student vole peream n depth some 1
ebments of the tel enlramad The

emphasis eon ebcawlg readers and
t r

ondeamdng the business the student is
shebang The ardent tepees ad any
dehers a repot to classmates in order to
shoe the informal ban

4 hrs x 10 creaks 1 credit

I

Liberal Ed

Aooro ELECTIVE

Ergtish113 1000level 3 credits

Approved ELECTIVE 3 credits

113514 2270 HUMAN FACTORS IN
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

Students nil be introduced to the pncipbs of
ewrann nl psy mbgy rctedng pamplm
I cognition peral spate I tenadaltp
privacy an wedding and E IeN them to to
design of the bail emrmment Students wl
also obmsw End read the effect of base

md other tag on hemp behaves

pedometer ad emotions n mditoi they
ail participate in grog discussion en mbmd
asks end gen insights from psecing
polesseneb v4ose expertise incbdes the
maessful ideaeotn of humor Isbrs in
tea design5sMeta in the dscipb
of programming wayfnding systems a
agmimtamlcube

4 hrs credits

Streams

1

1

0
W

0

1

2

3

Interior Design Studio Technical Information

4 Year Curriculum 4year Curriculum Imp12001doc page 2 of 2

4 YEAR CURRICULUM
Total Credits

Edited September 1 21700

15 aodts

17 aedis

20 credits



IDSN 3100 STUDIO

Students oil deed ideas ad create
dbdpnsWIh e bcus m d nsity ateanY
erevetiar and prsonaleserr Projects wit
incbde a vaite d bring Types are es
arm reel et

2slhn chafes

DSN0131 DETAILING

Students wit dawtp end decal the inn
anent d Ilea vat cobg pr rot to

1 sear end cpecfcan of materials
components ad systems with an emphasis
m mmpd ershe asembb and cu1sPirlon
awnings misted to Susie pnojais

4M peredls

q

Ii
li

IDSN 3700 SiUJDQ

Students vie epee tea ad dewtp by
produce end defend design n ore a more d
e weedy d design specialness ash es
raetaea heath an retdt aaaem
estutiael and Impitelty

1

2rdhrcJ 4 ante p

IDSN3221 DOCUMENTATION

Students viol undated adnctm industry
atada and processes used by to tuner
Design potesam aril as Qastrnctm
Spe ihro l Pies CSI Project

Maegenet ac ads es end ten pi apes of
Contact Administrate

They nil apt knawbdga from these ace to
prepare Contract Documents aided biding
documents 14arnigs mead scledsbm and
i era msactm specifcacm mod to
Studio praersEmphasis nil be m case
dudes

d hrs panda

IDSN 4100 THESIS PROGRAMMING

Students elven a seldinsted thesis

framework pwdsmg of e theta statement
research metadobgin ta of vak and
sic wile d bent ranee la nen
twlertu1 and retihdi wed e

programmes dement
Saedls II

DSN 4700 THESIS SYNTHESIS

Students el cased pawn brining to
edam rid broaden the undactmdng of
inner deign by curpnt9presenteg ad
defending a thesis pad using then program
document Isatl Iymoces ad mentors
gidam

a credits

35 credits

a

ri

18 credits

IDSN 3131 DESIGN THEORIES

Students WI epee design Owes
dabs ad accesses vase a teas on
ms ai0rdy oryeriy wevedm end
perscreinn Students sitest and
commutate ideas They vol be ifdmd
b specialized Bees of preen in iOeu
dadgn hiig to design pangs n IDSN
3110 Studio

den 3 cradle

IDSN 3331 DESIGN THEORIES

Ihn

Students vat ben higher teal nest design
programming schemes design ad design
dewtpnad focusing m spaialzed ereas
of pieced in intact design Inking to
pnjedsin IDSN 3210 Serb

4 hrs p aunts

IDSN3141 REPRESENTATION
Stdmts wit entente bareg n at to
eosin complete pamntatian

if Students Wt dab lemmatise oils to
ladkndb and accetheb edam ever
bees both viral and abate
Emphasis WI be m use d emerging digit
meats

3 credits

IDSN3741 DIGITAL REPRESENTATION

Students wit utile digital becaobgy a to
form of deadmerral waning soften
to dinner thinking viantre ideas and
rmdeing Irn and tree dmandmd dsadigs
and images n studio presets

Optional Cows 3 mend

IDSN 3351 SITE TUTORIAI

Stldans palms in ocomprehend field
Ole mew mate that reins abbthe I
codes in the Sten cane This mace II
tans m tePeers Sits Tutorial cane
Ora aortal Do me a mom cites per weds

I WI to omen b ten iitsa desgn
orders under a sbclirl wdtr completed

I design and architectural fens for the purpose
of catering sketching tabling and
1 evening inane deign aptBtms

Students viol attend Wares serial ends

I and antra es these onat des arise I

I 4 he 3 credits I

IDSN 3451 SITE TUTORIAI

Students pre cipea in m remise fete trip
antsy aped that rains to and supports
the study of ttlen design and specifrsy
the sa projects One eaadm a ore or I
more etas per week wil be cornered to lea 1
tterer deign ihdnNtmd catenation sites
pubic facet ad design fans to deem
debt mebze and exam interior design

I aplmmns Shrifts el sad bones
span there and exits es these
oppwbsNeat Emphasis is m expiring
design pram to assist ore resit of
gnduesg students to to walptre

ribs 3 cradle

IOSN3161 WORK EKPEmENCE
Design Arm

The cbdw7l penopdes in a pranum
consisting of Iasi toss per reek Drehal
day are a to week peed The skean
is xnh a design r wdktatud firm The
emphaais on observing recads9 end
mdaslnding Ilea apwwvs of e design tom
The student participates in the design
processes tithe the firm to dinner extent is
psdbb The student preen and Bay
delvers a repot to clesmdas n at to
shwa the tbrmaim beard

d has r 10 weeks 1 credit

Design Firm

The sudad paldpdes in e prenum
anliltig d far lase per reek uMal day
oa a an emk paled The pboenoe is with
a send design or eldiiactw0 fnn The
emphasis ea fit the foci wok impedance is
on ob aping reading and mtlastinding
the operate of e denim form The nerd
patdpds a the aches of the f mn were
potb The student padres and rag
deherc a rte art b cbssmdes in order b
drat to Homan bared
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Memorandum

Interior Design Department
Sooz Klinkhamer Chair
5992542 tel
5992716 fax

sooz@kwantlenbcca

The Interior Design Department faculty met on Tuesday 29 August 2000 to discuss the revisions to the
Bachelor of Applied Design in Interior Design Degree Program The proposed revisions to the degree
were circulated in a mailing to all faculty in June 2000 providing adequate time to review and digest

The following endorsement is given as acknowledgement of our collective support for these revisions to
curriculum

We the undersigned faculty teaching within the Interior Design Program signify our support for the
proposed revisions to the degree program as circulat d in June 2001 d discussed in August 2000

i

400
714

N

As Dean responsible for this department I wish to express my support for the proposed revisions



Le Interior Design Delia Revisions

Subject Re Interior Design Degree Revisions
Date Thu 31 Aug 2000 140029 0700 PDT

From Sheila Evans sheilaeacwantlenbcca
To Sooz Klinkhamer sooz@kwantlenbcca
CC susanmo@kwantlenbccaIauram@kwantlenbcca

1 of 1

Sooz

Thank you Sooz for keeping me in the loop on the Interior Design
Revisions I like what I see so far however am interested to see
what will be included for the approved electives for the Liberal
Education credits as well as the Business General Ed credits

Please feel free to send me further updates
Sheila Evans Advising

Sheila Evans I email sheilae@kwantlenbcca
Educational Advisor Richmond Campus I phone 599 2685
Kwantlen University College BC Canada 1 vmail 2685

000831 305 PM



Re FwdJnterior Design Degree Revisions

Subject Re Fwd Interior Design Degree Revisions
Date Thu 31 Aug 2000 115039 0700

From Mamie McFarlane mamie@ cwantlenbcca
To Sooz Klinkhamer sooz@kwantlenbcca

Hi there Sooz

I sorry its taken me so long to get back to you Work interferes with
everything

Your number sequencing looks great for IDSN I dont see any problems from my
end Ive forwarded your colour sheet with 1 4 year curriculum over to Kathy
Wainman and shell show it to Jody just for their information Good luck with
the new year and program

marnie
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